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 his report contains the results of a study of advanced design requiremnts 
for aerial application aircraft  Eor agriculture, The study war; conducted 
by the Cockhccd-Georgia Company under contract to  the Kangley Kcsearch 
Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Dr. B. 3. 
Molms was the NASA technical mnagcr, 
A t  the Lackheed-Georgia Canpany, the study was pcrEonned under the 
cognizance of R.  13, &anger Manager of the Advanced Technology Systen~ 
Epartmcnt. 3 . T. IJinely , Jr . , sewed as study manager with R.  8. Boylcs, 
Jr., as principal investigator for system design. Piper Aircraft 
Corporation and ~ i s s i s s i p p i  State Universizy participated i n  the program as 
subcontractors. 
Pkasurement: values used i n  t h i s  r e p r t  are stated first i n  custcmary units 
w i t h  ST u n i t s  Eollwing i n  parentheses. The principal masuremnts and 
calculations *re performed i n  custcnrary UP its. 
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?he objectives of thc  study w r c  ko cvaluatc currcP'nt stateof-khc-art for 
agricultural aircraft  design, wi th  omphaois on dcaign cotlcepts that offkr 
p t c n  t i a l  for improved prduc t ivi ty y, ccongnica , and safety; identify amas 
requiring additional rcsoarch; cvnluatc air.uurt;hincss regulations; and 
i l lus t ra ts  grunising dasiqr? ca:tccgtn. '141~ approach v,as ta develop wnveit- 
tional baseline design configumtion~ for onc largc) aircraft  and sna mlJ. 
aircraft  and to evaluate aircralt: ancl nuL~nysitcm tcchnalqy concepts i n  can-  
parison w i t h  the baselines. An oyxrationc analysis nloilel was usec3 ta  
obtain quantitative lrcasures of: mission prcxluc t i v i  ty and econanics fa r  the 
design concepts under consideration. 
Several candidate aircraft  wnfiguratj 011s \ere defined over the range of 
1000 t o  10,000 paunds payload (454 to 4536 kg) and evaluated over a broad 
spectrum of agricultural missions. Fran these studies, baseline design 
pints w r e  selected a t  3200 pounds (1452 kg) payload for the m ~ l l  
aircraft and 7500 punds (3402 kg) for the large aircraft .  The m a l l  base- 
line a i rcraf t  utilizes a single turboprop powrplant while the large air- 
craft  ut i l izes two turboprop pwrplan ts .  
These configurations were optimized for wing loading, a s p c t  rat io,  and 
p w r  loading to provide the best mission cconauics i n  representative 
missions. Wing loading of 20 lb/sq E t  (97.7 kg/sq m )  was selected for  t h ~ >  
mll aircraf t  and 25 lb/sq ft (122.1 kg/sq m) for the large aircraft .  
%pet ra t io  of 8 was selected for both a i rcraf t .  I t  was found that a 10% 
rduc tion i n  engine pwer £ran the original con£ igurations provided 
improved mission economics for both a i rcraf t  by reducing the cost of the 
turboprop engines. Refined configurations incor~prate a 675 HP (503 kw) 
engine i n  the s m l l  a i rcraf t  and two 688 HP (513 kw) engines i n  the large 
aircraft.  
xxv 
~ ~ r m C r i c  oonsitivity studics wr2 oonducced for llujor design characteris- 
t i c s  to  determine cEEccts on mioaion productivity and cost. It was fwnd 
that the offcctc of dosign characterfatics aro greatly dopcndent en the 
type d minsiona k i n g  pculsrmd. Increased swath width providce g m l  
prceluctivity imgr~vcm?nta with lat application rakes txlt io lcoo important 
for high-applicit tion mineiona . I&xluc~d tu rn  t im bas a similar cffcct, 
with greater hcncfit i n  mall fielde. IIoduced rjtructural wight is 
important arjd k c m s  increasingly beneficial w i th  highor application 
ratcs. Ferry sped  IS quite significant ir, a l l  csscs, but incroeslrnly so 
with longor Eerly distances and/or higher application ratcs. BEst design 
trade-offs for Euture aircraEt w i l l ,  Qcpnd on the mrkots thc a i rera t t  arc 
intsnded to  serve, 
The external drag of liquid dispcrsal systms has o strong dotrimcntal 
effect on mission productivity kcausc i t  rcduccs ferry s p e d .  Lowdrag 
dispcrsal system designs arc rccamndd such as incorporation of  tho spray 
bosm in trailing edge flaps. Pumping ~f f ic i f r i cy  of current liquid systems 
is adequate for l w v o l m  liquid applicatiol~s hu t  neds  to i4o increased 
for improved productivity i n  highar application missions. 
Fran the limited test data available, it aptxars that the high Brag of 
conventional dry mter ia l  spreaders sericusly i n h i b i t s  the productivity of 
aircraet i n  dry nu torial missions such as fcr t i l  izer applications . b j o r  
improvenents arc nseded i n  d r y  d i sp r sa l  systems i f  aerial  mthods arc! to 
Lrcane morc a m p t i t i v e  for t h i s  t y p  wrk. Free release of d ry  matorials 
appears to offer advantages a t  higher application rates, and t h i s  approach 
deserves Eurther investigation. The kne f i t a  of free release increasc wi th  
multiple dispersal p i n t s  along the wing, and investigations should bc mtle 
of concepts for dry  material t r ansp r t  through tile wing to dispersal paints 
along tha wing s p a n .  bkd~anical spreaders also appear to  ix promising from 
tlre limited data available, 
Several alternate aircraft  concepts wre  exmind during the course BE t h ~ !  
study. A twin reciprocating engine aircraft  w i t h  the s m  gross w i g h t  as  
the mll baseline aircraft  was evaluated to  sce i f  the lower cost s f  
engines would improve mission economics. The aircraft  was found to be 
non-cmpstikivc, f m v e ~ ' ,  ~ C G ~ \ U G O  OE Inc~ea~Cil mpky might, whish ci\ucd a 
rcductisn in payload, and bcauas ~f rcdur~?d snginc prfonluncc. A turbo= 
fan vwnion of tho rmll ai.rcritft: was alm found bc tmn-sanpctitivc 
bcaucc oE high fuel c~nr;cmqti~n a d the high cost QE t h ~  engine, 
An advanwd biglano vsrcion QE tkt? l a q e  kaaclinc aircraft: was Cound to 
oCEar posniblc! advantagcc, Ibis aircragt: concapt i n c o v r a t s s  a l m r  wing 
that is unloaclcd durim swath run.; but: with Claps for added l i f t  during 
tskcoff and tirnrc;, The spray boom crid plunbing arc ~nclos65 i n  tns! lahlrtr 
wing tor lw drag, and the dispersal syatcm is s~l 'pratcd fm the t i p  
vortex of the loaded uppcr wing. llse a i rc ra t t  has clual, hqprs,  one 
mounted on each w i ~ r f l  to thc rear of  the cngincs, L i m i  tccl analysis of this 
c~nfiguratisn concept: indicates that: mission costs are higher than the 
conventional baseline aircraft  i n  insst missions, kt the conscpt ahws 
promise and is csnsidcrcd to  mrit: mre detailed study, 
Canpsite mtc r i a l s  for agricultural aircraft  structure shod prauise b t h  
fo r  might reduction and corrosion rcrluctir?r,, An all-cmposite aircraft  of 
the sane size as Cha .mall baseline aircraEt was dof in& conceptually and 
evaluated for  wigh t  reduction p t e n t i a l ,  The aircraft: uses il high  degree 
of f i k q l a s  and Kcvlar w i t h  graphite/epxy reinforcement. Although the 
analysis was limited i n  depth, the compssitc a i rcraf t  is indicated as k i n g  
econmically canpcti Live w i t h  thc hascline m ta l  aircraft  , A configuration 
w i t h  a ~wmposite wing of Gapct racio 19 and conventional n ~ t a l  structure 
i n  othcr areas was found to be superior to the hsclinc? a i rcraf t  i n  mission 
sconolnics. Composi te materials configurations deserve Eurthcr st-,udy. 
Canyosite materials are inherently corrosion resistant and may offar  
near-term benefits for corrosion rcduction i n  selected applications w i t h  
current aircraft .  Mre ingomation is needed on the effects of acljricul- 
tural  chemicals on composite materials, Labratory testing is recommended 
for this purpose, and a Eield service tes t  w i t h  one or mre  current air- 
craf t  i n  normal operation is also rcmnmnded, The underside of the fuse- 
xxv i i 
lagc i n  a high-mmooion .noren, and belly skins fabricated of ctfnpwitcn 
v;twJ,d he a (load application for  the mrvice test ,  
Thbre are no skandard elwiyn cr i tar ia  for stabil i ty ancl central ~ h a r a c t ~ r i p  
t i s o  of agricultural nircrat t ,  and Elight; Gestn and/or piloted uimulakions 
arc rt~eded to C%?V@~O~) bandling qualities &La a0 il basin for dc?r,igll g u i d e  
l ines.  kchtlnical central syt;tsns ?re eonairl~rcd r?tlcqudts for thcca oir- 
cmEt, although pwra3 n y s t m  offer advantqeo for tailoring stiek ancl 
pedal forces Eer optimum handling qualities, 
Direct l i f t ,  control i n  thc Eonn of a flap systan is strongly rccamnilcd i n  
Eu turc a i rcraf t  for rcducbd kakcoEf clis tunco and imy-?~ovcmn t s  In tu rn  ti~nc ,
Direct drag control tryord that available w i t h  flaps and turlmprop pitch 
~wntrel  does not nppar 60 bo wnrrantsd . Direct: sick force control. i g  mn- 
sidered to intreclucs axecssivs ccmplcxitiss for m~rginal mission bet?cF;its 
and dws not: mrit  furkhcr csnsidcrat=ion i n  tho ncar future, 
XISSION ANALYSIS 
!!ission productivity ark? cost analyses wcrc prfo~mecl wi th  the operations 
analysis nodel througha~ t the study for evaluation of design concepts. 
Extensive data wre  gcneratcxl Ear the r~Eincc3  bascline a i ~ c r a f t  i n  a 
tariety of missions. The ~1x111 aircraft  was shown to have C J ~  C C O ~ O I ~ ~ C B  
m r  a wide range of missions for both liquid and dry  material dispersal. 
%e large a i rcraf t  is attractive in high-vslw liyuicl missions, ht the 
5iqh drag of conventional dry  material spredddrs i n h i b i t s  the prccluctivity 
of the aircraEt i n  d r y  missions. Consequently, tho large aircraft  uppart; 
ta bc of limited u t i l i ty  i n  crop mrk unless irnprovcd dry d i s p r s a l  mcthotls 
are devclopc3d. Additional studies should bc nude of: wide-area missions. 
I t  was not pssilsle i n  the present study to provide a valid econcnlic 
exmparison be?Men the study aircraft  and currently existing agricullti~ral 
aircraft.  A rough canparison was nude by ropresentiw t.w present-day 
a i rcraf t  i n  tile syerations analysis 1.node1 for the s m  nlissions used for 
trhc study airaratt .  Thhs! m~bilto inifieaka khilt: thc nml l  b00lin(!  c7ireraEL: 
&tined i n  thc ntuily io far  nupcrior to very mull  current oircratt; cxccpt 
for lau applicoti~n rotco in anall fioldo. Tito .mall sturly oirsmTt is 
inclilicatod t e  h ~ ~ v c  h k t o r  mission ccnnomiw khan a current lacgo mdial- 
clrlinc air-crdft ovcc thc cntirc inirjoion cpcteum, with thc &vilnEagc 
ranging Ermn nbal t  102 Co 30% tlcpen~.nJing on field nim and applicakion rate. 
En tubliot~cxl dcriiqn conccptr; for @rim1 tural a i rcral t  oolcty mre iincor 
p r ~ k c d  i n  a l l  aircraft  conCigurationo conriidcmd i n  tho ntucly. 
assenmnte, was ikx'f~ of c l b ~ k r ~ n i s  owsth guidnncc csnwptn tor irnirevccl 
qcrational u t i l i ty ,  wi th  L ~ c  conclu~ion t h a t  f l i g h t  tosting of cimdidntc 
nys tans is nacscsnLy to tlotctmina suf  t i thil i  ty Tor thc agrieul tural rn imi~t~ .  
avaluation was mdo of nimrttlincna r-cgulnkions to dcltctmii~e if 
rcscorch 1s nscdml to supput: rqulntory chatx~cs. 
I t  was soneluded that inndquacios exist i n  present: o i~wrth incss  regulo- 
tionr; lor agricul turitl aircraft.  Present rajulntionr, arc not: d c f i n i  tivc i n  
ooveral arcas, do not: rccqt~izc the mis~iondcdicatcd naturG sl 
a~risulturnl aircrafit i n  other areas, n t ~ d  (30 not: fully raflsct: current 
rienign tochnolcqy . Wiicnrch i n  trnedcki i* r;prcif ic orcas, and rcgolatory 
chatxjcs arc. nc.sdct3 to clarify s p c i f i c  r a ~ u i r m ~ t l t s ,  I t  is rbcanmcrdd 
that rt task grarg t~ Eomd to tlraft o new 1 % ~  part lor agricultural 
ctircraf t .  
CBXI,USIW8 AND IU;LU@U~WMTI(;XJS 
Tho fellowinq concogts oEEcr granisc far. improved prahc t i v i  ty oC qr icu l -  
tural  aircraft and arc considouetl to m r i t  additim~al investigation: 
rs Mvnnclxd biplane concspk w i t h  unlocldc~l lwczr w i n g ,  
a rawiluag liquid Bispcxfal sys temq r 
0 Free-rclaaacl m t h d  e f  dis~X2rsir~j dry materials . 
o Multiple hcp~blt'r designs, 
o Dry material dispersal along the w i n g .  
o C,'orn[xsi tc; ~natcrinln for nircraet: stmsturr:. 
wxix 
m addition t@ tho a h v c  wnsop tn ,  roocarst1 i o  rosannnrrlcci in thc Ibllavirr~ 
13rcafj: 
s Mditional o i r s ra f t  nturlico W retino praninim ayatan concepts, 
o Pc~rticlc-it~-wnkc i .~hnvfst:  and ~wat l l  pt -~ l j i~k io t~ ,  
o ~xyxrimctntnt ion wikh t i r y  i twtcr ial  tIis[xran;l cm"twptn. 
4 FEiqhG tent!; and oimulatioi~o far hondlitlq c junl i t ico ,  
o CuiQansc oyo tan avnluakionn , 
Q l l ~ f , ~ d r ~ h  nncr c'lavcl~px?n t to augprt rcr]u_lakary dsanqon , 
XXX 
Airsraft play ,in irrrfnrtdnt: rolo i l  q t p l i ~ ~ ~ k i a n  oG a ~ l r l ~ 3 ~ l t r ~ r a l  eftvmie~(1t; 
arxl ~ t h w  rutlcat%inlrr tr.rtlt irt t tw t t  ,!;, d numf~r c ~ f ,  Xf>r-fbibjn cu~t i t r i r?r ; ,  
M,rrin2 i&t611rltlr; pr~,~!llt y ~1cs~l.tnt for ~t r(?f dtiwaly 1;11n111 ~x)r't&t)n ~ ) 1  ~ v c m l l  
L ~ ~ i w l l ; ~ ~ a l  : i t  np~;Zici l t iot~ riului~(~fnc~rier;, fmvr?t*, anif 11,ttt-t ic 
~ m t o n t i n l  for cqhttl!;ir~n itrt o cl n w h  L i f c ~ ~ r c i ( ~  inikket: area with i n p ~ ~  ovcxf 
aerial r;yr;ternn, i ~ t ~ f j c ~ r ~ t "  i j L d ~ ~ l k l l r d 1  i~i~-cfraf k WTC" t1et'ivtrj j)r~~ilrtt'iZy f T-UP 
0 t h ~ ~  C i ~ K ~ a r f  t: kIc!~iqn:; t;~rid hctnisa 2ly r e f  lt!ol, 1 cltridt bnii tfo:;itjtl 
tc2chnolnjy uE dn tbarlic?r ix3riotl. I)ir;t~rt;,iS !;ynttmn have chanclacJ vety 
l'tl ;LC? i n  thb  t?iifit: 20 ycaer;, 
X t  i a  kirmtly a1111 ayilroyriatLc3 for: NASA to corxlrrct: a b~md-bat;c?rl ~c-cot.;~ec.h 
tlfbfort to r;upport: the rlovc'lo~xmnk oC improver1 ncriad ayplit'cxtion syf;t.tqn:;, 
' k ? c h t ~ s i ~ y  drccrlr; oC inkct"co6 NASA i n  this oil i~rt  arc? :!lr>l;cly related to 
t7 n ~ f : ~ ~  f 3 t  facM~ccsl' !; on-ijoing rcs(?dt"ch and dcvc loyx~~rst; prarjmnn, ('it'lt.1 tho 
I ~ ~ h a a - a  Canpany wdn pl~as?J t.9 cork?uct: khc prcni=-n"blcr,lgn fttjrjy 
for NASA' .c., r.;lnglcy iic!c:o~~rch ~ n t c e .  r ~ ) w h ~ ~ t l < @ ~ ~ ' S J i n  has csnciuctc?tl indsl;m- 
11mt ~Iavc?lop~cnt txlics of & j r i ~ ? l k u ~ " ~ i L  a i r c r a f t :  do:;ign rkjt~ircment:; wvtx 
t i : ~  j3;lSk k W  y(_lilL'!;r ~11'1~1 llllK2f1 t2f ti10 i l r ' t t i i  ittl~l rnCki1~3I~L~Xjy c$T~~~~~Y$QcI Ill k i l ~ !  
i"rc):?ont sttkly are ~1it"bc:t: rcs111 ts of ellif; inr3c![x~nclcnt prcrlrkt'n , 
Tht' pt'+?sC?nt: s k i ~ ~ l y  is il &~ibirl~~I c?nnly:ii!; c>C larcjc ancl r;.nrt:l, fixccf-wi~lrj 
s ~ r ~ i v l  t u t u 1  nircsaf t, i n  ~ix~;i>li;tncc) w i  tth Wr;A St,] trm~r?t!; of \ a r k  
l - i r "3k~lO ,111 4GA i'it~cl 1-Q'I-3640 ,013613, I n i D l l ~  clircriif t: wrc? ~icl . in~,l  t3y N&<A 
t+'l Call w i t h i n  the payLcs;ltl rarxjc? of: 3000 to 10,000 puncl!; (Idti0.8 tr:, 4530,0 
k a )  , ;rnd isrtlll a i r c r a f t :  Lo i n11  wj  t h i n  the ~)ilyltl)cld rnnqc of  1300 to 4000 
-pxnri:; (453.6 ts 1814,4 kq) , lXir;unc?kric nt°\xliw!; wee  ~x~rformad to P ~ Q ~ C ? C ~  
nnc? tusc l i n c  dosign p i n t :  i n  eacl~ of t-,hcs;u tm catt?tjorit?s , w i  kh  ln..~t'(! 
t i t ~ t , t ~ l & l  lc311alyt;is d 'a t lc lu~t~~l  for k t~e  tw Lxxi.;sLino a i r c r a f t  tc> ax;unint) 
apglicakio9ne of ~zlcrunt:  at~ct omt'(jincj clor;ic]r~ todlnolotly. 'lbshnobo(jy rluwix,(l 
t:a ix w a i l a b l e  by 1985 w;is ~ ~ ) n s i d c t r ~ r J  in 6ha nt~xfy .  
i t ~ t ~ ~ . . ~ r a t ~ d  BY."~~OIIEP~ a n a l y s i s  appronoh was bmpbyc?d w i t t i  ~w~nsirlr?rati t ,~~ 01 
t.f% ~wabincrl a£ fucts of aircudt't tlispxsnl sys trmo , rni-t t~~~ial  lt),iclinq, 
\*aric~s :ninsion cc3ntli tiotlo en c,vc!rt~lL system o f  factivc~~t!..;~. !.LI jar L~$;(I WC~:; 
rnads of il canputcrizcd operations analysis model to cvaluatc design con- 
cepts I n  temu; of mission productivity and cconomic~ 5n simulated aerial 
application missions, 
'fie objectives of th is  skudy w r e  spci2J.d by NASA as fo1J.w~: 
Q Evaluate the skate-of-the-art, particularly i n  a i rcraf t  design, 
as  applicable to agr icu~  tural aircraft;  
o Identify tq?ics and areas requiring inore research, Biological o r  
agronanic topics =re not to be considered except as p t e n t i a l  
markets influence a i rcraf t  design and opcra tions; 
o Evaluate regulatory and certification requirements as applicable 
t o  design and operation5 and recomnd changes i f  deemd desir- 
able or necessary; 
o Propose and il1.u~tl.i. te design configurations. 
2.2 STUDY GUIDELINES 
The guidelines established w i t h  NASA for the canbined study of large and 
am11 f ixed-wing aircraft: are given k l m .  
o Elinhum no-payload ferry range w i l l  be a t  least 300 n.m. 
o Endurance i n  terms of fuel capacity w i l l  not be constrained. 
Effects of fuel capacity on the mission w i l l  be exarnincd. 
o Swath speed w i l l  not be constrained. 
o Payloads for small aircraft  configurations my range fran LOO0 to 
4000 pounds (453.6 t o  1814.4 kg) and for large a i rcraf t  configura- 
tions £ran 3000 to 10,000 pounds (1360.8 to 4536.0 k g ) ,  
o Wad d e n s i t y  o f  33 to 100 pounds per cub ic  f o o t  (528.9 to  1602.8 
kg/cu m) w i l l  Lsc considered. 
o !kiterial a p p l i c a t i o n  r a t e s  m y  vary f r a n  .89 to  1000 pounds lpcr 
acre (1.0 to 1120.8 kg/ha). 
c. For t h e  purpose o f  the s tudy ,  it may be assumed t h a t  s i z e  
d i s t r i k u t i o n  f o r  l i u u i d  and dry  p a r t i c l e s  i a  c o n t r o l l a b l e  to t h e  
degree des i r ed .  This  assumption does n o t  o b v i a t e  any system 
des ign  cons idera t ions  pe r t a in ing  to c o n t r o l  of d r i f t  and of 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  uniformity wi th in  the  swath. The assumption is made 
to allow s tudy  emphasis to be focused on  matters o t h e r  than  t h s  
d e t a i l e d  des ign  of d i s p e r s a l  equipilent , such as nozzles .  
o A i r c r a f t  performance computations w i l l  be re ferenced  to bo th  
Standard B y  and Hot Day Conditions.  
o Rough unimproved a i r s t r i p s  a r e  t o  be considered i n  t h e  s tudy .  
~ c o n u n i c  e f f e c t s  of operat ing Eran smooth o r  unimproved f i e l d s  
w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  . A i r s t r i p s  w i l l  be considered to  have 50 f a t  
(15.2 m )  o b s t a c l e s  a t  approach and takeoff  boundaries.  
o The Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR'S) and C i v i l  Avia t ion  
lhnua l s  ( CAEl' s )  may serve a s  genera l  gu ide l ines  f o r  a i rwor th ines s  
and opera t ing  r q u i r e m n t s  i n  tr2 design s tudy .  The con t r ac to r  
is to spec i fy  any inadequacies i n  e x i s t i n g  r e g u l a t i o n s  and 
suggest  a r e a s  of research  which w u l d  provide d a t a  t o  s u p p r t  
recanmended r egu la t ion  changes. 
2.3 STUDY PLAN 
The b a s i c  t echn ica l  approach f o r  t he  study program is shown i n  t h e  diagram 
of Figure 1. Based on t h e  NASA gu ide l ines ,  a number of  candida te  a i r c r a f t  
con£ igu ra t ions  were defined f o r  i n i t i a l  eva lua t ion .  These conf igu ra t ions  
va r i ed  i n  payload and hopper s i z e  so a s  t o  span the  e n t i r e  range of capa- 
b i l i t i e s  spec i f i ed  i n  t he  gu ide l ines  f o r  l a r g e  and small a i r c r a f t .  
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Figure 1. Study Approach 
The carxiidate configurations mre developed conceptually as conventional 
state-of-the-art: monoplane designs similar to existing agricultural air- 
craf t  . Using the mckheed aerial  application operations analysis model, 
mission cost and productivity comparisons w r e  perfomd for the candidate 
configuratuions over the rarge of mission parameters stated i n  the guide- 
lines. From these data, tvm design points w r o  selected as the baseline 
study conEigurations, One baseline design p i n t  was selected w i t h i n  the 
payload zange specified for mlI aircraft ,  and the second basclinz mint 
was selected wi";hin the pay1,oacl range £ 9 ~  lc?rg= aircraft .  
~ararwtr ic  design studies w r e  conducted to  refine the baseline configura- 
tions w i t h  respect to wing loading, aspect rat io,  and pwcr Loading, Th i s  
was accomplished by varying the baseline design over a range of p a r m t r i c  
values and evaluating the resulting effects on mission cost and produc- 
t iv i ty ,  The baseline designs were modified as appropriate i n  each case to 
provide the best mission econanics. 
A series of parametric sensitivity s t*  ies mre  performed for the baseline 
configurations to examine the effects of varying design and cost para- 
nEters. T w  typs of sensitivities =re examind: (1) sensitivity of 
mission cost and productivity to  various design characteristics; and ( 2 )  
sensitivity of mission costs to the different system cost eJ.ements. Th i s  
was accomplished by varying individual p a r m t e r s  one a t  a tire i n  the 
operations analysis model and simulating represeritative missions to deter- 
mine resulting effects. These data indicate the design areas and cost 
elments offering greatest p t e n t i a l  payoffs for improved future 
agricultural aircraft ,  
Using the sensitivity data for guidance, investigations w r e  made of 
current state-of-the-art and errerging technologies offering possible sys tern 
improvements over the conventional baseline designs. Tecllnology investiga- 
tions encompassed alternate aircraft  concepts mtched to  different t y p s  
and number of pwer plants; dispersal systems; structural concepts; f l ight  
controls; and avionics systems for guidance and control. An efEort was 
mde i n  each of these areas to identify prais ing concepts and associated 
performance characteristics achievable wi th  expected technology through 
1985. 
So far as  kmssible, concepts judged to offer econunic or operational merit 
wre  spccifically evaluated against the baseline configurations i n  terms of 
cost and productivity i n  agricultural missions, Quali tatlve evaluations 
wre  rade of safety, enviro~mntxil, and opmtj.onal effects that could not 
be spccifically related to mission cost and productivity. Through t h i s  
process, promising concepts wre  incorporated into refined configurations 
for the baseline design p i n t s ,  and mission cost and performance data mre  
developed for the final baseline configurations over a wide range of 
missions. The results of these evaluations =re then used as a basis for 
recomnding future research areas, 
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR'S) and Civil. Aeronautics Ehnual (CAM) 8 
e r e  used as guidelines for the design studies, along wi th  consideration of 
current and future agricultural aviation operations. A review was made of 
a iwr th iness  regulations to determine i f  research is needed to support 
regulatory changes. 
An Advisory Ccmmittee was formed for the study prcgram to provide guidance 
and assistance to  the contractor study team on matters relating to  aerial 
application missions and operational considerations, aircraft  design 
concepts, desirable capabilities for increased a i rcraf t  u t i l i ty ,  and 
regulatory considerations. The canmi ttee played an important role i n  
evaluating design concepts i n  areas where quantitative a s s e s a n t  of 
mission cost and productivity was not possible. The canmittee was also 
i n s t r m n t a l  i n  the developent of recomndations for additional research, 
particularly for research to suppr t  changes i n  airworthiness regulations. 
a;! EIembers of the Advisory Committee are listed on the next page. 
N. W. Barntwsuse 
Director sf Engineering 
Pipcr Aircraft Copra t ion  
Vero Bsach, Florida 
'E>aul M. Nichols 
Vice mesiden t , Engineering 
Ayrcs Csrporatisn 
Albany, Gctsrgia 
~ r ,  E. J . cross Hugh hheelless , Jrr 
Director, Raspct Plight l3xxarch Lab. Gcncral Manager 
EIiosissippi State University Dthan Aviation 
Dothan, Alabama 
Stewart KimmF?l 
President, K h m l  viat ti on 
Greenwood, Mississippi 
me following Piper Aircraft engineering personnel also participated i n  
~dvisory committee metings: 
F. B. O'lXnnell, Jr., Assistant Chief Engineer 
J, D. Patrick, Chief F l i g h t  Test Engineer 
C ,  Diefendorf , Engineering Program Ilanager, 
3 ,O ANALYSTS MI':fiIOLXi 
The primary analysis too1 employed i n  the study is a propietaw operations 
analysis model. that represents the operation of aircraft  i n  aerial 
application missions. The basic canputcr program originally developed by 
Kcnne t n  Razak ( reference 1 ) was greatly expanded under Lsckhced s 
inrlepcndent developnent program ko provide a mre detailed treatment sE 
aircraft and dispersal system gxrfomunce. The M e 1  simulates the Bpera- 
tion of any defined dispersal aircraft through any specif id  application 
mission and compiles various mcasurcs of mission perfomwnce, mission 
prcxluctivity, and mission cost, Figure 2 is a generalized diagram of the 
rmdel, 
Figure 2. Operations Analysis Model 
INPUT 
- M I S S  I O N  DEFIN IT ION 
- A I R C R A F T  CHARACTERISTICS 
- COST DATA 
- OPERAT I ONAL DATA 
Several types of input data are inserted into the model to define a 
particular p r a t i o n .  lrlission data - include ferry distance to loading 
pints and fields, number of fields to be treated £ran each load p i n t ,  
field size, material application rate,  material density , and other 
elements. Aircraft data include various parameters defining aircraft 
characteristics such as zero payload w i g h t ,  payload capability, l i f t  and 
drag characteristics, t h r u s t  and sped characteristics, and d i sp r sa l  
system perforwince characteristics. The methods used to develop aircraft 
data are discussed i n  later  sections. 
- 
OUTPUT 
- PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
- M l S S l O N  PRODUCTlV lTY  
- M I S S  I O N  ECONOhl lCS 
-) - 
FLY 
A E R I A L  
A P P L ~ C A T ~ O N  
M I S S I O N  
- 
@st: d a k  inputs includo aircraft; oparat;ing csnts, pilot: pay factore, 
ground prmnne1 pay factors, and fixed hnineos csnka, me dcvclamnt: of 
these data is dcscrikd i n  a lator aectisn. =-rational -=- ---- - - data - includc a 
ncnnbcr of Eacte~r~ doEining thc? particular operation ~ u c h  as3 nmkar of 
ground pc3rmmc3, tims rquired for start-up and shut-down QE opcrriations 
each day, runway length at: Loading mints, runway surfnee friction 
mef Eicicnt, takeoff obstacles, a i r  density, and the rate a t  which material 
can bc loadcd into the aircrakt, Ihlnways at: I I Q ~  base arc? a~suwtl  to be 
paved surfacss of unli~nitcd length. 
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of tho basic mselel , Based on the 
input data for a particular case, the program calculates takeoff 
prfomance st h m  base and each load p i n t  using spccificd runway length 
and obstacle height, The takeoff subrwtine w i l l  reduce payload when 
necessary to obtain acceptable takeoff gross %ight for the particular 
conditions. The model thcn calculates lninimum a l l m d  swath speed, which 
is that speed necessary to retain 1 . 2  times s t a l l  sped  after  achievig a 
specified zoom height a t  the end of the swath. The zoom height used i n  the 
present study is 100 feet ( 30 m )  . 
The program then goes through a series of tradeoff routines to establish 
optimum swath speed and swath width values. These trade-offs involve the 
use of available powr for the canbincd functions of material d i sp r sa l  and 
aircraft  f l i g h t ,  
!Che ini t ia l  swath speed value is calculated to correspond to the maximum 
possible swath width. The ~naxirnum swath width a l l m d  i n  the present study 
is 1.5 times aircraft wing span, which is representative of 
state-of-the-art capability i n  current l iqu id-d is~rsa l  operations. If the 
aircraft cannot achieve the minimum required sped a t  the 1.5 swath factor, 
swath width I s  reduced as necessary to a l l w  additional pa,er for aircraft 
f l ight a t  the minimum required speed. 
The prcgran then performs an optimization routine to determine i f  
productivity would be increased by trading swath width for increased swath 
speed. The program selects the width/sp@ed canbination that produces the 
( INFJT DATA I 
-.(-I"" "I- 
I 1 SUBROUTINE 
I SPEED - a  1 
- - - -  
E SWATH CYCLE 
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Figure 3. Operations Analysis Model Schematic 
mximum wight: of material dlcpcrscd pcr unit: s f  t h ,  In no case i n  bhc! 
proocnt: ntuJy was reduced ~wath width a t  highcr sppocd oclcctcd no k i n g  
mars  p r c i l u ~ t i v ~ ~  indicating that swath wiclth has grcator: oEEGct an 
productivity than math r;pcad over the rangc of parmtcra  otuclicd, 
The noxt trade-off is mxhm swath width veroua anptyinlj t h s  hopper a t  tkc 
end of a complctod swath. rrt?o basic. mission matle is t3 Eiy at nuximum 
smtb width, Hot,cver, the prcqran ca1~ulatc~i d r~Iilcc?fJ swath width that 
w i l l  a l l w  the h q p r  t o  empty prociscly a t  the cn67 QE a swath mn Eor thc 
particular field leryth. If t h i s  mctM of operation gives greater prssluc- 
t ivity,  tho aircraft: is flm i n  that alternilkc mission ride, If mximum 
swath width is se1e~tCCIJ, the aircraft: m u s t  deadhead back to the load p i n t  
with material remaining i n  the h q p r  ak che clnd of the last: complete 
swath, Thc alternate mission W e  is sclectcd by the prsgram i n  cases 
where material deadheading is high kccause aircraft payload docs not witch 
wll  wi th  the field length for the spccificd application rats,  
When these opt;imj.zations are completed, the program f l ies  the a i rcraf t  
thraugh the mission. Wound crews and eyuipnent are dispatched to ;he 
loading s i t e ,  The aircraft ferries to the first field and begins swath 
runs, with a standardized procedural t u r n  a t  the end s f  each swath, The 
t u r n  subrcutine caLculates t u r n  time and g load factor based on aircraft 
wight, drag pliir, and spcd/t-,hrust values, The prcgram tracks aircraft  
gross wight as  material is dispersed, and swath sped is increased accord- 
ingly as the material load decreases. 'the aircraft returns to the load 
point for reloading when empty. 
T h i s  process continues fran sortie to sortie, field to field, and load 
point to load point;. Ground crews and e ~ u i p n t  are mvcd to the next load 
point when applicable, A t  the enil of a 10-hour wrk day the aircraft  and 
ground crews return to ho~ne base and s h u t  down the *ration, Qxration 
begins the next day and continues through as many daily cycles as necessary 
t o  complete a l l  f ields specified i n  the mission. mriny the simulation, 
the  program canputes f ly ing  time i n  each segmnt, takec;ff/land/taxi time, 
aircraft  loading time, total elapsed time, amount of mter ia l  disyxrsed, 
l ,  nmbcr of difEorcnC wtputa arc p ~ ~ v i d c d ,  insludirq ~ ~ r f o m a n w  para- 
mtera coch ao t;nkcaCE dintat'lso, 6akc~EE pily1&?cI, I:(?r.~ny C ~ Q G D ,  ~wakh ~jlxj~d,  
turn time, and dioporml pmr .  The prim~y mimion cff~s'divcncr;n wtputs 
nro: (1) itma trccakcta per clapn~d hwr, whish i a  the n~ixcucr! oE mi~sioll 
prcductivity rar:~ud i n  k t ~ :  satdy; amt ( 2 )  coot: pcr acre trcntcd, which ia  the 
maaure of nuosion ccorwmics used i n  tkc study, Figure 4 fihwc .a c;uny,lr? 
output: shcek fran the okxrations analyaia wlc l ,  
Scvoral BiEEcrent vorsione sf thc c'omputr?r program have b c n  dcvclsycd t:s 
provide var iws sa~>~7kil i t ics  for analyses, These versions wry 
i n  wrtain respects from the b s i c  program described ithvc!, Capabilities 
oE the mlp1ets.e s e t  of: pr9gr~ms aro rofbectccl i n  thc data presented 
sul.xequcntly i n  t h i s  rcysrt;. 
~ i r c r a E t  wight  estianat;ec throughout the s t d y  w r e  based u p n  ~ i g h t  &qua- 
tisns clcvelwd s ta t is t ica l ly  from weight: data for a large nunbr of 
general aviation aircraft  ranging Erm 2000 to 30,000 p u n d s  (907 to 13,608 
kg) design gross wight ,  including a numbcr of existing agricultural air- 
craft .  The wigtl t ~st:jrnation cyuations wr(t d e v e ~ o ~  undcr CQckhsdt s 
inclependan t dcveloprcnt p r q r ~ m ,  
Weight estimation was accanplishd i n  tw phases. Thc in i t i a l  candidate 
aircraft  paramtric study was conducted using cprat ing weight empty (am) 
values derived Ercni a s ta t is t ica l ly  dcvelopccl CAVE equakion. Wight csti- 
mates made subquen t  to selection of the baseline a i rcraf t  were perfontcd 
w i t h  mre  detailed wight  prediction ~ q u s t i o r ~ s  for each mjsr airfrane 
group, inc7 uding wing, cmpcnnage, fuselage, landing gcar, propulsion 
systan, a i rcraf t  sys terns, and dispersal sys tans. 
A E R I A L  APT'LICATION C P E R A T I ( ? S  AblALYSI' 
PROGRAM ACPH4r L I Q U I D  P ISPI  F L A P S  ON TOE* AP.D TUFtEj 
DADD DATA 
M I S r  I O N  NC. tic. LOAD P O I t f T S  EiO. F I E L D S  APE& APi  L. RATE 
1 1. 6. 160. 50 
A I R P L A N E  GROSS wT. PAYLOAD WIKG ARE& VA?L.C€?6ITY wIb;SSPAP. LIFT CCEF, FiHP TkKEGF, C. S'W&.hfta 
1 AG AIRPLANE A 7600 .  3200. 380-L 60.' 55.1 1-54 0 ? 2 3 7 7  53. 1153 
TAKEOFF D1STAE:CE A T  BASE= 1425.6 F E E T  FERW SPFEE- 128.2 WTS 
TAKEOFF DISTANCE AT LOADPOINT= 1522.5 E T  P A Y L G P P  320D.O PCU1;GS F I E L G  LECrSiitt 4 2 0 3 o C F E t T  
SW;= 81.2 SWL= 2640.0 #TSE.= 246.2 ACRSkG 409 W I N  SWV(KfS1=125.1 FaRrP HF= 25.8 PIN G TL?b??S 1-86 
ITRK= 2 JTRK= 1 PAX G T U P I Z  3.221 M I I I  TUFF3 T I Y E =  12.0 YAY TLlnti T I E : =  2309 
PAX FUPP FLOW= 1 4 7 o l G A W F I W  
AP i8 t1CATIOt4  FERFOPE"AE:CE 
*AIRPLANE * ErATmAPI'LIED * PAT.OEASkC * ACRES COV. * FILY1t.S TIME* FERi Y TPVE * EekP,TIFE * AEC;i?EMr'BoW. * AiiEWBUPa1R* 
1 4873B. 2462 .  974 . 8 4.48 2.35 8.2B 21T. 8 IX?.? 
COST DATA (OOLIAPS) 
* A I R P L A N E  * F I X E D  COSTC * P I L O T S  PAY t END PEGSCI,"EL * A/C OPERATIC?: * TOTAL CFST * CC'S/E3APlW * CCS?PAC%E * 
DOVRS 0 3 ' FPOF 3 FFUF Ei3t-TI 1'; 
TASK UNITS: 0 FGP SIZE: 11776 
Figure 4. Analysis Model 43uipvt Sheet 
Tha group w?isjl]G p r G i l i ~ t i o n  c q u i l t i ~ n  wre rlcrivml un im standard Iscktteed 
aw~ts?r17,~r3 eljk-esai on nn;zly:;i~ kt?d;niclucs employing wrva f i tking rou- 
t i n c a  jrctfcroncc!; 2 am3 3 ) .  fl%cnc? tc)chniryeo ineluifc. khc octlcction e16 
il13pliaablc yroup m ~ p o n a n t  v,triobloo, arrdnging tihoac variablan ila afjpm 
pt'iatc ( ; ~ 3 n : i i ~ t ~ r l t  w i  kt1 h i ~ t s n r i c a l l y  cant  i nned r c l a t i o n ~ n i p o  w i  tiiir, cash 
qrnLl2, and c1i;ltotsltininrf tltc ci"xA'Fis!ont~, dr~d exkx)nc;lbbo which ~EQI)UCO the 
mast; n c w r a t e  corrc ln t ion with availa"slo tlata, fXmplcr3 01: tho mrx(?lc?tion 
achieved arc p r s ~ c n t e d  Tor the  Mjor w i g h t  tjrrxlpn, 
W i m j  wight: is txiocxl i ipn w i n g  cjsmt:ry, clsciqn tjroao w i g h t ,  c i ~ s i g n  load 
f a c t o r ,  and wiqg c(?licP wighb .  CmfEisienta WGCC d ~ v ~ l ~ p ~ d  f o r  rmkmr and 
l w a t i s n  QE f:nglrtr?s, type sncl l ~ c a t i l s n  of landiwj gear, cxksrnal wing hens- 
i n 9  , r711d a g r i c u l t u r a l  cli oycraal system skruc tu ra l  p ~ o v i s i s n o ,  Zho q u a t i o n  
providss total. wing w i g h t  Lor wnvnnt isnal  aluminum construction consisk- 
iiig ~f priimry' and ~ec~i*ii,fat)r ~ t r u c t u r c *  Th2 cor re la t ion  v i t h  existing 
w i r q  ~ r ? i g h k ~  ~CJIICV~CJ by the? derivcxl equation is s h a m  i n  Figurc 5, 
M altorna'ctl n lua t i sn  foe  t3ipLat16 wings was clclrivcd using wing loading rta 
the contrellincl vnriablo,  with sctparako c w f f i c i o n t s  t o r  Cabris and a l m i -  
t l ~ m  cover sk ins ,  
F%qx?nrlacjc w i g h t  pe&jiekisn is basal u p n  g s m t ~ y ,  dasj.qn dive sped a t~d  
c'lcnign gross wight:, CwEEiciento wrc ~ G S ~ Q L T ~ I ~ G ~  [or convcjntisnal, 'IT" 
ta i l  and ex t s rna l ly  braced csnf icguratist~s. Carrolaticsn wi kl1 ex i s t ing  
E'u~elqe ttcighf: i s  b::Cd u p n  gcmctry, design landing wighk ,  ultimntc! 
1 ~ x 1 4 3  f a c t o r  and limit dive s p e d ,  The major g c s m t r i c  Eackor i n  t h i s  
cquatisn is ttl~c "wk t&"  o r  skin  aran.  C m f f i c i c n t s  wrc ciatsrminc3cl for: 
conwntional m n o c q u s  aluminilm cons tb-uctian, B ~ L ? C ~  tuk ~ v n ~ t r u ~ t i o n ,  a cl 
sl. tcsrnatc; lanclitxj gear and p ~ ~ r  p lan t  loca tiono , Correlat ion w i t h  exist-  
ing  wciqht da ta  is s t ~ m  i n  Ficlulrc 7 .  
CALClJ lATED WEIGHT (101) I B )  
Figure 5, Wlng Weight Correlation 
C A I  CULATED \VE I GHT (100 LB) 
Figure 6. Empennage Group Weight Correlation 
CALCULATED WEIGHT (100 LB) 
Figure 7. Fuselage Weight Correlatfon 
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Figure 8. Landing Gear Weiyht Correlation 
Larding gaar weight prediction is based upon design landing weight, with 
derived ~ w f f i c i e n t s  for  t a i l  wheel type, tricycle, fuselage mounted, and 
wing mounted gear, w i th  and without rough field capability and high 
flotation. Calculated versus actual gear mights are shown i n  Figure 8. 
Propulsion Group might is predicted by tvn separate equations, Propeller 
e i g h t  is based upon diameter. number of blades and engincl shaft: horse- 
Fewer * The propulsion group is then detemined using the propeller wight  
and the dry  engine wight  w i t h  instal la ti ox^ coef fients for either piston or 
turbo-prcp engines, The engine wight used can be either specification 
value or that derived from generalized curves. The propulsion group wight 
includes systems, controls, fuel system and tanks, lubrication, exhaust, 
tailpipes, engine mounts and nacelle/cowling. Correlation with actual 
weights is presented i n  Figure 9 .  
Aircraft systems =igh ts are predicted for the simp1 if ied a i rcraf t  systems 
required for normal agricultural operation. The e s t h t e s  are based upon 
aircraft  gross wight and include surface controls, electrical system, 
austere furnishings and equipnent for one pi lot ,  minimun heating and 
ventilation, minimum hydraulics, avionics and instrumentation. 
The v,eight equation developed for the agricultural dispersal systems is a 
s ta t is t ica l  curve f i t  based u p n  repr ted r ysten wights £ram availble 
agricultural aircraft  and q u i p n t  selection from various mnufacturers 
for typical installations, with extrapolation for higher gross wight 
aircraft .  The weights predicted by the equation are i n  close agreemnt- 
ideh system wights i n  available reports, Hopper wights are included i n  
the wight estimate and are a function of hcpper load and aircraft  design 
gross wight,  Hopper w i g h t  is then determined to be a percentage of total  
dispersal sys tem v,eight. 
3.2.2 Aircraft Empty Weight 
The s m r i z a t i o n  of these group *igh t predictions provides the wight 
empty for the selected aircraft  wi th  the following accuracy: 
CALCULATED IVEIGHT 1100 LEI 
Figure 9.  Propulsion System Weight Correlation 
CALCULATED WEIGHT (100 LB)  
Figure 10. Aircraft Empty Weight Correlation 
S = Standard Deviation = ,041 
80% confidence level for S is ,034 t o  ,054 
90% confidence level for S is ,032 to ,058 
Correlation of aircraft  empty wights computed by the established mcthods 
w i t h  actual aircraft: empty wights is illustrated i n  Figure 10 .  
3 . 2 . 3  Aircraft Gross Right  
nle agricultural aircraft  designs analyzed during t h i s  study w r e  developed 
under groundrules established to recognize two different gross wights: a 
design gross woight, and a restr ictel  gross wight.  
Tbe design gross wight is the veight established for structural design, 
and corresponds to the mximum gross wight a t  which the a i rcraf t  would be 
certificated under the normal catagory of FAR Part: 23. Thc structural 
wight: of the  aircraft  reflects a design l i m i t  maneuver load factor of: 
to  a  ximu mum of 3.8, where 
W = design gross wight  i n  puncls. 
The restricted gross weight is the takeoff gross weight a t  which a l l  
mission analysis is coilducted. Restricted gross wight is established by 
applying the maximum suggested overload weight factor presented i n  Section 
7.1  of Appendix A of CAM 8 (reference 4 )  to the design gross wight.  The 
cnrl 8 wight factor is determined as 8 function of the airplane design 
l i m i t  load factor. Airplane design limit load factor and the CAM 8 
overload weight factor are plotted as a function of FAl? Part 23 design 
gross w i g h t  i n  Figure 11. 
The mission payload used i n  a l l  operations analyses is established by 
subtracting the airplane Zero Payload Weight from the restricted gross 
wight.  The aircraft  Zero Payload Weight is the sum of the a i rcraf t  empty 
Figure 11.  FAR 23 and CAM 8 Factors 
wight;, a pilot: weight of 170 pounds (77 kg) and Eucl wight: adquake for 
approximnately Ilhrca hour,? endurance at: emnomy cruise r>owc;r. 
The determination oE the canplete drag tor  each configuration considered In 
the study resulted i n  a drag mla r  build-up comprised of zero-lift and 
induced drag. ~ h c  zero-liEt drag for each canpollent was establj.shcd by 
detemning the skin friction drag coefficient a t  the appropriate f l i g h t  
eynolds number plus additional drag allmances for interference and slip- 
stream, surface roughness and trim. Special attention was given to  the 
assessment: of drag of the fixed landing gear and the large, high visibi l i ty 
canopies associated w i t h  agricultural a i rcraf t  (reEerence 5 ) .  
The induced drag of monoplanes was determined £run empirical wing 
efficiency factor (e) data (reference 6 )  for a variety of straight wing 
aircraft  . The induced drag characteristics of biplanes w r e  de termined by 
methods accwnting for  the span, chord and gap betwen upper and l m r  
wings (reference 7 )  . T h i s  resulted i n  an equivalent monoplane aspect ratio 
for the biplane w i t h  both wings developing the same wing loading. For the 
case where the lmr wing is unloaded, the induced drag then became a 
function of the upper wing aspect ra t io  alone. 
The l i f t  and drag contribution of simple, single slotted, 25% chord 
trai l ing edge flaps was also assessed (reference 8 ) .  These devices provide 
no chord extension w i t h  deflection. The maximum deflection studied was 20 
degrees, pr imri ly  to  improve take-of f performance. 
The maximum l i f t  coefficient developed on the unflapped and flapped wings 
was evaluated utilizing the methods of reference 9 .  The basic a i r foi l  
sections =re chosen with gocd high-lift characterstics, and the additional 
contribution of trailing edge flaps and slipstream (on propeller -red 
con£ igurations) was also included. The slipstream ef feet assessnent was 
based on reference 10  and standard Lockheed aerodynamics handbook data, 
The performance of the propulsion systans used i n  the agricultural a i rcraf t  
study was derived from candidate engine data representing engines that are 
anticipated to be certificatccj and i n  prcduction i n  the mid-19801s, These 
data wcre acquired directly from the engine manufacturers a t  the outset: of 
the study, and they represent the nnst current infonnation available on 
mll commrcial engines that arc apprqriate for consideration for 
q r icu l tu ra l  a i rcraf t  in the time period. 
Each manufacturer states that the candidate engines w i l l  be manufactured t o  
satisfy the EPA emission standards i n  effect a t  the t h e .  I n  an off ic ia l  
publication in  April 1978, the Environmental Protection Agency proposed t o  
drop a l l  engine mission standards for general aviation engines of 6000 
pounds #rust (or equivalent horsepower) or  less.  T h i s  policy is expected 
to alleviate any impact of mission controls on agricultural aircraft  
design and operation i n  the mid-1980 pcricrd, 
FAR Part 21 ,  subsections 21.183(e) ( 2 )  and 21.185(d) spciEical.1y exclude 
aircraft  designed for t'agricultural a i rcraf t  operations" from compliance 
w i t h  operational noise requirements specified i n  FAR Part 36, Bccause of 
this ,  noise constraints E r e  not considered i n  the est imtion of propulsion 
system prformance for the agricultural a i rcraf t  study. 
3.4.1 Candidate Powerplants 
lbwerplants considered appropriate for investigation as agricultural air- 
craft powerplants include horizontally w~osed  reciprocating a i r  cooled 
engines, turboprop and turboshaft engines, turbofan engines, and ducted fan 
propulsors. A recent developnent of a converted water cooled V-8 autom- 
bile engine my also be appropriate for future consideration, pnding pro- 
gress tcward FAA certification as an a i rcraf t  engine. Padial reciprmating 
aircraft  engines wre not considered i n  the study. No engines of t h i s  typc 
of adequate horsepower are currently i n  production i n  the wstern nations, 
a d  the former manufacturers contacted indicated no intention to restart  
manuEacturing these engines. 
The candidate ~s~wsrplanta for which data wcrc aoguirt? arc listed i n  Table 
I. Xn addition to perfomnce and wight data, original g u i p n t  mnu- 
facturer (Om) prices w r e  acquired for the canelidatc p r p l a n t s ,  Engine 
perfomnce data wro  used i n  mnjunetion w i t h  the prsypc3ller prformnco 
estimation mthod (reference 11) to  establish gsneralizsd installed t h r u s t  
data. Engine wight  data %re used t o  establish generalized wight versus 
harsepxx  relationships, The OEN priccs wt-c used to establish 
generalized engine cost versus hsrsc,pcwer relacionships Eot dctermining 
a i rcraf t  opcratity costs, as discussed i n  Ssctio~? 3,6, 
3 . 4 . 2  Installed T h r u s t  
rn methods of estimating aircraft  performance w r e  considered: use 
s p c i f i c  engine data from the list of carididate engines; or establish 
generalized powerplant perfomnce data fran the candidate engine data to 
represent typical engines anticipated to  be available i n  the time period. 
The la t ter  approach was chosen. 
Propeller performance was estimated using the mthod outlined i n  reference 
11. Several propeller design parameters including diameter, activity 
factor, integrated section l i f t  ccefficient, and RPM w r c  investigated to 
establish the influence of these p a r m t e r s  on t h r u s t  lapse rate with sped  
i n  the horsepower range of interest,  This investigation resulted i n  basing 
the  propulsion system prformnce on yrcp l le r s  having an activity factor 
of 1 2 5 ,  an integrated section l i f t  coefficient of 0.5,  and diameters based 
on the relationship, 
D = ,3482 f i  
where D = diameter i n  feet,  and H .P, = takeoff horsepower. 
These parameters appar  to provide a good conpro~nise betwen takeof E t h r u s t  
and t h r u s t  dur ing  swath runs a t  speeds between 100 and 200 knots. 
Several candidate engines ranging Erom 290 t o  1175 shaft horsepwr (216 t o  
876 kw) were used to determine installed thrust as a function of airspeed 
from 0 to 200 knots. !l%cse data here crossplotted to provide the gener- 
TURBINE 
TABLE I a CANDl DATE ENG INES 
-^I. ___E__ 
Porformancc Weight 
(SL, ISA, Static) 
SHP or Thrust (Ib) 
Turboprop (1) 
14x0 Lyeoming LTP101-500 600 (447 kw) '320 (145 kg) 
Avco Lycoming LTP101-700 671 (500 kw) 320 (145 kg) 
Garrett AiRcsearch TPE331-3U-303G 8.10 (626 kw) 340 (154 kg) 
Detroit Diesel Allison 250-8178 400 (298 kw) 195 ( 88 kg) 
Pratt & Whi tney Canada PT6A-45 1174 (875 kw) 423 (192 kg) 
Pratt & Whi tney Canada PT6A-34 750 (559 kw) 31 1 (141 kg) 
L 
j Turboshaft 
Avco Lycoming 1 ~ ~ 1 0 1 / 6 5 0  C-2 675 (503kw) 232 (105 kg) 
Garrett AiResearch TSE331 800 (597 kw) 355 (161kg) 
General Eloc tric CT7 1536 (1 145 UW) 4-30 (195 kg) 
Detroit Diesel Allison 250-C20 650 (485 kw) 235 (107kg) 
C 
ir Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6B-34 900 (671 kw) 293 (133kg) 
Turbofan 
Pratt & Whitney Canada JT15D-4 2500 (11,120N) 557 (253 kg) 
Illi l l iams Research F 107 600 (2669N) 130 i 59 kg) 
RECIPROCATING (1) 
Horizontal ly opposed 
Avco Lycoming 10 540 Family 300 (424 kw) 425 (193 kg) 
Avco Lycoming 10-720 400 (298 kw) 600 (272 kg) 
Teledyne Continental 10 520 family 300 (224 kw) 450 (204 kg) 
(1) Propeller manufacturers: Hamilton-Standard, Hartzel, McCauley, Dowty-Rotol 
alized prEsrmilnm data defining tkwst and sped  as  a funct ion  of in- 
shillad shaft; hsrsepmer s h a m  i n  Figure 1%. 
3.11.3 Propulsion Systm Weight: 
Engine dry w i g h t  data suppll.ed for the candidoto snginss mrc clnplsysd t o  
cskablish the gsncralizecl turboprop cngJnc @ight: to h o r s e m r  rblakisn- 
ship shown i n  Fiflllro 13, Propller wights cstablishd s!xia'-,;stisalSly val-y 
primarily with horsepower and d i m k r ,  Cmbining tho prcyxllsr d i m t c r  
and s ta t is t ica l  wight  relationships provides the prop l le r  \~cigh ts cstima- 
tion quation: 
where W is propeller wight: and SHP is installed shaft horsepowr. P 
3.5 DISPERSAL SYSTE2l PERL;'ONWCE 
blission prformance is determined for tw dispersal cases, liquid mtc r i a l  
and d!.y material, The material characteristics, dispersal techniques, and 
effects  on airplane prformance of these cases are totally different; con- 
sequently, two different versions of the cpxations analysis model wcrc 
developed. The mthods used by those ~ncdcls to deternine mission prduc- 
t iv i ty  and costs are identical, but the ~nzthods of accounting for the drag 
ah3 pwer extraction oE the dis-rsal sys tans on takeoff , ferry, swath and 
t u r n  perfomnce are unique t o  the material being dispersed. The mthods 
used  were develaped frcm both analytical and cmperical approaches. 
3.5 .l Liquid ~ i s p e r s a l  Systems 
!Be penalties imposed on airplane performance by liquid dispersal systuns 
include the aerodynamic drag of externally mounted components, the increase 
i n  drag or loss of t h r u s t  to the m r  extraction of the liquid pumping 
system, and the loss of payload to the weight of the liquid d i sp r sa l  
systan. Dispersal system weight is discussed i n  Section 3.2. 
30H 
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zoo( 
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Figure 12. Propulsion System Performance 
Figuro 13. Generalized Turboprop Engine Waig ht 
3 . 5 , l . l  Ex t e m l  Drag - Ths nwnbcr, t y p ,  and arrangmnt: nf cxtarnill e m  
poncnts urcd en ilg airplane licjuid di~perool cyotCm vary widely) cloponding 
u p n  tl~c nunuf:icr,urer arxl imlividunl operator. Far t h i s  sttuly it wan nocot;- 
s a ~ y  t~ :8s ablish n standard m t h d  of e!;tinutintj tho drag of a bypica1 
syskan conf iquration. This wi13 dono by accounting far tho eyotm drag frm 
t"-k~ KQC O Q U ~ G C G :  ( I ) pump and pb~m~~km1n-h~~2pcr i n  tcrwnncc t f  ncj plwnbing ; (2)  
tm, boan ,c,up,ns)rt~ am1 $ntcr;fcrcnce; arxl ( 2 )  nmr,lt?s, 
Dimn~ionnk data for system comlancnkn ~jimflar to those used on aircraEt: 
fsr whish flight: tcnk clata are availtala (ref~rcnms T O ,  12, la, and 14)  
wra obtained from quilmttt: catalogs and apccif isutiona, Drag cstlmtae 
WE  do based on astimatc?d drag ~~c?Effcic?nt,~,, and the total drag mt; 
compared to t r h ~  macured clmg rcprtcd i n  trhc rr?Eamnccr;, This ptfoseduro 
wag iterated u n k i l  i t  aplxaral t h a t  n rcamnablc correlation ma achieved. 
!i%c aerodynamic drag coeffieicnt of t h s  p a p  and cxtctfnal plmbing, inclod- 
irg interfcrenm, ;;as eskablishd to k: 
wherc $ roferoncnl wiry ncca i n  m?uarc fcct. 
= wing spin i n  feat ,  
wherc bw 
am1 the dray coefficient OC ~AIC nr:<zlbs is: 
 he drag of the external m p n a n t s  is cunputed and added to the total  air- 
plane drag for a l l  phases oE the mission. 
3.5.1.2 Pumping Power - The hydraulic horsepwr represented by the energy 
los t  to liquid material mass flow through the pressure drop of thc nozzles 
Is pwr  extracted fran the energy p t e n t i a l  of the system. Energy poten- 
t i a l  can be i n  the form of storage devices such as electr ical  batteries or 
pressure tanks, but i n  a l l  but very unusual cases the energy lptential. is 
represa-k~d by the fuel conswrrud by the min prwulsion engine. m r  
extraction can be direct fran the propulsion engine as shaft paver or as 
high pressure bleed a i r  from Ule engine compressor, or  it can be indirectly 
extracted £ran the freestream energy, w~ich is generated by the engine 
driven propulsion system. 
Regardless of the wnner i n  which the pwer is extracted, sane energy is 
los t  to inefficiencies i n  the power conversion rrechanisn. The &st system 
for transferring the required energy into the liquid rraterial k i n g  dis- 
pensed w i l l  be a system that achieves best mission perfomnce, considering 
not only conversion efficiency , hit also the l&ignt penalty, acquisition 
and operating costs, rel iabil i ty,  mintainability and a l l  other factors 
effecting total  mission productivity and cost. 
The perfomnce penalty inpsed on the liquid dispersal mission by the 
energy transfer into the liquid mter ia l  is accounted for as a drag t e n  
added directly to the basic airplane drag. This additive pumping drag i;; 
derived to be: 
- ,00331 x PSI x RPA x B x SF 
D~ - EP x ED x DI 
where D = drag due to pumping, i n  punds; P 
PSI = liquid system operating pressure, j.n pounds per 
square inch; 
RPA = mter ia l  application rate i n  pounds per acre; 
B = airplane w i n g  span i n  feet; 
SF = swath wid th  factor rela,tive to wing span; 
Ifi' 3 effe~iency OE liqiiid punp; 
ICD = rtfficiancy of the ~~~chnnin t l  tlriving thc piunp; and 
IN E: tlcnsiky of Lhc lic]uid mnat~rial kirq pmpccl, 
It. should la notctl that swash $";xed cIws not nlqxc,ar i n  khis cujucition, ?91c 
analysis shws that for: a given swath widt:hr cstabliahcd by wirxjs~mn 
swattl fnckor, thcl hori;c?~~>cs~r raluircd to provirlc a a llml rate 
cr3qutltu ",I ~luintnin t? constant: applicatian rnkc! varies directly w i  P.h r,wit-h 
sps.cd, Thus,  the drag tuluiv;tl.cnt s f  this  hor!;uymr ir; a const;ant vnlut;, 
imlspe~lcnt oL SS&. 
3.5.2 Dry M;\tcrial Disy~rsal  Systans 
'rhe pna l ty  i~nwsed on airplane pcrCot~nill~cc Ly dty lnaterial dispersal 
sys tclns is prinlari ly norocjynamic drag crca tecl by zirE1cw both i\ralnd ancl 
through t h e  spreader l s c a t ~ l  klew tllc. hoypr exi t .  A t  the time of this  
stwily no wind tunnnl tes t  data and v c ~ y  littlc? E l i v h t  t c s t  data cxistad 
which w u l d  p~111i.t the esthnation of spr~clrk?~' drLy or p r ~ v i r l ~  a
rclakionship batwon nwLlth w i t i t h ,  tlk-tzul:ial applici~tion rdtc, anc3 system 
<?rag . Available data consis tcx! oC that pi:cs~nt&I i n  t ' ~ f c r 6 n c ~ s  1 2  t l ~ t ' o ~ ~ ~ l l  
17 .  I n  order to provide a tachni~~uc for clsti~mtin~l mission perfor1 x c o  L.XI 
d ty  d i s p r s a l  missions, t l~ese data w r :  usel to establish one cxprcssion 
defining swath width as a Eur~ction of application rate and LI sc~wntl 
cxprcssion dcfini~xj tho additive! ol: the ~~~rcc lde r  a!; n function of the 
ait-~plnne l i l : t  c w f f  icicnt,  
The data prescntcd i n  the rcEcrcnctx1 r e p r t s  [VLIII~ ttm3 csthnation of  t . t ~  
swath width and application rc-tc by inspctican of the swath spread croa;s- 
scctisns. An cxrunple of these c'lat;~ Erun ruLcrcnc~ 17 is yrcscntc-l i n  
Figurc 1 4 .  Mcssurud deposition rs tc  is plottcil a s  a function ol: di.st,lncc 
tc) either side of the ail:c.wclEt wntcrlinc track on thu qt'm~nd $Watt1 wi~lLh 
litnits arc ~stabl.ishc(l a t  the cxltazi~>st p i n t s  of thc  c:ro.c;s-secti~~ll 'x t  
which 6hc overlap of an irlcntical, Jcljaccnt swath Wulci procfucc thv nutit 
cvcn coverage of nmtccia2. on t h ~  Liol~l. Rc!twen those limits t h c  vLcia- 
tions i n  dcymsi tion ra to are '~vc rtxjix1 to es tahlish the‘ c l  l cc t  ivc a11l)l icd- 
t;ic)n rate Eor the rtlfcctivc swath width.  
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Figure 14. Measured Swath Cross Section 
This procedure was applied to a l l  available swath cross-section data and 
the results plotted as  shown i n  Figure 15. Wr informtion, the nunbered 
data p i n t s  i n  the figure represent cases i n  which masurancnts wre ~nadc 
of equivalent horsepower consmd by spreader drag. A eurve was f i t  
through the data p i n t s  representing conventional dry matorial spreaders. 
  he equation of th is  curve is: 
where SW = swath width in fee t ,  
WA = application rate i n  punds per acre. 
The developed expression provides a relationship between swath width and 
application rate,  but does not establish the drag ,c&nalty imposed on the 
aircraft .  Tile f l ight  t e s t  data of references 10, 1 2 ,  and 13 provide incre- 
mntal  power required to overconr the additive drag of the dry  spreaders. 
These data v,ere reduced to psw2r-on drag coefficients over the range of 
a i rcraf t  l i f t  coeFficients provided by the airspeed ranges tested. W s t s  
were conducted on each aircraEt a t  high and lm gross wights.  The rela- 
tionship of the spreader drag coefficients and aircraft  l i f t  ccrfficients 
of the t e s t  aircraft  are presented i n  Figure 16 .  Considerable variation i n  
th i s  relationship is shown between different aircraft  and for a given air- 
c ra f t  a t  different wights,  I n  order to establish a lift-drag relationship 
that can be used i n  the cprat ions  analysis msdel, a line was f i t  t o  the 
data shown i n  the figure. The resulting expression for t h i s  relationship 
is : 
AS is apparent, the drag of the dry spreader is independent of m t e r i a l  
application rate. Dry material mission performance is cunputed using 
spreader drag established as -1 function of the airplane l i f t  coefficient. 
1. PA.18 - 116 HP 134 kwl  
2. AG-CAT * 53 HP (40 kwl 
3. AG-CAT - 77 HP 157 kw) 
4. SNOW - 120 HP (89 kwl 
5. NEW ZEALAND ROTARY . 10 HP (7 kw) 
FEET 
SWATH \'{I OTH # 
Figure 15. Dry Material  Spreader Tests 
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Figure 16. Dry Spreader Drag 
3.6 COST ESTIMATING W I O C C j  
3.6 .l Ana1,ysis mdel Input Data 
A number of different types of cost estimates are required to develop the 
input data for the cperations ana3.ysi.s mdel. The specific iilput values 
are aircraft  operating cost per Flight hour, pi lot  pay factors, ground 
personnel pay rates, and Eixed hsiness  costs. .ircraft: operating cost, 
which is the mst cunplex of these data elements, is discussed separately 
i n  the next section. 
Within the aerial application industry, pilots are canmonly paid a per- 
centage of the income generated by the missions they fly. This incom is 
based on fees charged for the service, and pricing policies vary w i t h  
regions of the country and types of missions. I n  the present study, 
mission econanics are treated s t r ic t ly  in terms of estimated operator costs 
without consideration for fees charged the custo.mr, Pilet-, pay is computed 
i n  the analysis model so as to constitute 30% of the total cost of perform- 
ing the mission. 
Ground personnel pay rates used i n  the model for the present study are 
$2.50 per working hour for flagmn and laborers and $3.50 per wrking hour 
for driver/loader: operator. Two flagmen, one laborer, and one driver/ 
loader qperator are a s s m d  i n  a l l  cases, 
Fixed business cost represents overhead type costs such as office expenses 
which vary wi th  the size of the business rather than the type of mission or 
type of a i rcraf t  used, These costs are represented i n  the present study by 
an arbitrary lump-sum amount of $2000 per month, which is then prorated to  
the mission based on the elapsed hours required to  perform the mission. An 
additional prorated cost was added to accaint for purchase of loading equip- 
m n t  needed to sat isfy the material loading rates used i n  the model. Loader 
capacity was matched to  the hopper capacity of each aircraEt configuration, 
w i t h  costs based on currently available state-of-the-art loading equipnent 
purchased new, 
A I . ~  cost values used i n  the study are statcxl i n  1977 dollars. 
3.6.2 Aircraft Operating Cost 
The proprietary m t M s  used to c s t h t e  aircraft  operating costs wre 
developed i n  I;ockhccdls independent developwnt program. kth0d9 and data 
wre  derived fran a number of sources, including a variety of published 
sources as wl1 as cor~tacts with aerial  application opcratrorr; and 
fixed-base support ~ r a t o r s  , 
Primary wurce docum nts Eor the operating cost model w r e  tw general 
aviation cost studies sponsored by the Federal  via tion Administration 
(references 18 and 1 9 )  and a previous general aviation technology study 
perfomd by Uckheed for NASA ms hse7arch Center (reference 20) .  !be 
mztlods and data contained i n  these documents w r e  uplated and modified 
extensively t o  apply specifically t o  agricultural a i rcraf t ,  
Cost equations and estimating factors w r e  developed for each operaking 
cost elenant based on the nature of the cost elemnt and available data 
defining cost relationships. I n  each case, a generalized cost equation was 
formulated to relate the cost parameter to physical and/or perfomlance 
characteristics of conceptual a i rcraf t  designs of the type considered i n  
the present study. Aircraft empty wight and engine pov.er, for example, 
are primary design parameters used i n  several of the cost cyuations. I n  
several cases, the estimating equations are derived s ta t is t ica l ly  by 
f i t t ing regression lines to actual data pints. 
Engine overhaul cost is used t o  i l lustrate the technique. Current average 
cost per overhaul and time-betwen-overhaul (TBO) values w r e  obtained for 
a number of different engines over a range of rated power levels, b t h  
reciprocating and turboprop engines E r e  included, These values wre 
converted to the form of average cost p r  f l ight  hour and plotted against 
engine power Level. The data indicated that reciprocating and turbine 
engines f o l l w  the same trend relationship. A single regression l i n e  was 
f i t  to the total se t  of data p i n t s ,  and the equation af t h i s  line was used 
for cost estimates i n  the study. The primary source cf data i n  t h i s  case 
was the AircraEt Price Digesk (rcEerenw 21) which contains current TBO's 
and overhaul costs for most engines i n  general aviation use, Figure 17 
shows the engine overhaul data and the  cost estimating equation derived 
Eroln the data. 
The s p c i f i c  cost e l m n t s  included i n  the operating costs are ar; follaws: 
me1 and O i l  Liability Insurance 
Annual Inspection !lBxeS 
Unscheduled !b in  tenance Annualized Invcstmn t 
Engine Overhaul Miscellaneous 
~ u l l  Insurance 
b e t  of these categories are standard within the industry. R ~ e l  and o i l  
costs are based on average consq t ion  per u n i t  of engine p r  for 
reciprocating and turboprop engines, using $ .62 per gallon ($  .164/liter) 
for aviation gasoline and $ .43 per gallon ( $  .114/liter) for diesel fuel. 
Hull insurance for the aircraft  is based on current premium rate trends 
within the industry, w i t h  the insurance fee represented as  a declining 
percentage of aircraft  cost as the purchase price increases. Liability 
insurance including chemical damage coverage is treated as a flat: Eee of 
$1000 per year for each aircraft,  which is representative of current cost. 
'Itaxes cover federal registration fees and weight tax based on Internal 
Revenue Service tax instructions, Miscellaneous costs cover a variety of 
minor expenses based on data i n  the FAA cost studies referenced earl ier;  
t h i s  cost element is an insignificant portion of the total  operating cost. 
Annualized investrent is not a standardized cost elemnt i n  determining the 
p r a t i n g  cost of agricultural aircraft .  The purpse of t h i s  element i n  
the present study is to  provide a representation of the cost of purchasing 
trhe aircraft.  There are various procedures by which such costs can !x 
represented as operating costs, including different types of depreciation 
procedures and/or statements of interest costs on loans. I n  the present 
study this elerrent has been treated simply as a straight-line proration of 
the aircraft  purchase price over a ten-year operating period. That is, 10% 
of aircraft: n q u i s i t i s n  cost is c~unLed  each p a r  as an operating cost, 1 ~ o  
interest: charges are included i n  the basic cost: rrzxk31, 
ALrc~dft ~pcrating cost input to the qxrat isns  analysita W c l  is o b t a j  i n  
the %om of cost per flight: h a ~ r ,  A n W r  of thc cost slcmnts actually 
accrue on an annual hasis, kotzcver, and are not: a direct function of flight 
hours. Costs of this nature *re prcsrated to a flight-hour base by use of 
an assumed annual utilization rate OE 600 flight haurs per p a r ,  
~ c n s i t h i t y  data are given i n  Section 7 . 3  to shw the effect an *rating 
costs i f  other utilization rates are used. 
3.6.3 AircraEt Aquisition Cost 
The aquisi t ion cost estimating model is shown i n  simpliEied form i n  Figure 
18. The basic approach is to estimate airfram labor and mter ia ls  costs 
based on aircraft  wightI  engine cost based on engine rated W e r ,  and 
diswrsal  systm cost based on dispersal system wight. A l l  of: these costs 
are estimated through stat ist ical  equaticzz derived f ran actual data for 
current aircraEt and equipnent. These cost elemnts are totaled to give 
estimated aircraft  manufacturing costs. Typical industry factors are then 
applied for various overhead and amortization elemnts, manuf acturerl s 
prof it goal, and distributor and dealer mrk-up. The resulting estimate 
corresponds to "factory flyawayn (FAF) price or mnufacturer's suggested 
re ta i l  list price. 
The proprietary estimating rodel was developed under Lockheed' s independent 
developnt  prqram using data from a variety of scurces, including 
analysis of a wide range of general aviation aircraft  as wl l  as 
agricultural aircraft .  The basic cost estimating concept is descrjhed i n  
the previous Lockheed study r e p r t  prepared for NASA Pmes (reference 2 0 ) ,  
and a similar approach is described i n  an art icle by J m s  N, Lew of Bccch 
Aircraft Corporation (reference 2 2 ) .  
A production quantity of approximately 1000 units was assumed for the study 
aircraft  as a basis for cost estimates.   his quantity is representative of 
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Figure 18. Acquisition Cost Estimating Model 
manufacturing Ionrniw vc k n o f i t s  and m r t i z a t i s n  fnctorc rcflected i n  
the s tnt ia t ical  data used i n  tlla oatimking nrsdel, 
Figure :.9 i l lus t ra tes  the s ta t is t ica l  technique used to develop Jabor and 
matcrialn costs as  a function af a i rcraf t  cmpty might. Ihc figure ohms 
an eotim%ting l ine  f i t  U, materials coot data  pint^ for a large numbor oE 
current general aviation a i rcra t t ,  including several agri~ulturi l l  a i rcraf t  . 
Figure 20 illusCratce tho sumo tcctx~iquo lor  o e t h  ting original sluipncnt 
t~n~~ufacturer ' s  (OEM) cost for t u r b ~ ~ r o p  engines as c? function ot ratsd 
shaft harsepwr ,  
Figure 21  shows cost estimates obtained frm the estimating model for 
several current: agricultural a i rera t t  i n  ccmparison with published list 
prices for these aircraft .  Ideally, a l l  OE the estimates should fa11 
exactly on the line shown i n  the figure. Xn Eact, a number of the 
estimates are higher than the list prices, and the deviation appears to 
increase as the price of the aircraft  increases. 
The canparison suggests that acquisition cost estimates doveloped for 
conceptual a i rcraf t  i n  the present study are excessively high,  particularly 
for larger aircraft .   his nlily wl l  kx the case. I-Imver, there are a 
n h r  of qualifying factors, such as a e  degree to which amortization of 
deve lopnt  costs is reflected i n  current prices for aircraft  developed 
mny years ago. Several agricultural a i rcraf t  are produced by companies 
with no other aircraft  prcduct line, which my affect overhead and pricing 
procedures, ?he labor pay rates, overhead factors, and mark-up factors 
used i n  the estimating model are representative of the general aviation 
industry as a whole, and Lbese factors may be lmre accurate for filture 
agricultural aircraft  than indicated for scme of today's aircraft  . 
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3Ct1o wrk w n i l i ~ ~ t ~ r l  ufldcr thb  §yotcm Configurations task atltlmcscd 6 h ~  devcl- 
qxncnt: of n tlaka txnf;o rcprcoentirq optimizsd Cixcd-wiwj aerial  application 
syotoms, irrcltlding aiccraCt, oirkrnct dir;perr;ol nubsyntsmr;, and grand 
cpi?rationo suppr t  ~ U b ~ y ~ j t m s .  Tho wrack was nccanpliaheil through nn item- 
tivc prwecr; i1.r which candidate aircraft: sonLiguratisnn w r c  cvaluiltcd by 
parmetric mission analysco, k o ~ l i n e  mt~tiguratiens wm s31c~kal f ~ r  
sonoitiviky studies, and al t~rnakivc system dcsigno wre  considorcdl i n  mn- 
prakivc t?valuatisns. S y ~ t a w  apparing to oECsr k h ~  greatest: ~mtenkiill 
far  cffcctively ~xlrforming current: and Eu1;urc abrial application misnion:; 
wm sclsetcd ts i l luatmtc  thc syntan conf iguratisno, 
Tbs in i t i a l  p a r m t r i e  systcm c?valuation,c; w r c  C Q ~ ~ U C ~ C C J  611 n i n ~  cardidilt~ 
eonfigurations o n ~ 3 s s i n g  the rangn oE systcm pacamtors defined & the 
MA study guidelines. 'the approach i n  cstablishincj these candidate con- 
figurations was to rcprescnt: to  the cxtorrt p s s i b l c  cblt-rcnt agricultural 
aircraft: designs, T h i s  pxnits p t c n t i a l  Bcsign h~~rovmcnks to be dt3rivcd 
Erm and bb  valuated relative to currmt: s ta  te-sf-the-art systems, 
Certain configuration slosign philosophipow w r c  cstabliskcd a t  the outcct 
and maintained throughcut the study, mrcmst anang these is khc Iscakion 
of the cockpit relative t'3 the p3werp~ant(s) an3 m?tcrial ~ o P E : x ? ~ ( B ) ,  I'~c 
design established by k i c k  i n  the he-l, i n  which thc pi lo t  is located a f t  
of the major nuss cmpnsnts of k l~e aircraft; (engine, bppcr ,  w i n g  
s t t ~ ~ c t u r e )  and pcotcctcd by an outwardly mllaysir'lg cs5c structure has txzn 
t e s t 4  t h  and time again i n  crash situations and hag pr~ved through pilot 
survival rates ta k a scxlnd and supxior approach to tile tlosicjn of 
qricul  tural aircraft ,  
pi lot  v i s i b i k i t y  mluiranent~ have ken  established to km no laws than 
those rquircd for Air Force Eigh tcr  aiccraL t over-the-nose ( 11' c l m d r d  
on the cen tarline) , w i  t h  an unobstructed u p p r  hemisphere atmva a wa tcrlinc! 
through the pi1okts; eye psi t ion.  Thc latter assurcs f u l l  view of t h e  
E ic ld  k i n g  treated1 ci~?'~!gheut the  t u r n  a t  the end of  each swath run. 
E igh t  i n i t i a l  c a r d i d a t e  a i r c r a f t  des igns  wcre e s t a b l i s h e d  lmcsd u p n  
payload w i g h t s  OE 1000 , 3000, 6500 and 10,000 pounds (454,  1361, 2848, and 
4536 kg) and payload d e n s i t i e s  of both 33 and LOO p u n d s  p c r  cubic f w t  
(529 and 1603 kg/cu . m , ) , An a d d i t i o n a l  des ign  based on a payload w i g h t  
oE 4500 m u n d s  (2041 kcj) and 33 lb/cu,  Et, was adiaed to more c l e a r l y  cstab-  
l i s h  the performance v a r i a t i o n  with air:craft size i n  t h e  tniddle payload 
w i g h t  range,  
All mjor s i z i n g  parameters of t h e  candida te  con f igu ra t ions  wcrr held 
cons t an t  i n  o r d e r  that: t h e  a i r c r a f t  r ep re sen t  sca led  ve r s ions  o f  a s i n g l e  
des ign ,  I n  r e c y n i t i o n  o f  t h e  l imi t ed  range of engine s i z e s  p re sen t ly  
planned Zor c ~ r c i a l  c e r t i f i c a t i o n  i n  t h e  mid-1.980'~~ a n  upper limit on 
s i n g l e  engine a i r c r a f t  was e s t ab l i shed  a t  1200 horsepawc3r (1395 kw) , and 
cow£ i gu ra t ions  r q u i r i n g  Iwre h o r s e ~ r  wre conf igured as twin engine 
a i r c r a f t .  
Tvm m j o r  a i r c r a f t  s i z i n g  parameters,  wing loading and p w r  loaditxj,  wre 
e s t a b l i s h e d  as r ep resen ta t ive  of  t h e  cu r r en t  t rend  i n  ag-aircraf  t des ign .  
These parameters are shown f o r  21 c u r r e n t  ope ra t iona l  a i r c r a f t  types i n  
Figure 22, Worn t h i s  survey it was concluded t h a t  t he  t rend  i s  toward 
h ighe r  wing loading and lower weight p e r  i n s t a l l e d  ho r sepwer ;  t he re fo re ,  
f o r  the candida te  con f igu ra t ions  a wing loading of  25 pounds p r  square  
f o o t  (122 kg/sq, m.) and a p m r  load i ry  of 10 p u n d s  p e r  h o r s e p w e r  (6.08 
kg/kw) wre s e l e c t e d .  
The inf luence  of t h e  range of  payload denai t i 'es  fl;.un 33 punds,/cuLic f o o t  
(529 kg/cu. m.) to  1 0 0  pounds/cu. f o o t  (1603 kg/cu. m.) on t h e  a i r c r a f t  
des ign  is t o  produce a hopper volume v a r i a t i o n  of 3 t o  1 f o r  a given 
payload weight.  'JB determine the inf luence  of t he  r e s u l t i n g  a i r c r a f t  s i z e  
v a r i a t i o n  on perLomance, tm candida te  conf igura t ions  wre es t ab l i shed  a t  
e a c h  payload weight bracket ing the  payload d e n s i t y  range,  one providing a 
hopper s i zed  t o  con ta in  ~ t e r i a l  of 33 punds / cu .  f t .  and one s i z e d  to 
con ta in  m a t e r i a l  of 100 pounds/cu. E t .  To r e t a i n  the  e f f e c t  o f  s ca l ing  a 
0 i. .- .Av. .. 
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F igure 22, Wing Loading and Power Loading Current Agricultural Aircraft 
single design, a standard hopper conf iguraion was eetablished, Blis hoppr 
design, shown i n  Figure 23, permits the center-of-gravity of the payload to 
be placed direckly over the 0.25 mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) mint of a 
wing with a straight,  unsmyt 0,25 chord line, 
A s m r y  of wight  and design data for the nine candidate configurations 
is presented i n  Table IT, along w i t h  estimated aqu i s l  tion costs and 
operatj.rxj costs , The configuration deoicjnation d ~ s  are as follm;; ; ''C" 
designates candidate configuration; the f i r s t  nurneric entry designates the 
payload category i n  thousands of pundr;; and the second nuwric entry 
designates the material density value for which the a i rcraf t  was sized, 
For example, configuration C-1-33 is an a i rcraf t  w i t h  1000 punds payload 
sized to a material density value of 33 pcunds/cu. E t .  
Design Layouts for the candidate aircraft  are presented i n  Figure 2 4 ,  The 
designs reflect m r p l a n t  selections consistent with availabj.lity pre- 
dicted for the mid-1980' s. Horizontally oplpsed reciprocating a i r  cooled 
engines are used up to  400 horsepcx,,er. I n  the 400 t o  1200 horsepowr 
range, turboprop engines are usell, A l l  a ircraft  use conventional tailwheel 
landing gear to  minirnize weight and drag. 
A drag analysis was conduct03 on each of the candidate aircraft  and clean 
airplane drag polars established, as shown i n  Figure 25. n7rust: versus 
f l ight  speed was established tlsing the mthod described i n  Section 3.4. 
4 . 2  ElrALUATION OF CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS 
Tne candidate configurations e r e  evaluated w i t h  the owrations analysis 
m;>del over a wide range of missions. Application rates =re varied from 1 
t o  1000 punds per acre (1 to 1121 kg/ha) i n  field sizes of 4 0 ,  160 ,  and 
360 acres ( 1 6 . 2 ,  64.8,  and 145.7 ha) . licsulting mission costs wre  then 
ccnlpared for the purpse of selecting tm speclfic basel-ine design ,pints 
offering good mission economics over different r?gions of the mission 
spectrum. 

Figure 23, Standard Hopper Configumtion 
Figure 24. Candidate Aircraft Configurations 
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Figure 26. Mission Cost Versus Material Density (C-6 Configurations) 
The f i r s t  mpar ison wds bctwcen aircraft: sized to  33 punda per cubic foot 
(529 kg/m3) material density and those sized to 100 pounds per cubic foot 
(1603 kg/m3). Figure 26 shows such a mnparison for thc C-6-33 aircraf t  
versus the C-6-100 a i rcraf t  over a range of mte r i a l  density valucs, 'Ihrce 
different application rates are s h ,  with C-6-100 values plotscl as ratios 
of the corresponding (36-33 values. It is seen that the -33 a i rcraf t  w i t h  
the lclrger hopper is superior over most of the dclnsity range, up to and 
8 
inqluding the density.of water which is representative of liquid applica- 
, .. ' 
. I  
tions, The -33 aircraf t  is significantly more cost effective i n  the l m r  
density regions representative OE fer t i l izers ,  I 
T h i s  canparison was even more favorable t o  the -33 configurations for lower 
payload a i rcraf t  and slightly less  favorable for higher payload aircraft .  
In  general, the superiority of -100 configurations is lhi ted to a narrow 
range of high-densicy materials believed to  be seldom enccuntered i n  aerial 
application mrk.  For t h i s  reason, configurations sized to 100 Founds per 
cubic foot wcre dropped from further consideration. 
The cunparison of mission costs for the various size aircraft  ci;lfigured to 
33 pounds per cubic: foot density is shown i n  Figure 27,  These results are 
based on liquid-dipersal operations w i t h  maximum allowd swath width of 1.5 
tines wing span for each respective configuration. The plots cover the 
entire range of application rates for a field size of 160 acres. 
Tt~e mst notable feature of the comparison is the perfo~mnce of the 
1000-pund (454 kg) payload aircraft ,  C-1-33. T h i s  m a l l  aircraft  displ-ays 
a sl ight  economic advantage for application rates up to abwt  20 pounds per 
acre ( 2 2  kg/ha), bu t  beyond that p i n t  the aircraft  quickly b e m s  
nonl=ompetitive. me other size aircraft are quite close i n  mission costs 
over the entire range of application rates. mwer payload aircraft  have an 
advantage over the lower end of the spectrum, with a gradual s h i f t  t o  the 
higher payload aircraft  a t  the high end. For snaller fields, the 
relationships s h i f t  slightly i n  favor of the m l l e r  aircraft ;  for  larger 
fields, slightly i n  favor of the larger aircraft .  
Figure 28 provides a more maningful. canparimn for purpses of selecking 
baseline payload points. Here the mission costs are plotted against 
aircraft  payload for several dif fercnt application rates, The low pints 
i n  Lbese wrvcs wuld represent the payload design points best suited for 
particular missions, The curves are relatively f la t ,  however, and there 
are no dist inct  inflection points that clearly lead to the selection of 
"bestn baseline design points, 
The anparison of candidate aircraft is summarized as follows: 
o A small aircraft  i n  the 1000-pound (454 kg) payload class is best 
for very low application rates, particularly i n  small  fields. 
o A very large aircraft i n  the 10,000-pound (4536 kg) class is best 
for extremely high application rates, particularly i n  large 
fields . 
o Aircraft i n  the 3000 to 8000 pounds (1361 to 3629 kg) payload 
range are closely competitive over a broad range of missions, 
with an advantage to the snaller aircraft on the lower end of the 
mission spectrum and to the larger aircraft on the upper end. 
Af ter  review of these results w i t h  the NASA program manager, the decision 
was made to select the tm baseline design p i n t s  a t  approximately 3000 
punds (1361 kg) payload and 7500 pounds (3402 kg) payload. The lower 
design point is representative i n  size of the larger agricultural aircraft  
now entering the nmrket and provides the opprtunity to examine design 
concepts for a single-engine turboprop configuration, Additionally, since 
th i s  aircraft has good econanic characteristics on the law end of the 
mission spectrum, benef ic ia l  technology applications should also be of 
value to snaller aircraft.  
The large baseline design p i n t ,  on the other hand, provides a good study 
p i n t  for advanced-concept aircraft of the future. This  a i rcraf t  is mre  
than twice as large as any existing agricullu~dl aircraft  and w i l l  require 
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Figure 27, Comparative Mission Costs for Candidate Conflgurations 
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Figure 28. Mission Cost Versus Payload Capability 
twin turboprop snginos, ii coneiguration of this type may k n o f  it Era diE- 
fercnt technology applications than mller a i rcraf t ,  and it: allms cvalua- 
tion of the p t o n t i a l  u t i l i t y  of an aircraet of th is  size i n  agricultural 
missions. 
4.3 INITIAL BASELINE M R C m  
The mll baseline a i rcraf t  is designated AGB-3-33, This a imra f t  retains 
  no st of the characteristics established for Che candidate configurations 
but represents a m w h a t  more detailed preliminary design. A general 
arrangemnt of the aircraft  is provided in Figure 29. fie principal 
configuration parameters are listed i n  Table 111. 
Zhe aircraet: weight breakdm is presented i n  Table W. On-board Euel 
*ight is estimated to be that required for approximately three hours 
endurance a t  minimum Euel flow lo i te r  speed of approximately 1 . 2  tims 
s t a l l  speed. Fuselage wight  reflects the assumqtion of an open truss, 
wlded steel tubing structure with removable aluminun skin panels. 
The design gross weight of the baseline airreraft: is 5700 pounds. A t  th i s  
weight the FAR Part 23 1;rnit mneuver load factor is 3.63. A t  this  l i m i t  
load factor the C W 8  established restricted gross wigh t  factor is 1.285, 
permitting an operational gross weight of 7300 pounds (3311 kg). A gross 
wigh t  of 7300 lpunds provides an operational payload of 3200 pounds (1452 
kg) for the ma11 baseline a i rcraf t ,  
The XB-3-33 clean airplane drag was estimated as  described in Section 3,3. 
I n  addition, l i f t  and drag characteristics w r e  estimated for tw wing flap 
arrangements: (1) simple, 25% chord, 60% span flaps, deflected 10' and 
20°, and ( 2 )  simple, 25% chord, 100% span flaps, deflected 10' and 20'. 
These flap arrangements are considered mst appropriate for use during 
heavily loaded take-off and possibly to aid in  improving turn performance 
during dispersal operations. Drag pllars for these cases are presented i n  
Figure 30, 
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I I E : % l l R I ~ ~  GROgS WIGfiT 
DESIGN GROSS WEIC;IPJ! 
RGSTRIbTD PAYTX)n%, WIQiT 
LIMIT b r n E r n l 3  bQAD F A r n R  
CAM 8 WERLOm FACIQR 
WXNG WADING; 
WING AREA 
WING SPAN 
ASPECT RATIO 
TAPER RATIO 
AVERAGE TIiICKNESS RATIO 
HORIZONTAL TAIL AM% 
ASPECT RATIO 
VEWICAL TAIL AREA 
ASPECT IiATIO 
FOWER WADING 
INSTALLED HORSEPO\47E:R 
7300 fB, (3449 kg,) 
5900 15. (2586 kg*) 
9200 ID, (1452 kq.) 
3,63 
1,285 
25.0 U/SC?w PI', (122 kg/~qr m e )  
292 sQe PI!. (27.1 ~ q *  me) 
413.3 PI?. (14.7 m.) 
8 .O 
, 5 
15% 
77.9 SQ. m. 
4 .O 
44.9 SCI. FT. 
L 00 
10 IBS./H.P. 
730 H.P. 
(7.2 sq. m.) 
(6.08 kq/kw) 
(544 kw) 
\am 
FMPENNRGE 
FLBRIArn 
IJANDING GEAR 
PRQPUl3ZQN 
R/6 SYSTP4S 
A(; §Y&l!EE 
EMKIZI WEIGHT 
P I r n  
m 
L?['EL 
ZERQ myram WJ, 
PAYTQAD 
RESTRTCTED CI?OSS \a, 
FAR PART 23 SIUSS N', 
675 IS), (306 kq) 
(59 kg) 
(436. kcj) 
(150 kg) 
(351 kg) 
(80 kq) 
(118 kg) 
(1435 kq) 
(77 kg) 
(1572 kg) 
(288 kq) 
(1060 kg) 
(1451 kq) 
(3311 kg) 
(258s kg) 
Cf l c  D,25 
S INGIG-SLOTTED, NO EXTENS ION 
-6W SPAN FLAPS 
-- -- FULl SPAN FLAPS 
NOTE: I'OR AM-7-33 A D D  ACa "00'7 
rn rcduce t h e  forwdrd fuse lage  d e s t a b i l j z i n g  m n t  and total wcttcil arm, 
the b a s e l i n e  des ign  emplays a rev ised  hclpper d ~ s i g n  i n  which t h e  v e r t i c a l  
re ference  dimension is reduced f r a n  thc  1.5 W oE the starxjard hopper con- 
f i g u r a t i o n  to 1.0 W.  The over-the-nose v i s i o n  angle  is 11 degrees ,  Cost  
estimates f o r  t h e  AGB-3-33 conf igu ra t i sn  a r e  given i n  Table  V ,  
m e  l a r g e  base l ine  a i r c r a f t  is design;4hxl AGB-7-33 and provides an  opera- 
t i o n a l  payload of  7500 pounds. It: r ep re sen t s  the  h e a v i e s t  a i r c r a f t  t h a t  
could be c e r t i f i c a t e d  c u r r e n t l y  under FIW Part 23, with  a des ign  g r o s s  
w i g h t  o f  12,500 pounds. 
The AGB-7-33 base l inc  genera l  arrangement is presented i n  Figure 31, and 
the  p r i n c i p a l  conf igura t ion  parameters are listed i n  Table VI, me 
a i r c r a f t  has  a r e s t r i c t e d  ope ra t iona l  g ros s  m i g h t  of  15,300 pounds, as 
defined by a Wl-8 overload w i g h t  f a c t o r  o f  1 .22  appl ied  to the  FAR P a r t  
23 des ign  g r o s s  v,eight, The WI-8 w i g h t  f a c t o r  i s  determined by a l i m i t  
maneuver load f a c t o r  of 3.16, a s  e s t ab l i shed  by FAR P a r t  23,  
The w i g h t  breakdown of a i r c r a f t  AGE-7-33 is l i s t e d  i n  Table V I I ,  Fuel 
*ight is est imated t o  be t h a t  required f o r  approximately t h r e e  hours  
endurance a t  minimum f u e l  Elm l o i t e r  speed of approximately 1 .2  times 
s t a l l  speed,  
Drag p l a r s  f o r  t h e  c lean  con£ igu ra t ion ,  and f o r  f l a p  cases of  60% span,  
10' and 20' def1ect1.cn, and 100% span 10' and 20' d e f l e c t i o n  w r e  e s t i m t e d  
£ran the  d a t a  presented previous ly  i n  Figure 30. 
The 227 cubic  f o o t  (6.42 cu. m.) hopper is s ized  t o  prcslcle 7500 pounds 
(3400 kg) of material of a dens i ty  o f  33  punds/cu . f t. ( 530 kg/cu , m .) , 
The h w p e r  conf igura t ion  is the rev ised  shape used f o r  t h e  AGD-3-33 
a i r c r a f t ,  providing an  over-the-nose v i s ion  a q l a  of 11 d q r c o s .  
The twin engine  n a c e l l e s  a r e  wing mounted a s  c l o s e  t o  t he  a i r c r a f t  cen ter -  
line a s  w n s i d e r e d  p r a c t i c a l  t o  avoid excessive i n t e r f e r e n c e  drag and 
71W3IX V - Am-3-33 RRSELTNE AIRCRAFT COST ESTIMATES 
(1977 D O b W )  
ACQUISITION C05T 
L- 
OPERATING COST 
(PER I;ZIGIT HOUR) 
FUEL & O I L  
ENGINE OVERHAUIJ 
ANNUPL INSPECTION 
UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
HULL INSURANCE 
LIFIBILIW TNSUFAbCE 
TAXES 
MISCELLANEOUS 
ANNUALIZED INVESTMENT 
TOl1AL 

TABLE VI - AGB-7-33 CONFIGURATION PARRMF2PERS 
- 
RESTRICTED G m S  WIQ.IT 
DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT 
lWSTRICI'J3D PAYMAD WEIQIT 
LIMIT MANEWER LOAD FACrOR 
CAM 8 OVERLOAD FAerOn 
WING LOADING 
WING AREA 
WING SPAN 
ASPECT RATIO 
TMER RATIO 
AVI:RAGE! THICKNESS RATIO 
HORIZONTAL TAIL AREA 
ASPECT RATIO 
VERTICAL TAIL AREA 
ASPECT RATIO 
FCWER LOADING 
INSTALLED HORSEPOWER 
15,300 LB. (6,940 kg.) 
12,500 I5. (5,670 kg,) 
7,500 LB. (3,402 kg.) 
3.16 
1.224 
25.0 bl3./SO. fl. (122 kcj/sq. m.) 
612 SQ. FT. (56.9 sq. m.) 
70.C L"r. (21.3 m.) 
8 .O 
0.5 
15% 
163 SQ. FT, (15.1 sq. m.) 
4 .O 
94 SQ. FT. (8.7 sq. m.) 
1 ,o 
10 LB./H.I?, (6.08 kg/kw) 
1500 H.P. (1119 kw) 
TABm VII - AGD-7-33 WEICdT RIU?JXEOWN 
-I- 
WING 
EMPENNAGE 
FUSEEAGE 
LANDING GEAR 
PROPULSION 
A/C SYSTEMS 
AG SYSTEMS 
E M W  WEIGHT 
PILOT 
FUEL 
ZERO PAYLOAD EIGHT 
PAY WAD 
RESTRICTED GROSS WEIGHT 
FAR PART 23 GFC6S WEIGHT 
1603 15. (727 kg) 
257 (116 kg )  
1538 (698 k q )  
660 (299 kcj) 
1560 (708 k g )  
260 ( 118 k g )  
417 
- (189 k g )  
6 219 5 (2855 k g )  
(3538 kq) 
(3402 kq) 
(6940 kq) 
(5670 kg) 
mutual p r o p e l l e r  t i p  i n t e r f e rence .  These l o c a t i o n s  w i l l  minimize t h e  one 
eng ine  o u t  yaw m e n t  , and thereby mximize  s i n g l e  engine c o n t r o l a b i l i t y  . 
Because c f  t h e  l ight :  weight o f  t he  turbofan enyines,  long n a c e l l e s  are 
r equ i r ed  to balance t h e  a i r c r a f t  a t  the wing 25% MAC. To avoid exces s ive  
n a c e l l e  f l e x i b i l i t y  a smal l  w i g h t  pcna l ty  w i l l  be imposed to s t i f f e n  t h e  
n a c e l l e  s t r u c t u r e ,  
The f ixed main landing g e a r  s t r u t s  are covered by f a i r i n g s  to minimize t h e  
d r a g  . 
Cost estimates f o r  t h e  AGB-7-33 con£ igu ra t ion  are given i n  Table VIII. 
4.4 EASELINE OPTIMIZATION 
The a i r c r a f t  s e l e c t e d  a s  base l ine  con£ igu ra t ions  r e  nowoptimized 
ve r s ions  of t h e  candida te  a i r c r a f t  . Sore apt imiza t ion  of  t h e s e  
con£ igu ra t ions  was cansidered necessary p r i o r  t o  e s t a b l i s h i n g  b a s e l i n e  
performance f o r  re ference  i n  t h e  des ign  s e n s i t i v i t y  s t u d i e s .  S tud ie s  were 
conducted to i n v e s t i g a t e  the  effect :  o f  wing loading ,  wing a s p e c t  ratio, and 
pawer loading on mission performance. 
4.4.1 Wing ~ 0 a d i . w  
The approach to t h i s  s tudy was t o  hold payload e i g h t  cons t an t  znd r e s i z e  
t h e  a i r c r a f t  f o r  each wing loading,  holding o t h e r  p a r m t e r s  cons t an t .  
Wing loadings of 1 5 ,  20, 25, 30 and 35 lbs / sq .  f t .  (73.2,  97.7, 122.1, 
146.5, and 170.9 kg/sq . m . ) =re i n v e s t i g a t e d ,  A i r c r a f t  s i z i n g  i t e r a t i o n s  
were conducted a t  each wing loading,  and c o r r e s p n d i n g  a i r c r a f t  cha rac t e r i s -  
t ics e r e  determined f o r  each a i r c r a f t .  Thnis t ,  drag and c o s t  e s t ima te s  
were made f o r  each a i r c r a f t ,  and the  d a t a  viere analyzed f o r  both l i q u i d  and 
dry ma te r i a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  missions us ing  the  opera t ions  a n a l y s i s  mdel, 
Configurat ion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a r e  l i s t e d  f o r  each m a l l  a i r c r a f t  i n  Table 
M .  
Wing loading v a r i a t i o n s  have tm primary e f f e c t s  i n  t h e  mission ana lys i s :  
(1) e f f e c t s  on  swath width r e s u l t i n g  from changes i n  wing span a s  wing a r e a  
TABLE V l I I  - AGB-7-33 U4$ELINE AIRCRPIET COST ESTIMATES 
- 
(1977 DC.'rlARS) 
OPERATING COST 
(PER F L I W T  HOUR) 
FUEL & O I L  
ENGINE OVERIWL 
ANNUAL INSPECTIrn 
UNSCHEWLED MATN'JENANCE 
HULL INSURANCE 
LIABILITY INSURANCE 
TFXES 
MISCELLANEOUS 
ANNUALIZED INVES'IliENT 
TOTAL 
TARIJ5 S'X - SMALL hIRCP~%FT CONFIGURATION CIWiCPEIUSllICS 
-*-I* w- 
WING LOADING, (LR./S&. El?,) 15 20 2 5 30 3 5 
WING AREA, ($0. ET.) 537 380 292 237 20 0 
WING SPAN { I;'T,] 65.5 55.1 48 43.5 40 
RESTRICTED GRaSS WEXQ.IT (LB.) 8050 7600 7300 7100 6950 
INSTALLED HORSEFCPER 805 760 736 710 695 
OPEFATING COST ( $/HR. ) 106.52 99.96 95.02 91.03 88.18 
traries; and ( 2 )  effects on operating cost of resizing the aircraEC, 
incluiiing changes i n  engino h o r s e w r  to mintain constant p ~ & c  iwding,  
In  khe f i r s t  CCIE;?, with' eonstant aspsct rat io,  a decrease i n  wimj loading 
produces an increase in wing span with a corresponding Lnprovcmnt: i n  swath- 
width capability. I n  the second case, a decrcase i n  wing loading causes 
the a i rcraf t  t o  increase i n  size, including larger wing and empGnnage and a 
correspnding increase i n  horaepmr, a l l  of which result i n  higher 
cprat ing cost. An increase i n  wing loading produces opposite cffects i n  
both cases, 
The effect  of wing loading on mission productivity is sham i n  Figure 32 
for an applicakion rate of 100 lbs/acre (112 ,1 kg/ha) on a field size of 
160 acres (64.8 ha) . Productivity decreases essentially lineally wB t h  
increasing wing loading. This reflects di.rectly the decrcase i n  swath 
width w i t h  decreasiq wing size. 
Mission cost is presented i n  ~ i g u r e  3 3 ,  The impact: of khe increase i n  
operating cost w i t h  increasing airplane size that accompanies a decrease i n  
wing loading can be seen. The slight productivity increase of the dry 
mission w i t h  decreasing wing loading does trot compensate for increasing 
cost, and minimum cost is achieved i n  the range of 25 to 30 lbs/sg. f t .  
(122  t o  146  kg/sq. m . )  . Tne more rapid increase i n  productivity w i t h  
decreasing wing loading of the liquid mission overrides the increase i n  
cost, resulting i n  a continuing reduction i n  mission cost to  15 lbs/sq. f t ,  
(73 kg/sq . m , ) . Becau:e sf the improved mission cost for liquid missions 
and the fact that lower wing loading is favorable to  improved field 
performance, a decision was mde to decrease the w i n g  loading of the ma l l  
baseline aircraft  to  20 lbs,/sq. f t .  (98 kg/sq. m . ) .  T h i s  change has 
vir t~ial ly no effect on dry material mission costs. 
A similar investigation was conducted on the large baseline aircraft  over 
the sane range of wing loadings. The characteristics of these aircraft  arc 
listed i n  Table X .  Tne effects  of wing loading on mission productivity for 
an application rate of 400 lbs/acre ( 4 4 8 . 3  kg/ha) on a field size of 360 
acres (145.7 ha) are shown i n  Figure 3 4 ,  Roductivity of the dry material 
mission is 10% to  15% lower than that of the liquid mission and increases 
1 kglha r 
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Figure 32. Effects of Wing Loading (AGB-3-33) 
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Figure 33. Effects o f  Wing Loading (AGB-2-33) 
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Figure 34, Effects OF Wing Loadfng (AGE-7-33j 
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Figure 35, Effects of Wing Loading (AGB-7-33) 
wnkfnwuoly as  the w i g  Iadirg dacrr;accs, Tho prQductiviky aE tho liquid 
miaaian p a k o  i n  khe region sf 15 20 Ibs/~q, tt, (73 t o  98 kg/cq, m,) , 
 his cEEsst apparo to rctloet thc lnqa  pumping p r  rcquirmanto that: 
CX~UC at: tha ambinat:ion of high application rato artcl l a r g ~  w&rrgspan, IIl.lo 
lnrgc pumping 1mr e):kr13cf"i0n rccfuecs kbruot: avnil,ablr;! f~x: f l  igIlL, 
limiting tho swatrh width and swath ayxcd of thc aircraft  at: the lw wing 
loadings, 
Missisn mats arc! inclicatcij for tho l a ~ j c  aircraft: i n  Flguro 3 5 ,  tS?lo 
highor productivity of the liquid minoinn rosults i n  l a e r  miosisn w9ts at: 
a l l  w i r g  lsildirga, Thc clccrcacc i n  aircraft; cost: with aircraft: size aa %he 
wing loading insrsasss rosults i n  1mst c~3t :  a t  a wing lraadirlg sorncwhat 
higher than the hecline value. Ifhe dccrgasc i n  cost: is rclatlrvsly ,mall, 
hewsver, an3 bcausc the t;?kcofE Eicld length incrcancs rapidly w i t h  wing 
lwding the dc?eision was mads to retain the 25 lbs/sq, ft, (122  kg/sq, m , )  
wing loading on thc large baseline aircraft,  
T ~ Q  approach for t h i s  ottxly was to itold thfa gross might and wing loading 
constant and vary the payland w i g h t  aE khe wing and fusalagc! *might change 
w i t h  a spc t  rat io,  Aqxct ra t i s  was investigated 8ver a range fran 6 to 
1 2 ,  Wing wight was computed for each aspcct ratio. The change i n  
Euaelags wight resulting fron chat-rgs i n  t a l l  length w i t h  change i n  w i n g  
ElAC was also dctcrminecl , 'Ihc total change i n  structural height  was then 
canpcnsatcd for by an ~ ~ a l  and ~ p p s i t c  change i n  payload wight,  Tho 
changes i n  drag and q t -a t iona l  cost created ky the changcs i n  aspect: rat io 
anel empty wight =re determined, nnd cach case was analyzed wi th  the 
opcrntions analysis mdel, The configuration characteristics for cach 
a s p c t  ratio case are listcd in Table XX,  
Because of sffact: on winc; span, aspect ratio i n  agricl~ltural  aircraEt 
design has an effect 014 swath width as ~ 1 1  as induced drag and wing 
wight. Productivity of the small aircraft for both liquid and dry 
application missions a t  LOO lbs/acrc (112.1 kg/ha) on 160 acre (64.8  ha) 
f ields is s t 1 m  i n  Figure 36 as a function of aspect ratio. Liquid ~niseion 
kN&I1 AI116'Ilnt;T 
WrNe SPAN ( m e )  4 l * 6  48 53.7 58,O 
WI 8 PAYIJOAD WIQA (1~3.1  3200 3"00 3080 2960 
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Figure 36. Effects of  Aspect Ratio (AGB-3-33) 
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Figure 37, Effects of Aspect Ratio (AGB-3-33) 
performance eontinucs to increase across the range of aspcct ratio COW 
sidered. This reflects the influence of increasing swath widkh with wing 
span. The rate sE increase becancs less as aspect rat io increases, 
hmver ,  du+3 to the increasing loss of payload to wing wight and loss of 
swath speed to pumping l m r  requirements. 
Dry mteria l  applllcation performance decreases with aspect rat io due to the 
loss of payload wight overriding the effect of decreasing drag as a s p c t  
ra t io  increases, The dry misfion performance varies from 7% less than that 
of the liquid a t  aspect ratio 6 to 135 less  a t  a s p c t  ratio 12, 
The mission costs of the small  airplane are presented i n  Figure 37 for b t h  
liquid and dry missions. The decrease i n  productivity and increase i n  
operating cost w i t h  aspect rat io result i .n the cost of the dry application 
increasing slightly w i t h  aspect ratio. ',he increase i n  prcductivity of the 
liquid mission with aspect rat io overrides the increase i n  operational cost 
resultirq i n  an improvement i n  mission cost wi th  increasing aspect 
rat io,  The rate of .improverent above aspect ra t io  8 is relatively mll, 
however, arid because. of t h i s  the decision was mde to retain the aspect 
ra t io  of 8 selected init ial ly for the baseline, 
Productivity of the large aircraft i n  liquid and dry applications of 400 
lbs/acre (448.3 @/ha) on 360 acre (145.7 ha) fields is shown i n  Figure 38. 
The aircraft achieves maximum productivity i n  the range of aspect rat io 7 
t o  8 .  For the liquid system, the dominant effects are a reduction i n  pay- 
load due to wing wzight increase wi th  aspect rat io plus an increase i n  
pumping potffr extraction with increasing wingspan. mese de tr h n t a l  
effects are greater than the effect of increasing s v , t h  widt3-1 above aspect 
ra t io  8 .  For dry material dispersal the effect of loss of payload is 
greater than the effect of decreasing drag. 
The mission costs wi th  varying aspect rirtio for the large aircraft are 
shown i n  Figure 39. The relationship of productivity and operational costs 
produce a minirnwn cost/acre for both liquid and dry applications a t  an 
aspect ratio of approximately 7 .  '&cause the mission cost variations are 
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Figure 39. Effects of Aspect Ratio (AGB-7-33) 
so slight i n  the region of minimtm cost, the decision was mde to retain 
the large airerafk aspect ra t io  8 previously selected. 
An analysis was made oE the effect of variations i n  pwer loading Eran the 
10  ibs/H.P. (6 &;t'kw) selected for the candidate configurations. ?he 
approach to t h i s  study was to  hold the gross wight and wing loading con- 
stant and vary payload weight as the propulsion system might changed as a 
result of variations i n  pswer loading. Eawcr level was varied over a range 
£ran 20% less to 208 greater than that of the baseline. Changes i n  
installed thrust and airplane operating cost wre  determined far each 
installed hoi.;rpcmr, and the aircraft wre  then analyzed w i t h  the 
operations ana.Lysis model. The c o ~ f  iguration characteristics are listed i n  
 able XII. 
In  Figure 40 the change i n  mission productivity is s h m l  as a function of 
change i n  power level from that of the mll baseline aircraft applying 
both liquid and dry material a t  100 lbs/acre (112 .1  kg/ha) on 160 acre 
(64.8 ha) fields. Productivity varies directly w i t h  powr level for both 
liquid and dry missions, although the rate of change is lmr for the 
liquid mission. me variation of mission cost with v r  level is shown i n  
Figure 41.  For both liquid and dry missions the reduction i n  operating 
cost overcanes the reduction i n  productivity as the p e r  level is reduced 
to approximately -15%, being essentially linear to -10%. The major cost 
factor i s  the high cost per u n i t  of power of the turboprop engines, which 
is reflected i n  operating cost through the annualized investnient cost term. 
Rlthough a decrease i n  power level reduces takeoff field perfomnce 
sanewhat, the improvement i n  mission cost achieved by a 10% reduction i n  
installed power i s  considered uorthwhile; consequently, a decision was mde 
to reduce the installed power of the mil baseline aircraft by 10%.  
1 
! Change i n  productivity for the large baseline aircraft is shown i n  ~ i g u r e  i$ 
42 as a function of change i n  p r  level for an application rate of 400 
lbs/acre (448.3 kg/ha) on 360 acre (145.7 ha) fields. The changes i n  
productivity of the missions are essentially direct w i t h  change i n  p w r  
TABLE X I 1  - AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION CHARACTERIETIG 
PCXi7E:R OP1IIMIZATIC3d 
SMALL AIRCRAFT 
INSTALIXD H O , % m R  
PAYLOAD WEICaT, LBS 
OPERATING COST, $/I.IR 
LARGE: AIRCRAFT 
INSTALUD HORS-R 
PAWAD WEIQ-IT, LBS 
OPERATING COST $/HR 
CHANGE IN 
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Figure 40, Effects of Power Loadlng (AGB-3-B3) 
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Figure 41. Effects of Power Loading (AG B-3-B3) 
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Figure 42, Effects of  Power Loading (AGB-7-33) 
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Figure 43, Effects of Power Loading (AGB-7-33) 
level, with a lmr  rate of change for the liquid mission. Mission cast 
change as a function of change i n  pmcr lcwl is shown i n  ~ i g u r e  43.  Z%e 
characLeristrics arc similar to those oE the mal l  baseline aircraft, 
providing a cost hnprovemnt: with decreasing pawcr to appraximtely -10%; 
tmwever, khc cast savings Eor the higher rate dty material applications are 
very sall. Because the cost aavings appear significant Eor the Liquid 
mission, it: ws decided to reduce the installed m r  loading of the large 
baseline airccdft by 10%. 
4.5 SELECTED BASELINE AIRCRAL;*II 
The optimization studies resulted i n  several charges to the ini t ia l  base- 
l ine aircraft,  and the modified aircraft designs are redesignated the 
XE-3-04 for the small aircraft and the AGB-7-I31 for the large aircraft,  
These configurations form the final baseline aircraft for the study pro- 
gram, Mimion prcductivity data for these aircraft over a wide range of 
missions are given i n  Section 7.1. 
4.5.1 %B-3-B4 Baseline Aircraft 
The baseline mll aircraft configuration general arrangement is s h a m  i n  
Figure 4 4 ,  and a list of principal design parameters is provided i n  Table 
X I I I .  
The aircraft w i g h t  breakdown i s  presented i n  Table XIV,  R~strj.cted 
category gross wight i s  7600 pounds (3447 kg), and restricted payload 
e i g h t  i s  3200 p u n d s  (1452 kg). The design gross wight for FAR Part 23 
certification i s  5925 pounds (2688 kg) a t  a design linut mncuver load 
factor of 3.61. A t  t h i s  load factor the CAE4-8 restricted gross w i g h t  
factor i s  1.283. 
The w i n g  loading of the AGF,-3-B4 aircraft is 20 lbs/sq. E t .  (98 kg/sq. m ,) 
w i t h  a wing area of 380 sq. f t .  (35.3 sq, F . ) .  Fu l l  span, 25% chord simple 
hinged flaps deflected 20' are incorporated for use during takeoff. R o l l  
control w i l l  be provided by a conbination of outboard spoilers and flap- 
erons utilizing an outboard segnent of the flaps. 

DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT 
RESTRICTED PAYLOAD WIQlT 
LIMITED M A E J ~ R  mm Fnmn 
CAM 8 OVERL6N3 FACEIR 
WING AREA 
WING SPAN 
ASPECI' PATIO 
TAPER RATIO 
AVERAGE THICKHESS RATIO 
HORIZONTAL TAIL AR!% 
ASPECT RATIO 
WERTICAL T X L  ARE24 
ASPECT RATIO 
FCCllER LOADING 
(3447 kg. ) 
(2688 kg.) 
(1452 kg, ) 
:!o.Q ra./s~. mi. (97.7 kg/sq, m.) 
380. SQe El?. (35.3 sq*  m e )  
55.1 E T o  (16*8 m) 
8 ,Q 
58 SO, (5.4 sq. rn.)  
1.0 
11.~3 LB./H.P, ( 6  -87 kg/kw) 
TN)IJ3 XIV - AGD-3-M Wki'InlT DWXImR3 
-----====I1 
--=-- -- - TC ' :. . 
(3138 kg) 
(72 kq) 
(424 kg) 
(156 kg) 
(377 kg) 
(81, kg) 
(120 kq) 
(1696 kg) 
(300 kg) 
i 
(1996 kg) 
(3447 kq) 
(2688 kq) 
A ku~ms8p orqine ot 675 inofiablcd ahaft harap~war (503 kw) psovidoo a 
W r  1mQing sf 31 " 3  pcxnnrIa/tiP (6.9 hy/KW) , 
cotimst?:-cr, for tho mfiinctl ,mil taaolina airsrafk are ~jlvcn f n  Tablo 
F? . 
Tho baaolinc lnnj~ aircraf t  configuration goncra1 arrangc znb i o  (?~;Do~P 
t;ially the namo arx kha6 of t h ~  AW-7-33 p~(?~cnt=lbd p~ovlouoly, A l i o k  of 
the principal doaign priumtorc for the AGf39.7-Dl. a m  list& i n  Tablo XVT,  
31e wight; brea:*9m of khe aircraft; is proscnked i t )  Table XVf I ,  ate 
r ~ s t r i c t e d  grosa wight of the aircriltt: i e  15,300 pounds (6940 kg) ,  
providing a restricted paylsd of 7600 pou11do (3447 kg), l l l c  design cjrosr; 
wight is 12,500 putlcls (5670 kg), rcsul t ig  i n  a 1hit maneuver l a d  
factor of 3 J 6 ,  and a W1-8 wight; f a e t ~ r  caE 1,224, 
The w i n g  ,2&18im i f 3  25 l b s  J ,  f tr  ( 122 kg/sq m ,) , with  a w i r q  aroa of 
612 q, E t  (57 sq. m,). FulI span, 25% ctlord simple hinged flaps w i t h  a 
20' deflection are employed for takeoff. RDl1 control will k prwidcd by 
a ~lsmbination sE s p i l e r s  and flaprons,  
'LW turbsprq engines sf 688 installed h o r s c m r  (513 kw) each arc incor- 
psratcd in  the wing mounted nacelles, resulting i n  an installed pcwer load- 
ing a t  restrictcd gross wight of 11,l lks./bI.P, (6,8 kg/kw). 
Cost: o s t h t e s  fay- the refined large baseline aircraet are given i n  ~ a b l c  
XVEII. 
4 ,G D!2SIGN SENSXTmTY STUDIES 
Parametric sensitivity studies =re performed with the baseline eonf igura- 
tions for  a11 of the major design characteristics that can bc varied i n  the 
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f? .o 
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4 .O 
Q 4  SQ. FT. 
1 .o 
( 1 2 2  kq/sn. m.1 
(56 .9  sq. m.) 
(21.3 m.1 
WING 1594 LR. (723 kg) 
EMPENNAGE: 257 (117 kg) 
FUSEIAW 1310 (594 kg) 
LANDING GEAR 663 (301 kq) 
IJROPULSION 1680 (762 kg) 
A/C SYSTEMS 262 (119 kg) 
AG SYSTFE 417 
- (189 kg) 
i%WIY WEIGHT 6183 (2805 kq) 
PIrAT 170 
- (77 kg) 
QWE 6353 (2882 kg) 
FUEL 1347 
- (611 kq) 
ZERO PAYLQAD WEIGHT 7700 (3493 kq) 
PAYLOAD 7600 
- (3447 kq) 
RESTRICTED GROSS WEIGHT 15,300 (6940 kq) 
FAR PART 23 GFOSS WIGP 12,500 (5670 kq) 
TABLE XVJ.11 - AGB-7-BS. BASELINE AIRCRAMl COST ES'l'IMATES 
- P 
( 1 9 7 7  m b w )  
ACQUISITION COST 
OPERATING COST 
(PER FLIGHT LIOUR) 
FUEL ti OIT* 
ENGINE OVERHAUL 
ANNUAL INSPECTION 
UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
HULL INSURANCE 
JJIABILITY INSURANCE 
TAXES 
MISCELLANEOUS 
ANNCALIZED INVESWN'I' 
operations analysis n d e l .  Ths teehniqw IS to cha,wljc the value sf  a given 
parameter i n  the model input data while holdir., a11 ~ # ~ c r  p a r a t e r s  con- 
stant. The a i rcraf t  is then Elm through a sclectcd mission i n  the model, 
and the effects st the parameter ehangc arc cxanined in  terms of: changes i n  
mission proclue t i v i  ty and/or mission cost relative to the baseline con£ igu- 
ration, The sensitivity data thus  provide masures of the relative eE£ccts 
of t h e  major design characteristics on aircraft  nj.: i:  on performance , 
These studies are purely parametric i n  that no attenrpt: is made to define 
physical mthods by which the changes i n  design characteristic muld be 
obtained. The studies do not reflect any increase or decrease i n  a i rcraf t  
acquisition cost: or  operating cost that might occur as a result of a partic- 
ular design change. Consequently, the mission results reflect changes i n  
a i rcraf t  productivity only, and changes shown i n  mission costs are due to 
increased or decreased productivity Eor fixed aircraft  q r a t i n g  costs per 
fl ight  hour. Also, the studies do not reflect any aircraft  penalties such 
as increased w i g h t  or drag that might be incurred w i t h  a given design 
change. 
The original approach i n  the sensitivity studies was to use one 
representative mission case for each baseline a x c r a f t  for a l l  of the 
design paraneters. The reference mission selected for the m a l l  a i rcraf t  
was a 160-acre (64.8 ha) field w i t h  an application rate of 100 lb/acre 
(112 .1  kg/ha), and the large a i rcraf t  mission was a 360-acre (145.7 ha) 
field w i t h  application rate of 400 lb/acre (448.3 kg/ha) . These lnissions 
are representative of the regions of the overall mission spectrum for which 
each respective aircraft  is best suited, based on the mission cost 
caparisons for the original candidate configurations. Most of the 
sensitivity data *re developed for these missions. 
A s  the studies progressed, it became apparent that the relative effects of 
a given design parameter might change significantly depending upon the 
mission 'being evaluated. As time permitted, an effort was nude to examine 
a range of missions so as  to  determine ~e mission-dependent variations i n  
parmeter effects. Sane of the paraneters w r e  thus  ex.mined i n  greater 
depth than others. Also, the sensitivity arialyses *re conducted for the 
k.. 
baseline configurations existing at: the  time of each individual study and 
hence do not a l l  reClect thc samc aircraft coi?Eiyuration, me specific 
configuration and rnission cases are identified for each set of data. 
'fhe relative improvement i n  mission productivity wi th  increased ferry speed 
is shcwn i n  Figure 45 for the mll aircraft and i n  ~ i g u r e  46 for the large 
aircraft. A ferry sped of 100 MPH (86.9 kt)  was used as the reference 
point. Three uifferent ferry distance cases wre evaluated: field ferry 
distances of 5 miles (8 km) ard 25 miles (40 km) fran h m  base, and load 
point distance of 25 miles (40  km) fran home base w i t h  8 miles (13 km) from 
load point to the field. 
I t  is seen that increasing Eerry speed has a major effect on productivity, 
even i n  the case of the short ferry distance. Rrry speed was found to be 
significant for a l l  missions, kt it kcmes increasingly important as 
application rates increase because of the need to reload the aircraft: more 
of ten for a given area to be treated. 
The maximum effective swath width used i n  the operations analysis   nod el is 
i.5 tires the aircraft wing span, ?his i s  believed to be representative of 
current aircraft,  based on industry contacts and review of the limited 
literature on the subject. Tnis is a rather arbitrary approach, but  there 
presently are no accepted analytic mthcds for predicting swath width based 
on aircraft design characteristics. 
Tn the version of the model used for the present sensitivity stidy, the 
mission is flown a t  mximun swath widtr, i f  the aircraft has sufficient 
power to eject the amount of material required arid still mintain adequate 
speed. I f  the application rate is increased, the aircraft w i l l  reduce 
swath speed c m n s u r a t e  w i t h  the added pwer extraction necessary to eject 
the grater amount of material. Swath width remains a t  the mximm allcwd 
value, however, unless the aircraft does not have adequate flight p e r  to 
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Figure 45. Effects af Ferry Speed (AGB-3-33) 
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Figure 46. Effects of Ferry Speed (AGB-7-33) 
25 MI. 
(40 km l  
achieve the minimunl specified swath sped .  I n  that case,. swath width is 
reduced to that value which a l l w s  adquate f l ight  pmcr for minhnum 
acceptable s p e d .  
The maximum swath width for the m a l l  bascline a i rcraf t  is 82,6 feet  (25.2 
m )  and for the large baseline a i rcraf t  is 105,O feet  (32,O m ) ,  The sensi- 
t iv i ty  study was run 9y changing the mxhum allowod cmth width by 210% 
and ,"20"2iran the baseline cases. Runs wcre mdc over a rangc of appli- 
cation rates, but a l l  missions w r e  performed a t  the maximum a l l m d  swth 
width. 
These results are s i m  i n  ~ i g u r e  47 for the snall aircraft  and Fiqurc 48 
for the large a i rcraf t ,  The data shcw that the relative effects of swath 
width vary significantly as the application rate changes, Swath width has 
a major effect on mission cost for low-application ~nissions but  has smaller 
effect on high-application missions. Th i s  is believed to be partly due to 
the increasing dispersal power required w i t h  increased swath width, which 
a t  higher application rates causes significant reduction i n  aircraft  
wrking speed. Also, since h8gh-application missions require a greater 
number of ferry/reload cycles, improvements i n  swath performance have a 
sml le r  relative effect on total  mission time, 
4,6.4 Structural Weight 
Parametric changes i n  structural weight wcre mde i n  the model simply by 
changing the zero payload weight for each of the baseline a i rcraf t ,  Pay- 
load was then changed by the same amount so that a i rcraf t  gross height was 
held constant. Figure 49 shws the effects on mission cost for a partic- 
ular mission for each aircraft .  The effect of weight reduction is rather 
significant for these missions. 
Figure 50 shows the effects of a 20% reduction i n  structural wcight for a 
range of application rates i n  l iqu id  missions. These data shcw that weight 
reduction has increasingly significant zffects as application rate in- 
creases. The reason for t h i s  is the fact that a greater nunber of ferry 
t r ips  are necessary to reload the aircraft  w i t h  higher application rates. 
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Figure 47, Effects of Swath Width (AGB-3) 
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Figure 48, Effects of Swath Width (AGB-7) 
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Figure 50, Effects of Structural Weight Reduction 
Tho incrsnoo i n  payload wi th  rcd~iccd atwtu.ri;l, wciqht: has pr~pwtisnally 
gmntcr bornfit: i n  reducing thooo trips tog ths high-applica'sion missions, 
4.6.5 Aircraft Drag 
Tkc! cEfcct:s oi-: reducing aircrt3Ek ~1r;tcj OXCIWB~VC QE the  dispersal ayntcm are 
s h m  i n  13iclur~ 51 Ear one yartieular mi~olon for each ~ i r c r a t t ,  ~ ~ C G C  
etfects reabllk fran a canbination of incrcassd Esrty I~PCC~, i n c r ~ a ~ b d  swath 
speed, and saw z"r?r3uctian i n  turn tim, 
The cffecta of increitsiriq maximcun lift: cocfficicnt are r;hm i n  Figurc 52 
for one particular mission for each aircraCt, ffl~csc ~ f f a c t s  are dua 
?.atally to ii rb"Cduction i n  avcrqc t u r n  t h ~  as  mximm~ l i f t :  cwfficiont is 
increased, as o h m  i n  Pigurn 53, Figure 54 shws the c f f ~ c t s  oL' ineucascd 
r~xhnum lif"Lij,+fficicnt over a ramp of application rates, ancl it: is scan 
that the relative lxnef i t s  ~Icclinc! as  ilpplicatior~ rate insecascs, Figure 
55 r;hows that: relative benefits also decline w i t h  Sncrsasiwj field ~ i z c .  
These relatianships are consistent: w i t h  the affccts of turn time i n  various 
missions as discussed i n  the next paragraph, 
4 . 6 . 7  Turn Tinw! 
Tt is not pss ib lc  to  vary t-ut-11 thuo directly i n  the o~mrations ana.lysis 
&el since this mission gz.,r;xmcter i s  not: an input: clcmnt. lhthcr, t u r n  
t h  is mnputcd i n  the mwde1 basal on aircraft l i f t ,  drag, and thrust 
characteristics and the gross w i g h t  of the aircraft a t  the end of each 
swath, The M e 1  provides n s  output thc mximurn and minimum tu rn  times 
experienced i n  a given mission, 
I n  order to examine turn-time effects, a nun~kr of runs W ~ C  ~nadc with 
widely varyirlg valucs of ~naximun l i f t :  coef'Eicicnt for several different 
mission cases. Va~ying lift coefficient caused changes i n  t u r n  time but 
had no effect on any other mission pcrfotmncc pa rmte r .  Average t u r n  
time was then calculated frun the output data i n  each mission case as the 
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Figure 55, Effects of Maximum Lift Coefficient (AGB-3-B4) 
gwr- of tJm awxiarrwr urd d n h  turn t h a  obtaindl for &at mirsim, 
Mrrlon oortr tare plotted againat the awrw turn tim, 
Plgure 56 a h  th t u r n - t h  effect8 for tha mal l  aircraft Ear thrm 
different application rate8 with field size hgld constant. l t w  darkdlned 
data point i n  aach plot is the averwe turn t b  for the baaslim aircraft 
in that mission, and tha other data points are! results abtaimd by 
imaaimg am3 decreasing the max- l i f t  a s f f  icient. 
The slops8 of the three plots are the @am. %is mans that the a h l u t e  
charre ?n mission coet due to change i n  turn the !a the s a w  i n  each case, 
In tnis set of data, it was found that the coat per acre was reduced by 
approximately 14 for each wconrj reduced £ran the average turn time, 
However, relative changes i n  cost per acre are different in each of thc 
tl~rae cases because the 0013ts of perfonnirrg the three dasions are 
different. That is, the proportion of mission cost due to turns varies 
wi th  the mission being ptrfonned, a d  tutrrls a c m t  for a snaller share of 
the total cost as application rate increases, Tile relative Fnpxsrbnca of 
t u rn  t h e  t h u s  is pronounced w i t h  mall  application rates but  decreases 
with higher application rates, 
Figure 57 shows another set of turn-time data i n  which application rate is 
held constant and field size is varied. In this case the three plots have 
different slopes, meaning that the absolute change i n  mission cost due to 
changoa i n  t u r n  thm is different i n  the throe cases. For 40-acre (16.2 
ha) fields, one second reduction i n  turn t h e  produced a reduction of 
approximately 1.84 per acre i n  mission cost; Eor 160-acre (64.8 ha) fields, 
t h e  corresponrJing reduction was .954 p r  acre; and for 360-acre (145.7 ha) 
fields, .72C p r  acre. Ihus, the effects of tunr time are most pronounced 
for snall fields, which is mnsistent w i t h  the fact that i n  snall  fields a 
higher proportion of f l i g h t  tine is spent i n  turrrs, 
In sunmry, the relative value of reduced turn time is heavily depndent on 
the mission being performd. mrn time is highly significant with -11 
fields and law application rates but has wch less effect w i t h  large fields 
and high application rates. 
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Figures 58 ard 59 R!XW the canparatlove e f f e c t s  of a l l  of +,he ~ramte rs  
examid  i n  the s e n s i t i v i t y  s t u d i e s  f o r  one p a r t i c u l a r  mission case f o r  1 
each bnmlinet a i r c r a f t .  It must he noted t h a t  these r e l a t ionsh ips  w i l l  
change as missions change, as indicated i n  tan prev ia r s  paragraphs, so t h e  
canpar imns  met be accepted with caution. These p a r t i c u l a r  cases s t w  
s t r u c t u r a l  weight and f e r r y  speed to have the greatest r e l a t i v e  e f f e c t s  on 
mission product iv i ty  . Those tho parameters decline i n  r e l a t i v e  importance 
ae app l i ca t ion  rates a r e  reduced frcnn the cases show.  
In cw~c lus ion ,  the e f f e c t s  of various design p a r m e t e r s  on mission perfor- 
mance are g r e a t l y  dependent on the  mission. Benefi ts  poss ib le  from tech- 
nology improvements w i l l  t hus  depend on the  missions to be performed by the 
a i r c r a f t ,  and the bes t  design trade-offs  f o r  fu ture  a i r c r a f t  w i l l  depend 
s t rongly  on the  market t h e  a i r c r a f t  is i!~tended to serve,  
4.7 DISPERSAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS 
The performance of  the hse1ir.s a i r c r a f t  was determined using d i s p e r s a l  
system c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  t h a t  represent  cu r ren t  -rat ional  systems. One 
objec t ive  of t h e  study was to iden t i fy  d i s p e r s a l  system concepts that 
provide c a p a b i l i t i e s  which improve the  cost-ef f e c t  iveness of a e r i a l  
appl ica t ion  operat ions.  The approach to t h i s  inves t iga t ion  was to u t i l i z e  
the f l e x i b i l i t y  of  the  opera t ions  ana lys i s  model to determine the po ten t i a l  
mission performance improvement t h a t  w u l d  result £ran decreases i n  the  
drag pena l t i e s  associated with the  operat ion of the  d i spe r sa l  systems, 
e s t a b l i s h  the  causes of these drag pena l t i e s ,  and where payoffs were 
revealed explore a l t e r n a t e  designs t h a t  could minimize o r  e l  iminate the  
drag pendl t ies . 
4.7 .1 Liquid Dispersal Systans 
4 .7 , l . l  Externai Drag - The ex te rna l  drag of the  l iqu id  d i spe r sa l  system 
was incrementally reduced from its computed value to zero drag.  This 
ana lys i s  was conduc td under two a1 ternatrl  mission ground-rule conditions: 
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Figure 59. AGB-7 Design Sensitivity Data 
(1 )  uw a f ixed  input value o f  ferry speed i n  o rde r  to isolate the d i r e c t  
inf luence  of  d r a g  reduction on perfomvrvrce during the swath nms, and (2)  
canpute f e r r y  epsd and acoount f o r  t h e  influencs o f  reduced drag on f e r r y  
speed and tfme. The r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  a n a l y s i s  on t h e  AGF3-3-BQ a i r c r a f t  are 
presented i n  Figure 60, i n  terms of peroentage i m p r w m n t  i n  product iv i ty  
over that of  the base l ine  as a function of  drag reduction. 
Them? data  show t h a t  t h e  e f f e c t  of  a reduction of drag during t h e  swath 
runs w i l l  produce a modest improvement i n  productivi ty,  up to 2.5% i f  t h e  
ex te rna l  drag could be t o t a l l y  el iminated.  Hcwever, a major improvement is 
indica ted  when t h e  e f f e c t s  on f e r r y  speed are included. The d a t a  s h w  a 
product iv i ty  imprwement of up to 14% f r a n  the aanbined e f f e c t s  on f e r r y  
and swath runs i f  ex te rna l  drag  *re completely eliminated. 
Figure 61 shows the  influence on mission cost of reducing external drag of 
the l iquid  d i s p e r s a l  system up to 20% f o r  both the  small and l a r g e  
a i r c r a f t .  The cost improvement f o r  the  la rge  a i r c r a f t  is s h a m  to be 
considerably g r e a t e r  than t h a t  f o r  the  shell a i r c r a f t .  This  appears to  
r e f l e c t  the  influence of the  much higher appl ica t ion  r a t e  used with the  
l a r g e  a i r c r a f t ,  which results i n  more f e r t y  t r i p s  between the  f i e l d s  and 
load p i n t s .  The e f f e c t  of drag reduction on fe r ry  speed w u l d  produce 
g r e a t e r  b e n e f i t s  i n  high-application missions. 
I t  is apparent £ran these r e s u l t s  t h a t  external  drag of  the  l iqu id  
d i s p e r s a l  system has a s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t  on mission product iv i ty  and cost, 
due primarily to e f f e c t s  on f e r r y  speed. Canparing the cost improvements 
i n  Figure 6 1  with those given previously i n  Figure 51, it is seen t h a t  a 
20% reduction i n  d i s p e r s a l  system drag produces almost the  same b e n e f i t  a s  
a 20% reduction i n  t o t a l  a i r c r a f t  drag (excluding d i spe r sa l  system). A 
drag reduction of 20% f o r  e x i s t i n g  l iqu id  d i spe r sa l  s y s t m s  is considered 
f e a s i b l e  with c l o s e  a t t e n t i o n  to f a i r i n g  design, component locat ion ,  and 
in ter ference  e f f e c t s .  5 
The pa ras i t e  drag of the  ex te rna l  canponents of conventional l iqu id  dis-  
p e r s a l  systems is a t t r i b u t e d  to three  m i n  sources: form and in ter ference  
drag  of the  ex te rna l ly  m n t e d  l iqu id  pup and associated plumbing; the  
spanwise boom and support brackets;  and the  spray nozzles. 
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Figure 61. Effects of Liquid Dispersal System Drag 
'Iha current etate-of-theart if: nozzle design results i n  a par t ia l  depen- 
den= on the orientation of the nozzle relative to the freestrean around 
the a i rc ra f t  to determine the droplet size of the material being applied. 
Since nozzle design was exclided from consideration by the NASA guidelines 
for t h i s  study, no concepts for reducing nozzle drag have been considered. 
Hmver,  it is recognized that nozzle designs which would permit the longi- 
tudinal axis to always be oriented parallel to the freestream would pennit 
the nozzle drag t o  be reduced below the levels currently encountered. 
Plmp and plumbing drag can be markedly reduced o r  eliminated by carefully 
designed fairings ar by mounting these canponents internal t o  the a i rcraf t .  
Ilaintenance accessibili ty has been frequently stated by operators as  a 
primary reason for  lack of support for these approaches, but there is 
clearly a tradeof f between maintenance costs and operational costs that can 
be made to establish the value of l w r a g  pwp and plunbing installations. 
such a tradeoff is appropriate for additional study efforts .  
Spray boom drag can potentially be eliminated by enclosing the boom within 
the w i q  contours. This approach has k e n  abandoned i n  the past because of 
corrosion problems created from the inevitable leaks that develop i n  the 
liquid system. One concept which appears to  mr i t  further developnent, 
however, is t o  u t i l i ze  the component of the wing that is inherently exter- 
nal to the primary wing structure, the trailing edge flap. The flap could 
house the spray boom, or the spray kxmm could be f o m d  as an integral part 
of the flap structure. Figure 62 i l lus t ra tes  a flap design i n  which a 
circular t u b e  located a t  the hinge line of a simple flap supports the flap 
hinge bearings. In t h i s  approach the flap wuld be fabricated of a c o r r e  
sion resis tant  material and be installed '.n a manner that would permit 
rapid renoval £ran the a i rcraf t  and easy disassembly for inspection. 
Another configuration that could eliminate boom drag is illustrated i n  
Figure 63. I n  t h i s  arrangement the bcxrn forms the trai l ing edge of the 
flap. m e  boom is attached to  the flap skins by continuous hinge pin 
sections extending along the fu l l  span of the flap. This configuration 
wwld be particularly appropriate for a i rcraf t  with f u l l  span flaps. 
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Flgure 62, FIap/Boom Arrangement 
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%be parasite drag c o e f f i c i e n t  carputdl f o r  t9-n~ l i q u i d  d i s p e r m l  vstun o f  
the -3-M configurat ion,  referenced to wing area, is ,027, of  which 
approximately 6% i s due to purp ard plumbing drag an8 80% is due to boan, 
brackets  and in ter ference ,  I f  these item w enclaagd, a l i q u i d  
dispcprsal syisten p a r a s i t e  drag reduction of t h e  order of  86% would agpear 
poes ible ,  A reduction of t h i s  amcunt m i l d  provide a mission product iv i ty  
i n c r e a m  of 10% to 11%. 
4,7.1,2 R m p i q  Wag - As described i n  Section 3,5.1, a second penalty 
associa ted  with the  l i q u i d  d i spersa l  s y s t e m  is the additive drag created  
by t h e  ex t rac t ion  of power f r a n  the  s y s t m  to pimp the  l iqu id  f ran  the  
happer through the nozzles, Ihe level of puwer extrac ted  r e f l e c t s  th ree  
major l iqu id  system parameters: the  hydraulic pwer contained i n  t h e  f l u i d  
flaw, the  e f  f iciency of the  punp t r ans fe r r ing  the  energy i n t o  t h e  f l u i d ,  
and the  e f f i c iency  of the d r i v e  mechanism converting the  paver £ran t h e  
energy source to t h e  f l u i d  pwnp. 
An ana lys i s  was conducted to e s t a b l i s h  the  influence of the  canbined 
e f f i c iency  of the  pump and p m p  dr ive ,  t e m d  Punping Efficiency, on the 
productivi ty of thu t o t a l  appl ica t ion system. The pwnping e f f i c iency  ms 
varied over a range from 3% to 50% f o r  the m a l l  and l a rge  a i r c r a f t ,  and 
the resu l t ing  va r ia t ion  i n  productivi ty is presented i n  Figure 64. These 
r e s u l t s  show a sharp knee i n  t h e  productivi ty curve i n  the  range of pumping 
e f f i c iency  f r a n  5% t o  15%, with improvements i n  pumping e f f i c iency  above 
15% producing an ins ign i f i can t  improvemnt i n  mission product iv i ty .  
corresponding e f f e c t s  on mission cos t  a r e  shown i n  Figure 65, 
The s t e e p  por t ion of the  productivi ty curve below the  knee occurs i n  a 
region where a m a l l  incremental increase i n  e f f i c iency  produces a l a rge  
absolute  decrease i n  power extrac ted  by the  pumping system, The l a rge  
amount of addi t ional  pwer avai lable  allows a sharp increase i n  swath speed 
and/or swath width, depending upon t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  mission condit ions,  and 
the re  is a correspnding jump i n  mission productivi ty.  As e f f i c iency  
continues to increase,  h a e v e r ,  the absolute change i n  power ex t rac t ion  
dec l ines  rapidly ,  and the e f f e c t  on productivi ty becanes increasingly 
m11. 'Ihe p a t t e r n  of change i n  power ex t rac t ion  is i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 
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Figure 65, Effects of Pumping Efficiency on Mission Cost 
66 for tha mall s i r cn f t  i n  th, amnu misalon wed i n  the prdluctivity and 
a t  amlyrir. 
Mditional carer wrs inv~stigatdl over a range of application rates, and 
it ma found that the knee i n  the pductivity curve mves to 1-r values 
of purpirrg efficiency as the application rate decmaaas. %is behavior 
reflects the reduction i n  hydraulic pmar required by the liquid mahr!.al 
fluid flw. A t  lw fluid-flow rates, the hydraulic pekJbr is small, and 
even lw purping efficiencies do not hpme a serious additive drag on the 
aircraft. As the flw rate increases wl t h  higher application rates, the 
hydraulic pcmr requirmnt becums increasingly severe. Small changes i n  
efficiency then represent large abaolute changes i n  power extracted fm 
the eystem. 
Frcm data presented i n  available li terature, such as reference 23, overall 
punping efficiencies of typical agricultural aircraft installatiom fall i n  
the range fran 5% to 88. This range is indicated by a band i n  Figure 62. 
f n  the range of application rates typical of current liquid system, less 
than 50 lb/acre (56 kg/ha), the knee of the curve is a t  or belw the effi- 
ciency level of typical current systems. 'Ihis is consistent with current 
operator opinion, where the difference i n  aircraft performance with the 
liquid pump system operating or not aperating is considered to be of small 
significance . A s  liquid application rates increase, however, it becanes 
increasingly mre important to provide punping efficiencies of at least 10% 
to 15%. 
Figure 67 shows pumping system power extraction for the refined baseline 
aircraft over the entire range of application rates specified for the 
present study. These data are based on constant 10% punping efficiency. 
The point identified on each curve as "maximum swath width" represents the 
highest ~pplication rate that can bL. achieved at f u l l  swath width of 1.5 
t ims aircraft wing span. Beyond that point the swath width must be 
progressively reduced to maintain adequate power for f l i g h t .  This is due 
to the increasing punping power required as the application race increases. 
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Figure 66, Powor Extracted Versus Pumping Efficiency 
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Figure 67, Pumping System Power Extraction 
IW dry mterial dirprrarl psrformlanpr of tha bwlina aircraft ir brlssd 
upon mpirically detannindl cxpabilitior of conventional dry material 
rpr.td.rr, as Bescribed i n  Section 3,5,2, Them ~y8tanr contribute a 
~ignificant drlag penalty to the aircraft, which mrultr i n  mbrcing 
praductivity a d  increasing miusion ooat., In order to bettar W~rrtmI 
the w r m r  of this-drag an w l y 8 i r  of one typical 8prea.d.r de~ign la. 
4,9,2 rl Qnventional Spreader8 - The analyraie of drag characteriaticlr of 
aonwntional spreaders is based on a typical rm-air mpreader tested ty tha 
Ohio Aqricul tural Experiment Station. The overall teat progrm , reported 
i n  reference 15, included w i n d  tunnel tests with a variable - gcmetry 
distributor section and f l igh t  tests with a cunplete spreader, me wind 
tunnel tests included nn?asurements of air inlet velocity and material exit 
velocity for wheat over a range of material fhw rates, nese data, 
carpled wi th  dimensional detdil8 provided for the f l igh t  test spreader, 
pennit an engineering analysis of both egternal and internal drag of the 
cunple te spreader, 
me spreader is illustrated i n  Figure 68, S t  w s  tested on an 
85-horsepol~er (63 kw) Piper 3-3 aircraft. spreader w a s  mnted on a 
chute klw the hopper gate four inches ( .10 m) belw the bottun of the 
fuselage, which i s  typical of dry-spreader installations i n  current use. 
An analysis was first made of spreader drag for the andition i n  which no 
material is  being released into the spreader. Estimated drag hi ld-up  from 
the analysis is shown i n  Figure 69 as a function of f l i g h t  speed, The 
results indicate two primary contributors to spreader drag: (1) flat plate 
and base drag, and ( 2 )  internal f low drag, 
Flat plate and Jase drag are estimated to account for approximately half of 
the total spreader drag. The flat plate drag is  created by the four-inch 
( . lo  m) exposed chute connecting the spreader to the hqpper. ?he base drag 
is created by the unvented regions between the channel discharge areas and 
Figure 68. Ohio Agricultural Experimental Station Dry 
Material Distributor 
Figure 69. Ohio Experimental Distrl butor Performance 
Characteristics 
by tha projoctrd a m  of tho dmmmrrbrlapinp mar tap mxfmn of tha 
m r  d i r w t l y  behind tho chute, Much of thir drag could km eliminrwd 
with a sprcr9er lrtrrign thatr (1) allam tho qweader to tr mwmtod fluah 
&gainat tha f~88l- without tho expcriGld &ute; and (2) provider the 
mrd crorsuction by an upmnd-rlopirq bottun rurfrca i n  lieu of the 
d m m u d  rlagirg u g p r  urrfaccr, I t  ma not poaribla i n  tho prennt study, 
hawar, to walurte tha effect8 on math pattern of ejecting mterirl 
along tha bottan of the fuselago with thi8 t y p  of rgreador derign, 
Ihr, suosn8 major cuntrikrtor to spreader drag I8 energy 1-8 i n  intern1 
flaw through the spreader Mch intern1 channel mr rnarlypsd by a elm 
b a l m  technique, b a d  on duct geamtry , to obtain an estimate of these 
energy lorlles, Tt-e basic drag tsquation used i n  the analysis is as follow8t 
where D internal drag (pcamds) 
'a - air  flw (pounds/sec) C,.. . 
of: r *  
vi = inlet velocity (feevsec) 
ve 
3 exit velocity (feet/sec) 
0 = exit angle relative to frestream 
2 g = gravity constant ! feet/sec ) 
For the case where there is no mterial being injected into the spreader, 
the analysis shows that the four otter channels produce 91% of the total 
internal drag, lhis is due p r b r i l y  to the large mmntun losses that 
occur in turning the flow to a lame exit angle ( 0 ) through an expanding 
corner duct, Even i f  the turn ing  losses were minimized by carefully 
designed duct corners, the large angle of the exit flaw relative to the 
freestream waild prevent recovery of m t  of the inlet f law mmntun. 
m t h r  analysis waer oond:.? hd to tatennine the approxinate effects on drag 
of intmdwing material Into the rspre-r. 'Ihe3 wind turvrel test results 
for wheat fran reference 15 shaw that the introduction of material causes a 
reduction i.1 inlet velocity (Vi) and exit velocity (V,), and there is a 
oomqmrding reduction i n  a i r  flaw (Ma). Rut specific effects w i l l  vary 
w i t h  the gieometry of the individual channels, the mtorial E l o w  rate, and 
airqmad. Ttre analysis was performed for each channel a t  an airspeed of 
100 MPH (87 k t )  wer a range of material f l w  rates. 
In the case of the high-loss outer ducts, the analysis s b s  that intenal 
drag actually decreases when mterial is introduced, The dominant effect 
of mterial injection i n  this case is a reduction i n  air  flaw due to 
blockage i n  the channel. W i t h  reduced £ 1 ~  there is less mmntun lose 
penalty, awl internal drag is reduced. Internal drag cmtiues to decrease 
i n  these ducts as mterial flow rate increases. A t  the same t ime,  there is 
an increase i n  additive spillage draq a t  the duct inlets, but the additive 
drag is  not sufficiently large to off-set the internal drag reduction, 
Injection of material into the lcrw-loss irner ducts causes internal drag to 
increase. Initial drag was quite low i n  &is case, and the effect of the 
material on internal pressure loss is the dani  nant factor. Drag continues 
to increase i n  these ducts as material flw rate increases. This drag 
increase cunbines with the additive spillage drag at the outer ducts to 
approxhtely balance the internal d r a ~  reduction i n  the outer ducts, The 
net effect is to produce virtually no change i n  total spreader drag over a 
wide range of material flaw rates. This result i s  consistent with repeated 
operator ccmnents that q=ning or closing the hopper gate with a 
dry-material spreader has no apparent effect. on aircraft performance. 
Figure 70 shows the results of the analysis i n  t e rn  of total spreader 
drag, both internal and external, as a function of material (wheat) f law 
rate fran 0 icl  1000 pounds per minute ( 0  to 454 kg/min). 
Fhterial flw tests reported i n  reference 15  indicate that the mximum 
material velocity achieved a t  the exit of test ducts was 25% of the a i r  
inlet. velocity, and this occurred at  a weight f lw  ratio, weight of 
n0l OMO 1 SPEED 100 MPH (81 kt) 
2101 , 
0 Po do0 600 
I 
8W 001OOO LBlMlN 
WHEAT flow 
Ffgure 70, Dlstrlbutor Drog Versus Flow Rote 
Flgure 71 . Estimated Distributor Performance 
mterial to wight of air p r  seoonB, of approxbmtely 1 .O, B a d  upn 
these data the efficiency of ths ran air  ~preader, i n  tern of tlve ratio of 
the howtpcnmr represented by the nmteri~l mass Elm leaving the spreader 
to the thrust hor8epak~r represented by the internal drag of the spreader, 1 
ie abart 8%. The ran-air spreader, therefore, represents a poor mechanim A 
with which to inpart a lateral velocity to material being diqersed by an I 1 
aircraft, The estimated thrust hersepfmr extracted fran the 5-3 aircraft 
by this spreader is indicated i n  Figure 71. b 
Other ooncepts appear feasible for acamplishiq the basic objective of the 
dry material spreader, which is to physically move the material laterally 
as far as possible fran the aircraft centerline while maintaining an even 
cowrage across the width of the swath. It~ese concepts include: simple 
free release of the material fran one or more openings i n  the bottan of the 
aircraft and allow aerodynamic interaction to spread the material; physical 
transport of the material laterally through the aircraft wing structure for 
release a t  outboard locations; release from multiple hoppers located 
laterally along the aircraft wing; and mchanical devices to induce lateral 
velocity to the material a t  one or more locations on the aircraft. 
4.7.2.2 Free Release 'Pechnique - The method of simply allwing the 
material to flow a t  a controlled rate out of opnings i n  the bottan of the 
aircraft represents an attractive approach because it creates essentially 
no additional drag on the aircraft, imposes the lollsest weight penalty, 
requires the simplest and therefore the most reliable gating mechanism, and 
should be the least expen..ive. T%is '-ecr,blique is  widely used i n  New 
Zealand for top dressing application, an3 has received sane analytical and 
e-rimntal attention there. Some of this kork is reported i n  references 
24 and 25. 
Small scale tests and full scale application data e r e  correlated by Lee 
and Stepheson (reference 24)  to develcp a relationship between the effec- 
tive width and shape of the swath resulting fran a free release of dry 
material and the f l w  rate of the released material. The swath spread 
cross-section produced by a free material release through a circular hole 
is approximately gaussian i n  form. A t  flow rates above approximately 10 
poun&/mc (4.5 kg/146c) a consistent m l a t i m h i p  between apredl an8 mass 
flow wee found that can be ercrtir~fied by the expmaaion, 
where SD is the standard deviation, M mass flaw rate, and K and n are 
constants for particular flight speed. A t  flight speeds near 200 fee t /  
s e d  (61 m/sec) the value of K = 2.9 and n = ,237. 
Examination of the shape of the swath spread cross-section produced by the 
free material release mthod shcrws that the lateral distance fran the 
centerline of the swath to the point where the overlap of the adjacent 
swath wuld d i n e  to  produce a relatively smooth coverage is approx- 
imate1.y twice the standard deviation dinension camputed by the equation. 
Ihe swath width produced by the free release method of dispersal is 
therefore approximately: 
where SW = swath width 
a t  flight speeds i n  the regions of 200 f t/sec (61  m/sec) . 
Because mterial  mss f l m  rate i s  directly related to coverage, i n  terms 
of pamds per acre and swath speed, mission productivity and cost of 
aircraft us ing  the free release mthod could be ~nvestigated by the 
operations analysis &el. Figure 72 presents the relationship b e t e n  
application rate and swath width for several mth speeds, Also shown on 
this figure for reference i s  the relationship of application rate and swath 
w i d t h  produced by the conventional spreaders used on the baseline aircraft .  
Tbe implications of these relationships i s  that the current spreaders 
should provide superior prduc t ivi t y  belw approximately 300 pound/acre 
(336.2 @/ha) rates, and the free release rrethod should be superior a t  
higher rates. However, because the free release method achieves the 
indicated swath widths a t  no additional drag penalty to the aircraft,  the 
cross wer might occur a t  lower aplication rates. 
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Figure 72. Dry Material S w t h  Width vs. Application Rote 
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Figure 73. Mission Productivity with Free Release of Dry Material 
mth tb K30-3-84 and AL;8-7-R1 balaeJ.trre aircraft wrs anrilyzed using an 
aparatio~ analysie -1 modifid to repremnt the free releam swth 
width draracteristice. Them data am presented i n  Figure 73 to  show 
productivity of the free release metnod relative to that of the 
oon\rentional spreader, and in Figure 74 to shw mission =st relative to 
that of the conmntional @reader. 
In Figure 73 tho effect of the rapid decrease in swath width with low 
application rate for the free release mthod is amren t  by the rapid 
decrease i n  pz:dluctivity below application rates of 150 to 200 lbs/acre 
(168 to 224 &/ha), for both large and m a l l  aircraft. Above this wint, 
hcrwever, the productivity increases significantly above that of the 
conventional spreader. Ihe data i n  Figure 74 indicate that the cross-over 
i n  miasion cnst occurs a t  approximately the sane value of application rate 
as did thl; cross-over i n  productivity. The free release mthod appears to 
provide a clear cost advantage for both aircraft above application rates of 
150-200 lbs/acre (168-224 kgha). 
me validity of these results is dependent upon the extent to which the 
swath spread cross section w i l l  actually follow the character:;tics 
employed i n  the analysis. Because the potential payoff for dry material 
application rates above 150 to 200 Ibs/acre appears high,  further 
experimental verification of these characteristics should be undertaken. 
I 
4 -7.2.3 Multiple &lease mints - Swath width can ke increased by ciispens- 
iq dry materials at  more than one location laterally along the span of the 
aircraft wing. 'Ihis is analogous to using multiple nozzles along the boom 
of a liquid dispersal system. Multiple release points can be provided by 
transporting the dry material outboard through the wing £ran a central 
hopper, releasing the material fran rrultiple hoppers located along the 
wing, or canbinations of these methods. &lease a t  each pint can be 
through the free release mew, through conventional dry spreaders, or 
through mechanical spreaders. 
Investigations were conducted to determine the effect on dry dispersal 
mission perfomce of multiple release points for both the free release 
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lathu3 .nd mmnntiaral sgraaden, using nudified operations w l y s i s  
modsls. mr Lhe free relearn case amth width we assMed to increme 
directly w i U l  the tmparrtion distmce between arts-t release pointe, 
with no increase i n  drag, 
The method used to accuunt for separation distance beteen oonventional 
epmadere is illustrated in  Figure 75, 'Ihe wth width for the 
conventional spreader wae a s s W  to increase directly with the separation 
distmcet hasvsr, apr&der drag ma aleo increased by the ratio of the 
total cwth width to the baeic wath width. lhie drag increase accounts 
for additional sections added to the spreaders to provide the overlap of 
material in the gap created by eeparating the basic spreader. 
me results of the mission analyses for the free release method are 
presented i n  Figure 76, Mission cost for both aircraft continues to 
decrease w i t h  separation distance cut to  the mximun separation considered, 
aircraft wingspan. Foe the w a l l  airplane the mst/acre a t  a separation 
distance of 55 feet (17 m) is approximately 60% of that a t  zero separation. 
Foe the large airplane the cost/acre a t  70 feet ( 2 1  m) separation is 
approximately 75% of that w i t h  no separation. 
effect of separation on conventional spreaders is significantly 
different fmn that of the free release method dile to  the increase i n  drag 
associated with the added spreader sections. Figure 77 shaws that 
separation has l i t t l e  effect on the small aiwlane mission cost, reducing 
the cast/acre very slightly up to approximately 30 feet ( 9  m) and 
increasing the oost/acre s l i gh t ly  a t  greater separations. The cost/acre is 
reduced al ightly for the large airplane over a separation distance of only 
abart 10 feet ( 3  m) and rises rapidly above that distance. me nare rapid 
increase i n  cost/acre for the large aircraft reflects the adverse influence 
of the increased drag on the ferry speed and time, which decrease 
productivity more rapidly w i t h  increasing appl ication rate. 
This investigation indicates that dispersal system concepts incoprat ing 
the free release mthod can benefit significantly Ly providing nultiple 
dispersal p i n t s  along the wing, provided the technique can be d e v e l m  to 
SEPARATION Dl  STANCE 
Figure 76, Effect of Dispersal Point Separation Distance with 
Free Release of Dry Material 
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Figure 77, Effect of Dispersal Point Separation Distance with 
Convcntlonal Dry Spreaders 
provide 8 moorh nr th  rpMd  action. Ih. imr t ig&thn  allo aharr 
that multiple d y  iltorjal .pnrd.rr 8MmlLr to Ulol. M i n  U B ~ ,  although 
nut nmunri ly  .ynntricrJ, be .lyloy.d dth very 8llght advantage up 
to mdket fimrrp.r.tiem di~tmces, lea@ Man 30 fwt (9 m) . 
R* pomr ruquind & tramport the dry material lateraly Mmrgh Uu wing  
of Un aircraft has not h n  accounted tor i n  the a ~ l y s i s .  I t  appears 
that U*m paar rsquirnsnts can be relatively mll, harwer, b/ using 
mchanical ly.tam such as screw conveyorb. Abo, no weight penalties wsre 
aeseeM Lo the trsnspDrt systen. tQr UIoM cam$ when nult:pls rsleew 
points require the urn of transport mchaninu, the wight and pc-sr 
mquiransnt of thew system w i l l  reduce to sna extent Uu benefits of the 
approach. Incorporation of these factors i n  the analysas, although beyond 
the s a p  of this s t d y ,  should be the ~ubject of further investigations. 
4  7 2  4  Mechanical spreaders - Another nethod of increasing dty mterial 
mth width is to mchanically acmlerate the mterial' particles to s 
lateral velocity. Tw mchanical spreaders that have been developed 
include a rotary di8k revolving about a vertical axis and a rotary drum 
revolving about a horizontal axis. Inadequate data are available to permit 
inoorporation of perfomnce es t h  tion procedures for these devices into 
the operations analysis d e l i  however, the a l l  m t  of data available 
irdicates that the p e r  and weight penalties imposed by these devices may 
be srrrll, even at  relatively high application rates. 
I?lep? nechanical spreaders oould be used i n  ambination w i t h  either sjngle 
or multiple p i n t  dispersal mnfigurations incoprating either free 
release methods, conventional spreaders, or canbinations of these types. 
.Witional studies are remmnded i n  which analytical models would be 
developed for w terial tramprt  mchaniwrs and mchanical spreaders, 
a c m t i n g  for swath width and cross section produced, paar required, and 
systen e i g h t ,  a l l  as a frnctiot~ of material mass flar a t e .  mese models 
d d  be added to  the -rations analysis program, and aircraft 
mf igurations inmrpra ting various canbinat ions of these amcepts *auld 
b aralymd tR e r t a b l i r h  tha *tan canfiguration prwid ing  the higheat 
gro&rctivity a d  l a m r t  d ry  ~rultarial d i a p m m l  oast, 
Tht~ gystans orr ren t ly  i n  urn f o r  loading both l iquid an8 dry materiala in to  
ths happsra of agr icu l tura l  a i r c r a f t  haw evolW over rnany yeam to 
m t i s f y  spec i f ic  r0q\1irment(3 uniquet to the -ration, Thrr;nrgh t h i s  
evolutionary process the equipnant naw available repmmnts  pragmatic 
d e i g n  optimization, cmaiderinq loading rates, equipnant r x ~ t ,  
m l i a b i l i t y  , maintainability, and support prsoml r q u i r e m n t s .  
Significant deviations frun tha design philoeophy represented by this 
equipneant would be d i f f i c u l t  b jus t i fy  unless a clear coat-ffectiveneas 
advantage could be docrmrented and supported. mading concept8 d i f fe ren t  
f ran  thoere currently i n  use which can be defended as providing a clear 
cue t-e f fec  t ivenese advantage have not been developd to-da tee 
I t  i a  clear, h m v e r ,  t h a t  the time spent i n  loading the a i r c r a f t  is 
non-praductive time which subtracts fran the productive potent ia l  of each 
aperational day. 'Po establ ish the influence of loading t im on mission 
perfotmance and cost, analyses =re conducted in which the material loading 
r a t e  was varied over a range f ran 25 lbs/sec (11.3 kg/sec) to  200 lbs/sec 
(90.7 kg/sec) for  both l iquid and dry d i o p r s a l  missions. Current l iquid 
logding systens typical ly  operate up to 33 lbs/sec (15 kg/sec) , and dry 
mterial loading systens up t o  100 lbs/sec (45.4 kg/sec) . 
me results of these analyses a r e  provided in  Figure 78 fo r  the  sna l l  
a i r c r a f t  and Figure 79 fo r  the large a i r c r a f t .  The data  presented in these 
figures shw tha t  mission productivity (acres/elapsed h a r r )  increases 
rapidly a s  loading rate is increased fran 25 pounds/sec (11.3 kg/sec) to  
100 pxmd/sec (45.4 kg/sec) fo r  both l iquid and dry material and for  both 
sna l l  and l a v e  a i r c r a f t .  me ra t e  of improvenent decreases w i t h  
increasing loading r a t e  above 100 pamds/sec, ht continues t o  shaw 
improvement up t o  200 lbs/sec (90.7 kg/sec). 
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Figure 79, Effects of Material Loading Rate (AGE-7) 
Incn?8sd loading rate doer not directly a!? fect aircraft -rating ccrst. 
Mtuion amta are affectad only by tho rduction i n  tots1 8lapmd tima; 
therefore, miasion cost shows less hprovemnt with increasing lading rate 
than pmductivity, Mlsrion costs beam esmntially constant i n  the range 
of loading rater fran 100 la/mc (45,4 )rq/=c) to 200 lbr/mc (90.7 
kg/rec), The capability to perfonn a given mirrrion i n  fewer e l a m  hours, 
t~owver, would f r e e  the airport to perform additional work i n  a given tim 
p r i d ,  if such work is available, This has  the potential for increasing 
aircraft utilization, which i n  t u r n  would reduce fixad aircraft operating 
csrts p r  flight hour, There effects could be significant i n  reducing 
mission corta but are not reflectdl i n  the premnt caparisons. 
Through the prooess of developing and analyzing the basalins aircraft and 
investigating the sensitivity of the system configurations to many system 
parmetere, including those of the disprsal and loading systems, several 
questions r e  raised regarding the p s i b i l i t y  of improving mission 
performance by aircraft designs that incorporate features different f run 
those of the baseline aircraft, Several alternate configurations have been 
develop3 and analyzed with the operat ions analysis model to evaluate thew 
features, 
4.9,l min Reciprocating Engine Aircraft 
A mjor contributor to the cost of the aerial application operations 
oomidered i n  t h i s  s tudy is the coat of the turbine engines used for a l l  
applications requiring more than 400 horsepower (298 kw). Wrboprop 
engines i n  the power range considered cost fran $100 per horsepokffr 
($134/kw) for the smallest to $120 per horsepawer ($161/kw) for the 
largest. Non-turbocharqed reciprocating engines i n  the 300 to 400 
horsepower size cost approximately $35 to $40 per horsepower ($47 - 
$54/kw). Conversely, the turbine engines provide of the order of 2.5 
horsepowr per p n d  of weight (4 .1  kw/kg), whereas the reciprocating 
engines provide approximately 0.7 horsepokffr per pound ( 1.2 kw/kg) . 
kr j m a t i g r t i o n  ma ~ r ~ n  to dmtaunim tho mimion p e r f o m m a  
rrrlrtionrhip ot the -11 b l i n a  airplum to that of s twin rrcipnocrting 
errgin mmd a i rc ra f t  of! e r u n t i a l l y  th, un rim an8 brmpwer which 
pnwiCbr leer payload a t  1-r operating cost, 'Ifw, restricted grorr 
might, design g m a  wight ,  and wing l d i n g  wra h 1 d  the I J ~  ar that of 
m 1 and the wing, ampennaqa, and fuaslaqe mre essentially 
unch.qd , 
Th@ g~neral arrargeasnt of t h i s  configuretion, designatad AGB-3-2Rl, is 
i l lur t rs ted  i n  Pigurr, 80, The single turbine engine ha8 begn removed from 
the fuselage and replacd by tw 350 hQreo~#kl~r (261 kw) mturbocharyed 
reciprocating engines8 i n  wing mounted naoellea, A ran air turbine i a  
mounted i n  the noee of the fuselage to provide disptraal system m r ,  Ths 
main landing qear s t ru t8  are mounted on the engine nacelles, 
The weight breakdam of th is  configuration is l i s ted  in Table X I X ,  The 
major change E m  that of the i4amline a i rcraf t  is the increase i n  
propulsion syetcsm e i g h t ,  The w e r a l l  effect  is t o  reduce the payload fran 
the baseline value of 3200 pounds (1452 kg) t o  2800 pounds (1270 kg), 
The operating cost of the a i rcraf t  was calculated using engine OEM costs of 
$13,500 each. The resulting a i rcraf t  operating cost per hour is $92.00, 
canpared to the baseline a i rcraf t  cost of $98,00 per tour, 
Aircraft drag and installed thrust wre established, and the a i rc ra f t  
mission perfovmance determined by the operations analysis model for liquid 
and dry dispersal missions. Ihe results of th i s  analysis are presented i n  
Figures 81 and 82, 
Productivity is sham i n  Figure 81 relative to that of the small baseline 
a i rcraf t  for application rates up t o  400 lbs/acre (448,3 @/ha).  The 
dispersal missions *re f l m  assuming .0% takeoff power during ferry and 
swath operations, This powr level is considered the maximun al lamble for 
reciprocating engines t o  achieve reasonable re l iabi l i ty  and engine life. 
ltre canbination of l m r  power level,  slightly higher drag and less payload 
produce productivity considerably below that of the baseline a i rcraf t ,  frm 
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8(H of that of t h e  haelins a t  lw application rates t6 60% a t  the higher 
rates. 
Miasion aast is sham i n  Figure 82 which indicates oost relative to that of 
the baseline. 'Ihe later operating cost of the twin does not adequately 
I ampensate for the reduced productivi tyt therefore, the oost/acre is higher 
k 
1 a t  a l l  application rates. Cost rises from approximately 15% greater than 
that of the baseline a t  lcw application rates to 50% greater for dry 
applications and 75% greater for liquid applications a t  400 lb/acre (448.3 
kq/ha) . 
i R a n  this analysis it appears that although reciprocating engines are 
significantly cheaper i n  cost, the loss of payload due to wight, the 
decrease i n  power due to engine life considerations, and the higher drag 
associated w i t h  recriprocat ing engine installations create 19 productivity 
penalty that cannot be offset by the cost advantage. 
4.9.2 Unloaded Wing Biplane 
Biplane configurations continue to represent a lame percent of the ag 
aircraft population. This appears to reflect the good field performance 
characteristic of law w i n g  l c w d i n g ,  the crash safety provided the pilot by 
the upper wing, and good mneuverability reflected i n  high roll and pitch 
rates. The high drag and shorter wingspan of externally braced biplanes, 
haever, have a detrimental effect on mission produc t v i  t y  . 
The biplane configuration does offer a potential advantage that has not 
been investigated heretofore. mat is, the utilization of the 1-r wing 
as the dispersal system boan, unloaded during the swath run to eliminate 
the tip vortex and associated particle entrapnent problems, and loaded 
during the takeoff and turn to reduce the effective wing loading. Reduced 
wing loading during takeoff w i l l  improve field perfomnce and during the 
turn w i l l  increase the achieveable load factor, decreasing the turn radius 
and turn time. ~ntrinsic merits of t h i s  concept include the reduction of 
dispersal system drag by enclosing the bcxm and plumbing i n  the l m r  wing, 
and an incream i n  the average l i f t  cmff icient of the upper wing during 
the mmth which meu l t~  i n  a higher average airplane lift/drag ratio, 
lb evaluate this concept, an unloaded lower wing biplane configuration of 
the sclme size as the large baseline aircraft was develaped. lhis configura- 
tion, designated AGB-7-TBl, is illustrated i n  Figure 83. 
Evaluation of the baseline aircraft revealed that w i n g  span has the major 
influence on swath width capability of the airplane, and that swath width 
is a major factor affecting mission productivity, I t  was therefore 
desirable to not reduce the wingspan of the biplane below that of the 
baseline, 'Ib achieve this w i t h  two wings each of which has less individual 
area than that of the baseline requires a much higher aspect ratio and an 
aseociated higher wing weight, unless extensive external bracing is used. 
~t was desirable to avoid the increased drag of external wing bracing. 
The wing weight penalty was minimized by reducing the length of the 
cantilevered portion of the wings, This was achieved by separating the 
payload into tm equal hoppers separated by the same spacing an that of the 
nacelles of the baseline aircraft. This approach permitted the 
incorporation of tm additional features indicated i n  previous studies to 
have potential merit: (1) release of material fran separated dispersal 
points and, ( 2 )  double the material loading rate using existing loaders to 
load the two hoppers simultaneously. The hopper configurations were 
adjusted to minimize total frontal area ' u ~ d  provide upper and lower wing 
interconnecting structure a t  a spacing of no less than one chord length. 
The upper and lower wing MAC 25% chord stations are aligned vertically i n  
order to avoid trim changes as the l i f t  is varied on the lawer wing. The 
1-r wing is a 21% thick symmetrical airfoil w i t h  relatively low taper i n  
order to provide a large spanwise box which can be used to transport dry 
material outboard to the wingtip for release. The wings have full span 
flaps for use during takeoff. The l m r  wing flap is also deflected to 
approximately 8 degrees during t u n s  to produce a wing loading essentially 
the sane as that of the upper w i n g ,  25 lbs/sq. f t .  (122 kg/m2) a t  

mstr ic td  qross w i q h t .  7 % ~  f l a p 9  o f  t b  l w r  winq c o n t a i n 3  t h c  l i q u i d  
d i . s p r l s n l  s y c t t - n  p l m b i n c ;  w i t h  n ( x z l e s  p i a m l  across t h ~  f u l l  span .  
The l w r  win1 i n c i c l ~ n m  is s e l e c t c c l  to p r o v i d e  F r o  l i f t  w i t h  no f l ap  
d e f l e c t i o n  a t  .I qroqs r i q h t  midway b t w o n  z p r o  pay load  r i q h t  an1 m x i m m  
q m s s  w i q h t .  The f l a p  u p s t q : ,  w u l r l  clesiqncu3 to pcni  t t h o  f l a p  to tr 
t r i m n r d  a t  a s l i q h t l y  upward p s i t i o n  arid to r a t c h e t  downwarrl o n e  inc rembn t  
a f t e r  e a c h  f l a p  d c f l o c t i o n  i n  o r d e r  t h a t  t h e  f l a p  t r i m  p s i t i o n  m u l d  
m i n t s i n  n c a r  z e r o  l w r  wincr lift owr a r a n q e  o f  a i r p l a n e  q r o s s  w i q h t s ,  
t h e  i n c m n t  birq , -d jus tnb le  to r e f l e c t  t h e  m ~ t e r i a l  w i q h t  r l ~ c r n a s e  
d u r i n q  e a c h  swa th .  P f l a p  a c t u a t o r  m u l d  b? i n t e r c o n n e c t e d  to t h e  
d i s p e r s a l  s y s t m  valv1:s or qates. W e n  t h ~  qatc! is ~ n c u 3  t h e  f l a p  w i l l  
retract, atid whcn t h e  q ~ t e  is closed t h e  f l a p  w i l l  d e f l e c t .  
The s p a n  o f  t h e  l m r  winq is a p p r o x i m a t e l y  t m t h i r d s  t h a t  o f  t h e  u p r  
winq.  mis  r e l a t i o n s h i p  was s e l e c t e d  a f t e r  e x a m i n a t i o n  o f  a n a l y t i c a l  p l o t s  
o f  s t r e a m  tube t r a j e c t o t i e s  beh ind  l i f t i n q  winqs .  I t  a p v a r s  t h a t  m a t e r i a l  
i n j e c t e d  i n  t h i s  spanwise  r e q i o n  may b able to u t i l i z e  t h e  influence o f  
t r a i l i n g  v o r t e x  c i r c u l a t i o n  to m3ximurn a d v a n t a q e  i n  a c h i e v i n q  t h e  w i d e s t  
swa th  w i t h  a r e l a t i v e l y  1cw r i s k  o f  b i n 4  c a p t u r e d  by t h e  h i q h  c n e r q y  
v o r t c x  core. C o n f i r n a t i o n  o f  t h i s  is y ~ t  to be e s t a b l i s h d ,  b v ~ r ,  and 
s h o u l d  ~ J P  t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  f u t u r e  a n a l y t i c a l  and  e x p r i m n t a l  ~ n v e s t i q a t l o n .  
The anpcnnaqe o f  t h e  c m n f i q u r a t i o n  is m o u n t 4  on t a i l  b o a s  c x t ~ n r l ~ m  a f t  
from t h e  h o p p e r / n a m l l e  s t r u c t u r e .  ?he c o c k p i t  is l o c a t e d  i n  a ~xx l  m n t c d  
beh ind  t h e  u p p c r  winq box o n  t h e  a i r c r a f t  c e n t e r l i n e  to p r w i d c  mximurn 
p i l o t  v i s i b i l i t y  and c r a s h  p r o t e c t i o n .  f ie  m i n  l a n d i n g  g e a r  i s  nlcxtnt~d 
d i r e c t l y  u n d c r  t h e  hopp2r s  to p r w i d c !  a  d i r e c t  l o a d  p a t h  f o r  t h e  p a y l o a d  
when t h e  a i r c r a f t  is on t h e  g round .  
P r o v i s i o n s  are shown f o r  tm l a m e  r a n  a i r  t u r b i n e s  (RAT) d i r c c t l y  i n l i n c  
w i t h  t h e  hq.pcr  e x i t s .  ?he RAT'S i l l u s t r a t m 3  arc s i z e d  to p r o v l d e  150 
horsepower e a c h  a t  1 3 5  k t s ,  t h a t  r e q u i r e d  by t h e  l i q u i d  d i s p r s a l  s y s t m  a t  
a p p l i c a t i o n  rates o f  a p p r o x i m t c l y  400 l b s / a c r e  (448.3 )cq/ha). 
'Dls wight  breakdam of L !  a i rc ra f t  is listed In Table XX. Ihe mpty 
wi*t is appmxirnately 700 pounds hmviar than that  of the baeeline, 
resulting i n  a payload w i g h t  of 6925 pounds (3141 kg). Drag polar8 for 
the ai rcraf t  a r e  bascd upon both wings l ~ f t i n g ,  upper wing only l i f t ing ,  
and both wings with f lap eettirrgs equivalent to 20' tor takeoff. 
Paherplant thmet was ~ ~ 8 t m d  to be the same as that  of the basgline. 
Primarily becautw of the incream i n  empty weight, the operating cost of 
the biplane was determined to be $204.00 per hour, ampared to 195.00 per 
hour for the baseline. 
These data were used i n  the operations analysia model mdified to pennit 
swath runs and ferry on the upper wing only and takeoff and turns with both 
wings li feirrg . Three d i  apereal modes =re investigated t 1 iquid dispersal, 
dry miterial dispersal from conventional spreaders with 14 foot (4.3 m) 
separation, and dry dispersal by free release w i t h  14 foot separation. 
Productivity is plotted i n  Figure 64 relative t o  that of the large baseline 
a i rc ra f t  up to 1000 lbs/acre (1121 kg/ha). The liquid dispersal 
productivity of the biplane is slightly less than the liquid dispersal 
productivi ty of the baseline a t  most application rates. This appears due 
t o  the fact  tha t  the reduction in  liquid dispersal system drag provided by 
enclosing the system i n  the l m r  wing does not canpensate for the lower 
payload weight . 
The productivity of the a i rc ra f t  using conventional dry spreaders relative 
t o  the baseline also using a conventional dry spreader is shown t o  be 25% 
t o  30% lmr  across the ent i re  application ra te  range. This appears to  
resul t  from the combination of l w r  payload and the increase in conven- 
tional spreader drag associated with the increase in  swath width created by 
separating the spreader into two sections, one under each hopper. 
The productivity of the biplane using a free release method fran each 
hopper separated by 14 feet  relative t o  the baseline using free releasd 
fran the single hopper is s h m  t o  be higher below 400 lbs/acre (448.3 
@/ha), increasing rapidly as  the application ra te  decreases. Above 400 
lbs/acre the relat ive productivity decreases to  a b u t  90% a t  1000 lbs/acre 
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Figure 84, Conftgurotton AGB-7-TBl Producttvity 
(1121 kg/ha). The ,nape of this c u m  reflect6 the r h i f t  i n  relative 
Lrrportancc! of the effect of separated material dispersal pointcr and lower 
paylo& as the application rate increases. & thts application rate d e  
creases the intprovemnt i n  swath width reeulting fm dispersal separation 
rapidly mrcanos the effect of the lawer payload; whereas, at high rates 
the eftect of lower payload on total ferry t b  override8 the influence of 
increased m a t h  width. 
Figure 85 presents the mission coat of the biplane for the three dispersal 
cases relative to the cost of the baseline. 'Ihe cwt/acm of liquid 
dispersal is Erun 5% to 15% more expensive acrms the application rate 
range. This  reflects the higher operating cost of the biplane. 'Ihe coat 
of the biplane using conventional dty spreaders is 508 to 60% greater than 
the baseline, indicating the penalty of both the lower productivity and 
higher operating cost. The cost of the biplane using the free release 
method is the same as that of the baseline a t  an applicat* rate betwen 
200 and 300 lbs/acre (224 and 336 kg/ha). A t  this p i n t  the s l i gh t ly  
higher productivity is balanced by the s l i gh t ly  higher operational cost . 
A t  l m r  rates the cost/acre decreases rapidly; and at higher rates the 
cost increases to approximately 20% greater a t  1000 lbs/acre (1121 @/ha). 
Both the productivity and cost/acre of the biplane can be improved 
approximately 10% i f  the dry material is transported through the 1-r wing 
and dispersed at multiple p in t s  out to a maximum separation distance equal 
to the l w r  wing span. Design studies of methods by which t h i s  material 
transport could most effectively be accunplished are recamnended for future 
* 
efforts. 
The biplane configuration developed for this study is much more an assembly 
of ideas than a reammnded configuration. I t  i s  intended to indicate that 
given adeluate developnent an agricultural aircraft design can evolve which 
w i l l  cunbine the best features of those dispersal concepts that improve 
mission cost effectiveness. Additional developnent toward this end appears 
w e l l  justified. 
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1 R oFBOr tO deternine the merit of turbfcan pwwplanta for agricultural 
mi88icmrr a turbofan pewred version of tho mll baselinr aircraft was 
develqd and analyam!, Th i s  mf iguration, designatad -3-lF1, i8 illuw 
t r a t d  i n  Figure 86. 
IRe general arrangement of the aircraft retain8 the safety features of 
placing the m r p l a n t  and material h-rs mparate fm a d  ahead of the 
aockpit. This  is achieved by mounting the engine nacelle on a pylon belw 
and i n  front of the fueelage , 'Ilxt nacelle also supports the mae landing 
gear. Bm hopper8 each providing f i f t y  cubic feet (1.4 cu. m.) are mounted 
i n  pod structures belw the w i n g  a t  a separation distance of approximately 
16 feet (4.9 m ) ,  These structures also mount the main landing gear and 
support the liquid dispersal horn, 'Ihs bottom of the happer pods can mount 
conventional dry material spreadera, mechanical spreaders, such as rotary 
types, or permit free release directly Em the hopper. W misaion 
performance of the aircraft is determined u s i q  a dry dispersal system 
separatioir distance of 16 feet, 
The wight breakdown of the aircraft is listed i n  Table XXI, The enpty 
weight is approximtely 200 pounds (91 kg) less than that of the baseline 
providing a corresponding increase i n  payload. 
The most significant difference betmn this aircraft and the baselne is 
the initial and operating cost of the paverplant, The engine was sized to 
provide takeoff perfomnce approximately the same as that of the baseline, 
The cost of this engine is 60% greater than the baseline engine, and t h i s  
d i n e d  with  the much higher turbofan fuel flw produces a cost per hour 
to operate the airplane of $154,00 per hour, canpared to $98,00 per hour 
for the baseline, 
The productivity of the turbofan aircraft relative to that of the baseline 
is s h a m  i n  Figure 87, me liquid dispersal system productivity is approxi- 
mately 5% to 10% higher across the range of application rates up to 400 
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lbe/acre ( 448,3 kg/ha) , Thie appears due tc the 3mth @peed of the t u r b  
fatr aircraft. being s l ight ly  higher and the p~yload being ~ X i g h t l y  larger, 
The dry dispersal system productivity is significantly higher a t  low 
application rates but decreases to approximately equal productivity a t  
application rates of 300 lbs/acre (336 @/ha). The rise of productivity a t  
low application rates results from the increase i n  swath width due to the 
16 foot dispersal point separation, 
The mission costs for the turbofan aircraft relative to the baseline costs 
are shown i n  Figure 88, Ihe influence of the high operating cost of the 
turbofan is apparent, Except a t  low application rates of dry materials, 
a l l  mission costs are i n  the range of 30% to 50% more expensive than the 
baseline, 
The limited investigation of the turbofan powered agricultural aircraft 
reported here suggests that turbofan engines may be applicable i n  cases 
where productivity is the primary objective; but where mission econanics 
must be considered, these powerplants do not appear to be competitive w i t h  
turboprop powerplants. 
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5.0 SrRuCluRES AND MRTI"dI1IALS 
1 
5 .I. S1'lWfXbW MATERIALS AN13 00iEI*rS 
Several different types of airframe structural arrangements are used in 
current agricultural aircraft,  A majority of aircraft use open truss, 
wlded tubular steel frmwork fuselage structures. Sane of these aircraft 
u t i l  fze conventional doped fabric covering, others use removable rigid s k i n  
panels of either aluminum or fiberqlass. Open truss structures provide 
g d  access for cleaning out residual agricultural chemicals which se t t le  
in  the structure and create serious corrosion problems i n  the primary, 
load-carrying structural members, Removable sk in  panels enhance the 
accesisabil i ty for cleaning, Tubular steel truss structures are also 
attractive frcin the consideration of field repair of modest structural 
damage, where new tube sections can be welded i n  place of damaged tube 
sections wi th  l i t t l e  preparation and structural alignment problems. 
The advantages of the tubular truss structures are achieved a t  the expense 
of both a payload weight penalty and a higher fabrication cost, relative to  
a semi-monocoque aluminum fuselage. Statistical wight studies performed 
under Inckheedls independent developnent program indicate that a steel tube 
fuselage w i l l  be approximately 15% heavier than the equivalent m o n q u e  
aluminum structure. The disadvantage of the aluminum monocoque shell l ies  
principally i n  the difficulty encountered i n  cleaning the residual 
chemicals from inaccessible locations, primarily i n  jaints between 
structural members. Experience has shown corrosion to be a significantly 
more serious problem i n  monocape structures. 
Agricultural aircraft w i n g  structures typically enploy one or more spars as 
primaqr load-carrying members, with metal or fabric s k i n  employed 
principally as an aerodynamic surf  ace. m i l e  the corrosion enviroment is 
somewhat less severe than that encountered i n  fuselage structures, 
inspection and access for cleaning is usually more difficult. Also, 
because failure of the wing structure is more catastrophic than other 
structural mponents, the levels of corrosion that can be tolerated are 
lower. For them manone, selection of wing structural materials and 
arrangamnt fa critical to airplane deaign. 
The corrosion envirorment and the cleaning and inspection problem are both 
severe for the empennage of agricultural aircraft.  Consequently the selec- 
tion of materials and structural configuration for the  empennage preserrts a 
particularly difficult  problem. 
Advanced canposi te materials currently under devel-nt appear to offer 
both increased resistance to corrosion and increased structural efficiency 
i n  canparison to metallic structure. The canposites considered to  have the 
greatest promise for application i n  agricultural aircraft are graphite, 
Kevlar, and fiberylass reinforcements encapsulated either i n  epxy (them* 
setting) or polysulfone (thermoplastic) resin matrices. The thermosetting 
resin matrix canpsi tee are suitable for fabricating into parts by laninat- 
ing and compression mlding techniques requiring a pressure and tempera- 
ture cure to retain their shape. The themoplastic canposites, on the 
other hand, lend themselves to themfonning fabrication techniques, retain- 
ing their molded shape upon cool-down belm their glass transition tanpera- 
ture. Themforming fabrication of composites is anticipated to have 
definite cost advantages by the 1985 time frame, w i t h  the thermoplastic 
composite material cost only slightly higher than the themsetting c v  
site material cost. 
Table X X I I  shows a canparison of the three ccn~posite wter ials  w i t h  respect 
to mter ial  cost, density, strength and stiffness. Aluminum is included i n  
the table for material cost and density canparisons. Kevlar and graphite 
composites are relatively new and their cost is quite high relative to 
aluminum and fiberglass, Cost of thew advanced canposites has been 
steadily decreasing, h-ver , and further cost reductions are projected as 
usage increases i n  the future. By 1985, material cost is expected to be 
approximately $10 per pound for Kevlar and $20 per pound for graphite, wi th  
both materials having long-range potential below $5 per pound. Mvanced 
composites are already cost competitive wi th  aluminum i n  some structural 
applications because of advantcqes i n  fabrication techniques. 
TABLE XXII - STRU- MATERIALS COMPARISON 
*APPROXIMATE AVERAGES. 
MRTERIAL 
00M#36ITE 
FIBEEGUISS 
KEMAR 
0.057 ( .0016) 
MATERjAL CENSJlY 
LJVIN (kg/cm 
0.070 (.0019) 
0.050 (.0014) 
MRTERIfi CE6p $/m ($/kg) 
3 (6.6) 
20 (44.1) 
STRENGIH 
A b u t  
Equal 
STIFFtIESS 
lnwes t 
Medium 
Since fiberqlaes c a n p a i t e s  a r e  approximately 70 p r o e n t  the  weight of 
a l d n u n ,  w i g h t  aavfngs can be achieved with t h i s  material for  minimun 
gage design applications. Greater weight savings are possible with Kevlar 
and graphite i n  the same applications, since t h e i r  dens i t i es  a r e  approxi- 
mately -thirds tha t  of the f iberglass  mposites while t h e i r  strengths 
a r e  essen t ia l ly  the same. S t  i f f  ness pr-r t ies , however, favor graphite 
and Kevlar over f iberglass  i n  many applications. Advantages may often be 
at ta ined through hybrid combinations of these cornpasites u t i l i z ing  each of 
the  materials to its grea tes t  advantage, For example, skin and s t i f f ene r  
webs may be constructed with the more economical f iberglass  composite w i t h  
Kevlar or graphite being select ively used Lor s t i f f n e s s  i n  cap areas. 
Ncnnerous governmect and industry programs on application of composites have 
been conducted over t!le past  several years. Reference 26 lists 120 
programs involving fabr icat  ion of composite hardware i n  various aerospace 
applications including rotor blades, radanes, fa i r ings ,  fan blades, wing,  
fuselage, empennage, landing gear, a i leron,  speed brake, fasteners,  cargo 
doors, wapons bay doors, access doors, and other items. Figllres 89 
through 92 shm some typical  composite applications fo r  spec i f ic  a i r c r a f t .  
Figure 89 is a full-scale semi-span Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) wing 
fabricated under a current A i r  Force program. The wing is 70 inches long 
and 16 inches i n  chord and consis ts  of an all-graphite/epoxy skin wi th  
integral ly  mlded spars fabricated i n  a s ingle  stage molding operation. A 
test panel designed for  the Je tS ta r  fuselage is sham in  Figure 90. T h i s  
panel has a f iberglass  and graphite/epoxy skin s tabi l ized w i t h  s t r ingers  
and rings having f iberglass  w b s  and graphite caps, t hus  making it  a hybrid 
s t ruc ture .  Figure 91 shows a f ik rg lass -graphi te /epxy  hybrid wing leading 
edge for  t h e  C-141 t ha t  is currently bei ,q fabricated under contract w i t h  
t h e  A i r  Force Platerials Laboratory. The Leading edge skin consists of 
f iberglass  and graphite/epxy canposite. The s t i f f ene r  and r i b  w b s  a re  
fiberglass/epoxy composite, and t h e  caps are unidirectional graphite/epoxy 
cunposite. Figure 92 shows an all-graphite/epoxy test spar designed f o r  
Fiqure 89. A l l  Graphite RPV wing 
Figure 90. Jetstor Graphite Fiberolnrr'Epoxy Fuselage Panel 
Figure 91 . C-141A Fiberglass-Graphite ! E P O X ~  ?CJinn Leadinq Edqe 
Fiqure 92. L-1011 C.raphite/Eooxy Ver t ica l  Fin Soor Section 
ths t l O l l  vertical fin.  Thir  o~np1etu structum including web, capr an8 
s t t f  frunsra ir fabrimtad i n  a one-atep molding operation. 
f%unples of current declign concepts for ccmposite aircraft structures are 
shown in Figures 93 through 96, Figure 93 shows three typos of @kin panels 
applicable to fuselage, wing, and empennage rurfaceeo a honeycanb sandwich 
using fiberglass or Nomax core bonded to canrposite face sheeta 
incorporating aluminun msh on the outer surface to prevent catastrophic 
failure in  the event of a lightning striker an integrally mldd blade 
s t i f f e d  pants11 and sk in  panels stiffened by molded hat sections bonded to 
the panels. Methods of incorporating these panels in wing or epnnage 
oamtruction are indicated i n  Figure 94. Methds of incorporating sandwich 
and integrally stiffened panels i n  law-cost cornpolsite fuerelage structures 
are illustrated i n  Figures 95 and 96. 
I t  is technically fesible within the  current state of technology to anploy 
oomposite materials i n  almost a l l  structural areas of the aircraft. 
However, widespread product ion usage of advanced carrposi te aircraft 
structures has not yet advanced to a state of general acceptance because of 
such factors as materials cost and lack of sewice experience. W i t h  addi- 
tional experience f ran current and future application programs, these 
miterials may we11 be canpetitive for agricultural aircraft: designs i n  the 
1985 time period. 
5 02 aXIPOSITE MATERIALS FOR WEIGHT REDUCTION 
The sensitivity analysis of aircraft structural weight showed that reduced 
wight provides major benefits i n  mission econanics. In general, car~posite 
materials technology offers the most promising approach for significant 
structural wight reduction i n  future aircraft. Weight savings wi th  c w  
sites w i l l  vary, hawever, depending on the type of aircraft and specific 
structural requirements imposed by the mission. 
An analysis has been performed to determine the approximate e i g h t  savings 
t h a t  m l d  be possible i n  agrimlti~r~~l  aircraft w i t h  a high degree of can- 
posite material applications. The mill baseline study aircraft was used 
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Fiqurc 96, Composite Fuselaqe Integrally Stifferled Molded Construction 
as the referenoh a f r f r a n e ,  with the a n a l y e i s  based a p e e i f i c a l l y  on an 
aesunsd b u t s l i m  s t r u c t u r a l  des ign  f o r  the A(j?f.3-B4 con£ igurert ion. 
Basic  a t m c t u r e s  using advanced ccmposites *re sized using pre l iminary  
loads.  P a r t s  of  a l l  major s t r u c t u r a l  item show a weight sav ings  when 
designed i n  advanced carcposites. The savings are more e a s i l y  recognized i n  
s t r u c t u r e  where the panel l oads  are i n  the  low to m d i u n  range, e ,g .  
1000#/in to 10,00O#/in. Areas such as w n t r o l  su r f aces ,  f a i r i n g  panels ,  
and  wing and e n p n n a g e  leading  and t r a i l i n g  edges where minimum gages are 
encountered also offer p t e n t i a l  w i g h t  s a v i r q s  provided buckling is 
permit ted and t h e  su r f ace  sm~othness  is wi th in  aerodynamic limits. 
Conceptual rorrposi te conf igura t ions  s e l e c t e d  as having g r e a t e s t  w i g h t  
sav ings  p o t e n t i a l  for t h e  A C 5 3  a i r c r a f t  are descr ibed  belm. 
The s e l e c t e d  wing is two-spar box wi th  sk in ,  s t r i n g e r s ,  and r i b s .  The 
spars a r e  cont inuous through t h e  fuse lage  and are loca t ed  a t  25% and 65% 
4 
chord. The spars are a l l  canpos i te  m a t e r i a l s  and c a r r y  the wing-bending 
loads .  They w i l l  have approximately 20% un id i r ec t iona l  graphite/epoxy i n  
t h e  caps. The remainder of t h e  caps and web w i l l  be Kevlar o r  f i b e r g l a s s ,  
me spa r  webs a r e  of the t ens ion  f i e l d  type wi th  i n t e g r a l  b lade  s t i f f e n e r s .  
The sk in  is of minimum gage Kevlar and is s t a b i l i z e d  by i n t c q r a l  s t r i n g e r s  
and aluminun r i b s .  The s k i n s ,  r i b s ,  and s t r i n g e r s  a r e  n rchan ica l ly  
fas tened .  Fran a l imi t ed  engineering a s s e s m n t ,  t h i s  wiiq concept  appears  
to be the most weiqht-et ' f ic ient  s t r u c t u r e  a v a i l a b l e  wi th  cu r r en t  
technology. 
The fuselage is a skin-longeron conf igura t ion .  I t  is made up of  t h r e e  
major components, W s h e l l  halves extend from t h e  f i r e w a l l  to t h e  
empennage a t t a c h  j o i n t .  These two ha lves  a r e  joined along t h e  t o p  and 
c o n s t i t u t e  approximately t m - t h i r d s  of t h c  fuse lage .  The t h i r d  p i ece  is a 
non-structural be l ly  panel which m u l d  be e a s i l y  removable f o r  i n s p c t i o n  
and cleaning of the  fuse lage  i n t e r i o r .  Each of t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  ha lves  have 
two f i b e r g l a s s  loncjerons which a r e  re inforced  with g raph i t e .  The s k i n s  a r e  
f i b e r g l a s s  w i t h  bur lap  as t h e  inner  l a y e r  to provide increased s t i f f n e s s .  
Bulkhead s e g m n t s  a r e  formed i n t o  the s h e l l  halves a t  each erd to maintain 
shape and f o r  loads  r e d i s t r i b u t i o n .  I n t e m d i a t e  f o m r s  a r e  added a s  
rwsfl&. In tho cockpit atwa, the top and longerons divide and form the 
edging mambrsrs around the opening. 'I)le cockpit floor and forward and a f t  
bulkherrda are added by rneans of rlrtchanical fastening to the shell halves. 
An outward collapsing steel  tube cage wMlld surround the cockpit area. 
The structure of the! horizontal and vertical stabilizers is similar to  that 
of the wing, Both uti l ize the spar concept w i t h  light skins. 
The f l a t  spring struts of the main landim gear are made of high modulus 
graphite cunposite, and the geometry is tailored to maintain uniform 
strain. 
Wights for the structural camponents of the AGB-3 canposite airplane con- 
figuration were estimated by analytical means using layout sketches and 
stress analysis. The weight breakdm of the baseline aluminum aircraft 
and the composite aircraft are presented i n  Table XXIII, The estimated 
weight reduction w i t h  carrposite raterials i~ approximately 234 pounds (106 
kg), which results i n  an empty weight for the canposite aircraft that is 
93% of the baseline metal aircraft. Th i s  allaws a corresponding increase 
i n  payload for the composite aircraft for the same restricted category 
gross *ight as the metal aircraft,  
5.3 OOMPOSITE AIRCRAFT COST AND MISSION ANACYSIS 
5,3.1 Cost Analysis 
An engineering estimate was made of the cost of the structural elements of 
the composite materials aircraft relative to conventional metal structure. 
Manhour and material cost estimates were based on types and approximate 
quantities of the variou?, materials a s smd i n  the e i g h t  analysis; average 
prevailiry costs per pound for the different materials; an assessment of 
fabrication and assembly methods likely to be employed; and typical mnu- 
factur ing labor requiremer,+.s . ,Approximate cost factors for the canposi te 
structure relative to  a conventional aluminum configuration are given i n  
Table XXIV. 
TABLE XXIII - OOMROSITE AIRCRAFT MIGHT BREAKDWN 
-
WING 
EMPENNAGE 
LANDING GEAR 
FUSEIAGE 
PROPUISION 
q/C SYSTEMS 
AG S Y S T D S  
FUEL 
ZERO PAYWAD I.E. 
PAYLOAD 
RES'T:'JCTED GROSS W. 
l-5. (388 kg) 
(72 kg) 
(156 kg) 
(424 kg) 
(377 kg) 
(82 kg) 
(120 kg ) 
(1619 kq) 
(77 kg) 
(1696 kg) 
( 300 kg ) 
(1996 kg) 
(1451 kg) 
(3447 kg) 
701 LB. (318 kg) 
* I  
327 (148 kg) 
887 (402 kg) 
832 (377 kg) 
180 (82 kg) 
255 
- (120 kg) 
3334 (1512 kq) 
170 
- (77 kg) 
3504 (1589 kg) 
662 
- (300 kg) 
4166 (1889 kq) 
3434 
- (1558 kg) 
7600 (3447 kq) 
TABLE W V  - OOST FACIOE1S EOR CIOMPOGITE 
MATERIALS STWClWE AGB-3-B4 C O N F I ~ T I O N  
OOST OF CDIRISITE S T R U M  
RELATIVE 'IO ALUMINOM 
W R  COST MATERIALS 006T 
m 
NSEIAGE 
EMPEMSAa 
IANDING GEAR 
lhsse factow were applied to the ACB-3-84 airfrane costs to obtain 
estinvrted c a t 8  for the caposite aircraft. Since the aoquisition ccet 
mthodolqy 4 ~ s  not provide cost estimate8 for individ~~al structural 
elements, it was tirst necessary to  deternine the approximate proportion of 
&&3-13$ airfrme costs attributable to the  structural itens. This was 
accomplished by use of proportional hctors  developed from typical light 
aircraft structural cost data published i n  a previous NASA stuly (reference 
27). 
IhB analysis indicated that ms t  of the cunposite structure would increase 
by appmxhte ly  49% over conventional metal structure for the ~ ~ 5 3 . ~ 4  
configuration. Hnrever, the canposite structure accounts for less than a 
third of the total aircraft factory cost, since the turboprq, engine is by 
far the daninant cost factor. Aircraft acquisition cost was found to in- 
crease only about 11% with  the composite structure. 
Operating costs for the canposite aircraft were calculated hy the standard 
cost equations used for other aircraft configurations. I n  t h i s  case air- 
craft maintenance was assumed to be the sane as for the conventional 
aircraft, since i t  was not possible within the scope of the present study 
to deternine relative JIB i n  tenance costs be tween canposi te structure and 
mtal structure. The only aperating cost elemnts chsnged from the base- 
line aircraft were annualized investment and h u l l  i!~surance, both of which 
were increased commnsurate w i t h  the higher acquisition cost of the cm- 
posite aircraft. Overall operating cost for the colposite aircraft was 
found to  increase by only 5% over the baseline metal aircraft.  
It should be noted that the cost estimates for the canposite aircraft are 
of a lowr  confidence level than those for the baseline configuration. 
Wile the results are acceptable as approximations, more detailed analyses 
are needed to establish con£ idence i n  t110 cost imp1 icat ions of advanced 
canposi te  material applications for agricultural aircraft. 
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5.3.2 Mission Analye is I 
5.3.2.1 All-cfmposite Aircraft - The c~npouite aircraft was evaluated with 
the aperations analysis model and c u p r e d  wi th  the baseline m?tal aircraft 
crver a range of liquid and dry missions. The mission productivity 
comparison is given in Figure 97, which shws that the composite aircraft 
has  greater productivity in both liquid and dry material cases. mis 
reflects the higher payload of the caposite aircraft,  which is of in- 
creasing benefit as the appl ica t ion rate increases. 
Figure 98 shows the mission cost c ~ r i s o n .  These data indicate that the 
c a p s i t e  aircraft is cunpetitive w i t h  the baseline mta l  aircraft i n  dry 
missions, w i t h  some economic advantage ac the higher application rates. 
For liquid missions, the canposite aircraft shows a distinct advantage for 
application rates above 80 pounds per acre (90 m a ) .  I t  is apparent that 
the i~,crease i n  Operating cost for the ~anposite aircraft is more than 
offset by the gain i n  product!vity except i n  low-volm liquid missions, 
5.3.2.2 Aircraft w i t h  Cunposite Wings - Since the greatest portion of the 
w i g h t  savings wi th  ccmposite materials was i n  the wing, an analysis was 
made of cases i n  which a ccmposite w i n g  is used w i t h  conventional baseline 
metal construction i n  other structural areas. Other studies have shown 
that canposite-material wing designs tend to optimize a t  higher aspect 
ratios than conventional metal wings because of the trade-off between wing 
wight and induced drag. I n  addition, agricultural aircraft productivity 
has been shown to benefit from increased wing span because of an improve- 
mnt i n  smth width. Agricultural aircraft might therefore benefit £ran 
higher aspect ratio wings when composite materials are used. 
?he cunposite w i n g  study was perfomd for the AGB-3-B4 configuration for 
~mnposite wings with aspect ratios of 8 ,  LC, and 12.  In t h i s  case, only 
the cost of mnufacturing the w i n g  was changed fran the baseline metal 
aircraft ,  u s ing  the same factors developed for the wing i n  the 
all-ccmposite aircraft analysis. These results showed an increase of about 
5% i n  aquisit ion cost and 2% i n  operating cost over the baseline metal 
aircraft. Weight and drag estimates e r e  developed for each different 
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Figure 98. Composite Materials Aircraft Mission Cost 
aerpgct ratio wing, reflecting increaeing wight and decreaeing drag as 
asptzct -ratio is increased. 
Productivity i n  liquid missions of the various aspect ratio cases and the 
cunpoeite airframe case is shown i n  Figure 99 relative to the baseline 
mtal aircraft. The AR 1 8 caposite wing aircraft is slightly less produc- 
tive than the all-composite aircraft due to lawer payload. me AR = 10 
canposite wing aircraft, however, provides higher productivity than the 
all-capsite aircraft over most of the mission range considered. lhis 
reflects the benefit of lower drag and increased wing span, particularly at 
low application rates where increased swath width is of greater value, 
The reduction i n  paylm with increasing wf ng weight becunes apparent for 
the AR = 12 aircraft, Reduced drag and greater wing span override the loss 
i n  payload only at lw application rates. 
Productivity i n  dry material missions is shown for the same cases i n  Figure 
100, While the shapes of the cuntes are different, the overall canparison 
is approximately the same as for l iquid missions, The AR = 10 composite 
wing aircraft is shown to have the best productivity over the entire range 
of missions, 
Flission costs canparisons are given i n  Figure 101 for I iquid missions and 
Figure 102 for dry missions, The data show that the AR = 10 composite wing 
aircraft has significantly better mission econanics than the baseline metal 
aircraft i n  a l l  missions. %is configuration is also better than a l l  of 
the other canposite material configurations except i n  law l iquid applica- 
tions, where the AR = 1 2  cowsite wing aircraft has an advantage. Ihe 
AR = 10 case appears to represent a near optimum trade-off of structural 
weight and airplane drag for agricultural aircraft i n  the size category of 
the MB-3 airplane. 
Th i s  investigation indicates that canposi te materials do offer mrthwhile 
weight reduct ion benef i ts for agricultural aircraf t , The most effective 
application appears to be the wing structure where the structural effi- 
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Ffgure 102, Composite Materia Is Conf igurat Ions in Dry Missions 
ciency of oanposite materia8 permits longer wirrgr to provide the potential 
for wider awbth8 and lawbr inducsdl d r q .  
Rie analyses descrihd here do not incfude any potential benefits Eran 
cormion reduction with -site materiala. %airs subject is addressed 
qualitatively i n  the Eollwing eection. 
5.4 CaMPOSITE MATERIALS N R  00RRSION REDUCPION 
  any agricultural chmicals are highly corrosive to mtallic structure, 
especially alrpnfnun, and thia is a major problem area wi th in  the 
agricr~ltural aviation industry. mile data are not imdiately available 
on the f u l l  range of chemicals encountered, fertilizers may produce nitric 
acid, phosphoric acid, eul f ur ic acid, and numerous alkaline products which 
are corrosive to post metals. One of the most corrosive insecticides, 
~ibran , hydrolizes into hydrochloric and hydrobranic acids. Infomat ion 
appears to be rather l h j  ted on corrosive products of insecticides, 
herbicides, and fungicides i n  canbination with metals . 
Resin mtrix composite materials, by nature of the resin matrix, are 
naturally corrosion resistant. Current stateof-the-art i n  agricultural 
aircraft hoppers is fiberglass reinforced vinyl eater because of the 
corrosion resistant properties of this material. Also, the producers of 
Dibrom 1 4  report that fiberglass containers are now used for t h i s  material 
i n  lieu of stainless steel. 
The epoxy resin canposite materials considered i n  the present study for 
aircraft structural applications are considered to have stronq potential 
for cwrrosion reduction. These materials are knam to be more corrosion 
resistant than polyester resin materials, including the vinyl  ester resin 
used i n  hoppers, because of properties of the epoxy resin. Selective 
applications of graphite, Kevlar and f ibecglass/epoxy hybrid materials i n  
high-corros ion areas may well be cost effective for retrofits to aircraft 
currently i n  service. 
TIW wlactive u n  of cargmriter for oorm~ion ~ u c t i m  i n  qricultural 
a trmaf t dawrws further i nverst igat ion regurdlers of t r ~ h  igh t-raving 
p t s n t i a l ,  and dditional wr-k i n  thi0 area i0 mmncled.  AB a first 
step, specific data are needed on the effects of the various agricultural 
chmicals an candidate caposite materials, Little information is knam to 
exist on t h i s  aubject other than mlating to fiberglass, and effort should 
be undertaken to develop a data barn, This  should include identification 
of the preddnant chemical degradation products, a search for relevant 
data on chemical effects on canpoeite materials, and testing to determine 
apacific effects on candidate material8 for aircraft structure. 
Consideration should also be given to a field mrvice test i n  which 
m p o ~ i t e  structure is installed i n  selected high-corrosim areae of 
current operational aircraft i n  noml application wrk, This  conaept was 
r e v i e  with the Advisory Canmittee, and the canmittee endorses a program 
of this type, The underside of the fuselage a s  identified as a primary 
axroeion area where skins fabricated of canpxite material might prove 
effective. I t  is recamnended that plans be developed for a program to 
fabricate and service test ccmposite belly skins for one or more current 
model aircraft. 
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So far can bo doteminad within the acaprs of UM premnt study, there 
am no standard design cri teria presently available for atsbflity and 
control characteristics of agricultural aircraft,  Federal Aviation Requla- 
tions do not contain atability and control apscificationa for thee 
aircraft; conaaqwntly, the aircraft are certificated to  a canbination of 
negotiated requirements and normal category requirements applicable to 
paeaengercarrying aircraft. Data are lacking, hawever, to  determino the 
s p c i f i c  handling qualitiee characteristics boat ~ u i t e d  to the dedicated 
agricultural miaaion i n  which the aircraft are conetantly maneuvered a t  
gaud level w i t h  repeated sharp pull-ups, turns,  and descents i n t o  the 
field. The aircraft require precise and rapid reerponse to control inputs, 
an3 light stick forces are important for reduced pilot fatigue, 
The lack of adequate design data i n  t h i s  area is a detriment to develapnent 
of improved aircraft,  and research is needed to f i l l  this gap. The problem 
should be addressed fran the point of view of the pilot/operator, w i t h  the 
objective of defining handlirq qualities that optimize productivity and 
safety i n  the dedicated mission. F l igh t  tests and piloted simulations are 
needed for this purpose, including the possible use of a variable stability 
flight vehicle. 
In the abeence of existing desiqn guidelines for stability and control 
characteristics, an effort was made i n  bckheed's independent development 
program to evaluate the use of military requirements for desiqn quidance, 
MIL-F-87858, Flying Qualities of Pilot& Airplanes ( reference 28 ) , provides 
cri teria for various types of aircraft i n  different f l i g h t  modes. The 
Class IV classification "high maneuverability ~irplanes" mast closely fits 
aqr icultural aircraft, and dispersal operat ions a u l d  correspond to F l igh t  
Phase Category A for nontermjnd flight phases requiring rapid maneuvering, 
precision tracking, or pccLLse f l i g h t  path control. Six current agricul- 
tural aircraft were evaluated against these military requirements using fly- 
ing qualities estimates developed fran aerodynamic and qeanetric data for 
them aircraft,  Dimbnsionr and srea8 fare obtained by scaling phDtaqraph8 
and thrue-vim, hence tha flyinq qualities estimate8 are approximations, 
bngitudinal short-period frequency data are sham i n  Figure 10 i ralativet 
to the military requir6nnents. Lave1 1 r a q u i r a n t s  am considerod to be, 
applicable to agricultural aircraft, w i t h  dcqrQdation to Law1 2 or 3 i n  
cam of failure, The current aircraft are indicated as k inq  near tb 
lawer boundaty, which may br, relaxed i f  direct l i f t  control i18 provided, 
Rr longitudinal short-period danping, a l l  of the aircraft ware found to 
fa l l  well wi th in  the acceptable boundaries, and only th ree  of the aircraft 
a *  3p4 or exceed the minimum dutch roll  frequency requirements. Ihll-mode 
constants for a l l  aircraft are well wi th in  the specified limit, 
&ILK angle capability for a l l  of the aircraft fa l ls  short of the military 
requirrments of 900 i n  1.3 seconds, but this requirement is considered 
overly severe and could probably be relaxed to about 600 for qricultural  
aircraft. Pilot opinion i n  t h i s  area is strongly influenced by stick 
forces, and pilot work would be needed to determine the acceptable canbina- 
tion of bank angle and stick for~es .  Roll performance data are given i n  
Figure 104, which show that all of the aircraft fall  near the unsatisfac- 
tory boundary, but  t h i s  requirement may also be too demanding for aqricul- 
tural aircraft. 
Stick forces were not evaluated. The military stick force requirements are 
not considered suitable for agricultural aircraft,  Pilot tests are needed 
to ascertain acceptable lower limits on stick forces without the tendency 
for pilot induced oscillations. 
The ini t ia l  baseline aircraft configurations sel9cterl for the current study 
were also evaluated against the military criteria, The baseline aircraft 
canpare favorably w i t h  the current aircraft i n  mst cases and met  mst of 
the military cri teria,  The large baseline aircraft is indicatecf as havinq 
lower bank angle and roll performance capability than the current aircraft, 
but t h i s  evaluat.ion is based on naninal assumptions of c o n t r ~ l  surfaces ancl 
mission conditions, tbre detailed analyses muld be necessary for con- 
figuration refinement. 
Figure 103. Current Aircraft Long; tudinal Short Period Frequency Characteristics 
I, I S.C 
Figure 104, Current Atrcraft Roll Performance 
The bwn baseline aircraft chcrsen in this study are sufficiently mll to 1 i ., 
utilize fully mechanical control systems, Conwnt ional ailerons would -01 
vide adequate control power for both baseline designs, The m l l e r  b a e  
line design would probably require a radius noee overhang balance w i t h  a 
small horn balance which w i l l  also serve for mss balancing to provide the 
desired low lateral stick forces, I[hirty percent chord aileons w i t h  spans 
of 40 percer~ located between the 60% wing span station and the wing t ip  
were assumed f ~ r  the small aircraf t, 
The larger baseline agricultural aircraft design w i l l  require 30 percent 
chord ailerons w i t h  spans of 50% on the outboard half of the w i n g  to pro- 
vide roll control capabilities approaching those of the smaller baseline 
design, A sealed overhang balance and horn balance, aleo used for mass 
balancing, m l d  be required to reduce the lateral stick forces to the 
level required for good handling qualities, A geared tab on the large 
ailerons may also be used to reduce the lateral stick forces i f  necessary, 
The 40 percent chord full-span rudder assumed for each of the baseline 
designs may also require sane degree of aerodynamic balance. The horn used 
for mss balancing w i t h  a simple radius nose may be adequate to provide 
reasonable pedal forces for the smaller baseline design. The large base 
line aircraft may require more sqhisticated aerodynamic balances such as 
geared tabs and/or sealed overhang balances, 
The assumed elevators for both of the baseline designs are also 40 percent 
chord full span control surfaces, Aerodynamic balances may consist of un- 
sealed radius nose, sealed overhang, horn, or geared tab singularly or i n  
canbinat ions as required. 
Neither of the two baseline aircraft is large enough to j u s t i f y  -red 
control systems. Suitable power packages are available, hwever, i f  
boosted or fully -red systems are desired. System redundancy or 
mechanical system back up would be required to assure fai l  safe operation 
w i t h  -red systems. 
'Phe outstanding advan- of the fully pawbred irreversible control eystem 
ier the capability of tailoring the sticIs/pcBal forces to those required for 
opthm handlirrg qrmlities, The b t e d  paw~r control system is a cunpro- 
d s e  i n  that the Wic force variations are similar to the fully mechanical 
syat-m but with reduced force levels required a t  the stick and rudder 
pedals. 
6,3,1 Direct Lift Oontrol 
Of the three direct force controls, direct l i f t  is easiest to implement and 
for agricultural applications is probably the most useful and desirable, 
In  the simplest case, high l i f t  flaps may be used as the primary force 
generator. 
Flaps are particularly desirable i n  agricultural aircraft for reduced take- 
off distance, Operations are regularly conducted at forward load paints 
with short unpaved runways, and the necessity to reduce payload to achieve 
takeoff can have a severe detrimental effect on mission ecananics, Fiqure 
105 sherws the effects of 60% and 100% span flaps i n  reducing takeoff 
distarke for the i n i t i a l  baseline study aircraft. 
Flaps are also beneficial i n  reducing turn tine. Figure 106 shows the im- 
provement i n  mission productivity and cost obtained fran reduced turn t ime  
w i t h  use of flaps on the small baseline aircraft i n  a representative 
mission. Average turn time ws reduced by about 1,s seconds wi th  60% flaps 
a t  200 and by 2,s seconds wi th  100% flaps a t  200. 
Figure 107 presents the incremental load factor available fran the flap 
system used as a direct l i f t  control as a function of flap deflection based 
on a maxhum incremental l i f t  coefficient fran the flaps of 0,SO. The 
track speed for computing the load factors is 120 knots which is 
representative of the smaller baseline agricultural aircraft, The data are 
also indicative of the capabilities of the larger baseline design since the 
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flap lsysten produces a lawer incremental lift coef f icient but operates a t  a 
higher track speed, 
Use of f laps for direct  l i f t  m t m l  is mre desirable than the use of a 
spoiler syetem, In qeneral, a spoiler system is not required for other *,J J 
applications €or agricultural a i rcraf t  in the size and speed ramps of t h i s  d 
study, In order tfi prwitle persitiw incremental load factare the spoilers 
wwld hwe to be uprigged for neutral direct  l i f t  control inputs, thus pro- s*d - i j  
ducing additional drag a t  th i s  desiqn point, 
'rhe mt premising control for  the direct  l i f t  system is integration yith 
the longitudinal function of the stick, A clutchinq arrangement would be 
used to incorporate direct  l i f t  eqntrol for the mchanical control system 
visualized i n  th is  study, Boosted or irreversible powered control systems I 
w l d  only require an additional input to the pawer packages. 
The flap system evalwtion was reviewed with the Advisory Camittee, and 
carmittee members strongly recarmend that flaps be included in future a i r  
crag t designs , 
6.3.2 Direct Drag Control 
Direct drag control could be useful to the maneuvering of agricultural a i r  
craft in that the drag change w i t h  such a system is very responsive and 
permits speed changes without use of thrott le  changes, Direct draq control 
in  canbination with direct l i f t  control provides a possible means for 
further reduction in turn time, but t h i s  was not evaluated quantitatively. 
The direct l i f t  control system alone provides a degree of direct draq 
control in that the direct  l i f t  generator also produces additional drag 
fran both profile and l i f t  induced drag. 
i Figure 108 shows the capability of a direct  drag control system to  provide 
speed change a s  a function of time using a drag brake deflected to the  
angles shawn a t  the end of a 0.6 second ramp. The brake is capable of p r e  
viding an incremental drag coefficient of 0.15 with +40 deqree deflections. 
- 
For th i s  figure, drag coefficient is assumed t o  vary linearly wi th  deflec- 
tion. L aktmpt war lp6 W &Cine  the^ oize or type OC d r a ~  brake r e  
quird to prov ia  the d r q  coefficimt u ~ d r  Ideally the drag brake w i l l  
produce only drcr) change8 w i t h o u t  change8 i n  l i f t  or pitching nrment. 
Split fla* and/or ailerons w i t h  balanced upper and lower deflectable a u r  
faces my be used or drag devices may be added a t  the wing tips or on the 
fueeiage, 
Control of the direct drag control u$stem m l d  probably be provided 
through Sore and aft movement of the throttle quadrant or an associated 
additional lever located with the throttle controls, Althouqh other COW 
trol nletbds could be clevisel, fore and af t  motion of the nthrottle hadw 
w l d  be the most natural means of controlling the longitudinal forces on 
the aitctaf t, 
The possible merits of a drag control device such as a drag brake e r e  dis- 
cussed w i t h  the Advisory C m i t t ~ r  X t  was noted by the camnittee that 
t h i s  capability might offer sane advantage for slowing the aircraft for 
i n i t i a l  descent into the field fran a high-speed approach. W i t h  turboprop 
engines, however, the cerpabili ty  is immediately available through propeller 
pitch change, It has not been poesible i n  the present study to establish a 
clear justification for direct drag control. 
6.3.3 Direct Sideforce Control 
Direct side force control is potentially useful i n  qricul tural operat ions 
to provide straight ground tracks under croes-wind conditions without 
banking or excessive yawing, The capabilty might also be of value i n  
maneuvering around field obetacles and for clean-up passes around the field 
borders. 
Figure 109 shows the sideforce required to provide an unbanked and unyawed 
straight track along the ground as a f ur'etion of cross wind for a typical I 
aircraft w i t h  a track speed of 120 knots, Figure 110 gives the rudder de- 
flection required for sideforce control to balance the aircraft over the 
range of cross winds s h m .  The horsepowers sham i n  Figure 111 are I 
required to overcane the drag of the device used to balance yawinq moments I 
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FOgure 1 10. Ruddor Requ Ired for Sideforce Control 
of the !l%o drag-prabcing dwiosrr in  this carre are aslruned to be 
locatd at  b i l o m  midlrpan, l'ttorn Baviwis my bet utilized for both B d m t  
drag ccmtml when umd 8ynmtrically and yawlng mwnt control i n  cow' . I 
junction with the rudder when used individually. Tha horsepower require8 
for this function appe&m to be sanewhat prohibitive, i P )j 
'4 
Oth@r methods of direat sideforce m t r o l  generation may use sideforce pro- ; -1 
awing eurfaces on the fuselage or symnetrically at  the w i n g  tip$, The 
drag produced by either of them w i l l  be much lees than the system ut i l iz -  
ing the Fuselage mounted surfaces may be restricted by the qround 
clearances or interference with material hopper accees, 
; 1 
A typical lateral maneuver with wings level is presented i n  Figure 112 
using direct sideforce control a t  a martimum value of 559 pounds for the 
smaller baseline aircraft, The equivalent sideforce coefficient is 0.04 
a ich  may be generated by any of the direct sideforce generating systems 
being considered, A t  a swath speed of 120 knots, the longitudinal distance 
travelled during a reasonable lateral displacement and return to the 
original swath appears to be prohibitively large. 
One mans oL cockpit control for the direct sideforce control system is  
lateral movement of the throttle quadrant. This type of cockpit control 
would be best auited for a f u l l y  powered irreversible control system but 
could also be used for the unpowered or power boosted control sytem. There 
are other methods of integrating the direct sideforce cantrol of the 
primary stick, but these are not as attractive as the side motion of the 
throttle quadrant since the direct sideforce control would be mixinq to 
sane extent w i t h  the lateral control, 
The possible value of direct side force control was reviewed w i t h  the Ad- 
visory Camnittee, Camnittee menrbers expressed the view that there is no 
great need for this capability and incowration of such a system wuld 
introduce undesirable canplexities into the aircraft. Since the engineer- 
ing evaluation indicates marginal performance capability , the study con- 
clusion is that direct side force control is not justified for agricultural 
aircraft designs i n  the near future. 
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Figure 1 12. Typicol Lateral Maneuver Using Sibforce Control 
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3.0 MtSSION hNAbY818 
7 0 1  MISSION P m D u c r ~ ~ T x  AND a#orp LUm 
Mis~i0n productivity anA collt analyses wrs ptrfonm! throughout the study 
i n  the evaluation of aircraft configwbGan6, as natcsd i n  preceding see- 
tim of this rekrt. This section prem l a  productivity and cat data for 
the refined baseline configuationr over 8 side range of mi6rions. These 
data -re generated with the operation6 remarch maBel usinq aircraft 
prfonnance and cost e s t h t e s  for the final refined MB-3-84 and AGB-7-01 
configurations. 
The primary mission paranetere that are varied i n  the present analyses are 
field size and application rate, Other mission parametere are held 
constant for a l l  caeee, The basic operation is defined as utilfzinq a hame 
base and eeven toward load points, w i t h  s i x  fields to be treated at  each 
load point ,  A l l  fields are defined to be the sane size i n  a given case, 
bad point  Perry distance is 25 milos (40 km) and field ferry distance is 8 
miles (13 h) f rm the load p i n t ,  The load point runway is assmd to be 
a grass strip w i t h  surface friction coefficient of .08, 
Figures 113 through 115 contain the mission productivity data for the 
AGB-3-B4 airplane, covering both liquid and dry missions, Figures 116 
through 119 contain the mission cost data for the sm mission spectrum, 
including the variation i n  mission cost with field size for several appli- 
cation rates, Figures 120 through 122 contain the mission productivity 
data and Figures 123 through 126 the cost data for the AGB-7-81 airplane, 
All  dry material cases are based on the use of conventional dry material 
spreaders, 
I t  should be kted that a portion of the mission spectrum is labeled l1de- 
clininq swath widthw i n  cases of llquid missions i n  the cost data figures, 
A t  approximately 430 lb/acre (482 kg/ha) application rate, the A G b 3  
aircraft can no longer maintain the maxhum swath width and f ly  at the 
minimum allowed swath speed. This is due to the increasing power required 
for material dispersal as the application rate increases. A t  t h i s  point 
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Figure 1 15. AG B-3-84 Mission Productivity (Dry Material) 
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Figure 1 16. AG B-3-84 Mission costs 
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Ffgure 1 17, AG B-3-B4 Mission Costs (Liqufd) 
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Figure 1 18. AG B-3-B4 Mission Costs (Dry Material) 
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Figure 1 19. Mission C a t  vr . Fbld Size (AG 6-3-04) 
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Figure 120. AG 6-7-81 Mission Productivity 
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Ftgura 121 . AG 6-7-01 Mlssion Product IvIty (Llquid) 
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Figure 122. AG B-7-61 Mlssion Productivity (Dry Material) 
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Figure 123. AG B-7-Bl MIssIon Costs 
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Figure 124. AGB-7-Bl Mission Costs (Liquid) 
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Figure 126. Mission C a t  vs. Field Size (AGB-7-81) 
the math width is reduced ao as t6 mainhin adequate paJer for Night, and 
eweth width continues ta reduce as a~ l ica t ion  rate increases, This causes 
the coet per u n i t  area treated to I.ncre;rse' a t  a slightly higher rate, This J I 
effect occurs for the RGk7 airplane at  approximately 680 lb/acre (762 
I 
kg/ha) A 
1 
'd 
Figures 127 and 128 show mission productivity data for the -7 airplane a t ,  ,a *{ 
relatiw to the AGB-3 airplane, Figures 129 and 130 shGJ the corresponding 
. d 
canpariaon for mission 'costs, 
+ $  
 ran these canparison data, it can be seen that the lame aircraft is much 
mre productive than the small aircraft, Due to higher operating costs, 
hasever, the large aircraft is more eco~mical only a t  higher application 
rates, In  the case of liquid operations the large aircraft is quite 
attractive above application rates of approximately 100 lb/acre (112 kq/ha) 
for larger fields, Hawever, there are few liquid missions of t h i s  type 
beiw performed w i t h  aircraft today, If high-appl ication liquid missions 
becane * available on a large scale, such as liquid fertilizer wrk, the 
large aircraft would be more cost effective than the small aircraft for 
these miss ions, 
For dry material operations, the large aircraft shows a mission cost 
advantage over the small aircraft only for extremely high application 
missions which are basically nowexistent today. This  poor showinq is 
probably attributable to the high drag characteristics of conventional dry 
material spreaders assumed i n  the dry material cases for both aircraft. 
Spreader drag significantly reduces the productivity arlvantaqe that other- 
wise accrue wi th  the larger size aircraft. Consequently, the smaller 
aircraft is mre cast effective for dry materials over the practical range 
of available missions. This relationship might change i n  favor of the 
larger aircraft i f  more efficient means of dry material dispersal can be de- 
veloped. 
~t was not possible i n  the present sturly to examine wide area missions such 
as forest f e r t i l i z i n g  and pest control. The large aircraft may well be 
more attractive i n  those type missions. It is recumended that further 
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F i ~ u n  127. Comparison of AG 6-7 and AGB-3 Mlnlon ProducttvIty 
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Figure 128. Comparison of AG B-7 and AG B-3 Missfon Produc tlvity 
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Flgure 129. Comparlson of A G B J  and AGB.3 Mlulon Cost 
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Fbun 130. Comporlson of AGB-7 and AGB-3 Mlnlon Cost 
8nalyee8 be umhctd of widearea rnieoiau to waluate the relative nsrits 
of l a m  verrus small aircraft, 
7 02 OPERATIONAL TRADE-OFF WTA 
A nuher of different operational casaa wsre run with the operations 
analyois mp61 for the refined baseline configurations 4s dewlop trsde-off 
data for varying operating conditions, These data are as follows, 
Hot Day and Altitude Effects - Figures 131 an8 132 shm the ef fecte of hot 
day operations and 5000' (1524 m) operations on miesion cost. These cases 
assum unlimited runway length, and increased costs are duc to degraded air- 
craft flying performnce due to thrus t  degradation. 
Runway &mth - Figure 133 shom the effects of load-point runway length on 
takeoff payload for standard, hot day, and a1 t itude conditions, These data 
are based on a grass runway w i t h  surface frition coefficient of .08. 
Runway Surface Friction - Figure 134 shows the effects of runway surface 
friction on takeoff distance. b t a  are plotted over a range of friction 
caef f icients fran paved surfaces to long grass surfaces, 
, 
Payload Reduction - Figures 135 and 136 show the effects on mission cost of 
reducing payload below the maximum design payload for representative 
missions. These data reflect cases i n  which payload must  be reduced to 
achieve takeoff . 
Gross W g h t  Takeoff Distance - Figures 137 and 138 show takeoff distance 
for a range of aircraft gross weights. CAM 8 recamended gross weiqht 
limits are indicated for both aircraft. These data apply to a qrass runway 
w i t h  friction coefficient of .08. 
field ferry Distance - Figures 139 and 140 show the effects of valyinq 
field ferry distances on aircraft productivity and mission cost. Ferry 
distance is the straight-line distance fran the load point  to the field 
being treated. 
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Figure 132. Hot Day & Altitude Effects (AGB-7-81) 
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7,3 03ST SENSITIVITY WTA 
A number of different sets of sensitivity data were run for the refined 
baseline conf igura t ion, to indicate relationships among var ious cost 
factors, These are presented belaw, 
Annual Utilization - Figure 141 shows the effects of vacyinq aircraft 
utilization on aircraft operating cost. The reference case used in all of 
the cost studies is 600 flight hours per year, The factor enters into 
operating cost calculation in that certain fixed annual costs are prorated 
to a flight-hour base using the estimated annual fliqht hcurs. Cost el@- 
mnts prorated in this manner are annualized investment, annual inspect ion, 
hull insurance, liability insurance, and taxes, Increased utilization will 
reduce the prorated hourly casts, whereas reduced utilization will increase 
the prorated hourly costs. The effects of utilization are quite siqnifi- 
cant, as sham in the figure. 
Mission Cost Sensitivity - The sensitivity of mission cost, expressed as 
cast p r  acre, to the varous cost elements is shown in Fiqure 142, It is 
seen fran the figure that aircraft operating cost is by far the major 
element, and changes in aircraft operating cost will have the most 
significant effect on overall mission cost, 
Aircraft Operating Cost Sensitivity - The sensitivity of aircraft operating 
cost to its various subelements is shawn in Figure 143. Annualized invest- 
ment, representing the cost of purchasinc~ the aircraft, is the major cost 
element, 
Effect of Acquisition Cost - Figure 144 shows how chames in aircraft 
acquisition cost will affect aircraft operating cost. i b th  annualizd 
investment and hull insurance are directly dependent on aircraft acquisi- 
tion cost. 
Acquisition Cost Sensitivity - Figure 145 shows the sensitivity of aircraft 
aoquisition cost to its various subelements. 7'he cost of engines is by far 
the daninant factor, Both aircraft configurations incorporate turboprop 
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Figure 141, Effect of Utilization on Operating Cost 
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Figure 146. Small Aircraft Configurations with Interest Cost 
errgines, and the e f f e c t  of engine oost would not be so dramatic with a i r  
c r a f t  u t i l i z ing  less cae t ly  reciprocatirg engines. 
In te res t  Costs - The method used i n  t h i s  study to calculate  annualized in- 
vestment does not include any representation of i n t e r e s t  coets t h a t  might 
sccnre i n  financing the purchase of the  a i  rcraf  t. I f  i n t e r e s t  cost is in- 
curred, t h i s  would increase the  cost of ownership beyond the leve ls  used i n  
t h i s  study, and the  increased cost would have the e f f e c t  of favoring less 
expensive a i r c r a f t  i n  econanic ccmparimns with more cos t ly  a i r c r a f t .  This 
could conceivably change the select ion of the  preferred conf iqurat  ion mnq 
sewral contending a i r c r a f t  concepts. 
lb examine t h i s  e f f ec t ,  one set of canparison data  was developed to include 
in te res t  chaqes  fo r  a l l  of the  small a i r c r a f t  configurations considered i n  
the study. The asswned case is one in  which 75% of the a i r c r a f t  purchase 
price is financed a t  10% in t e re s t  for seven years with seven equal annual 
payments. The total accrued in t e r e s t  cost was then spread equally over ten 
years b be consistent with the treatment of annualized investment, so t ha t  
10% of the to t a l  was added to the a i r c r a f t  hourly operating cost based on 
600 f l i g h t  hours per year u t i l i za t ion .  By t h i s  procedure, hourly operatins 
cost  increased by 11% for  the AGB-3-B4 configuration and by 12% fo r  t h e  
SB-7-81 configuration due solely  to the  i n t e r e s t  cost. 
tlission cost comparison for  a l l  of the  small a i r c r a f t  configurations w i t h  
in te res t  costs included a re  shown i n  Figure 146. The in t e r e s t  costs do not 
have any appreciable e f f ec t  on the re la t ive  economic merits of these a i r -  
c r a f t ,  since there are only minor changes in  t h e  r e l a t i ve  standinq of t h e  
a i rc ra f t .  
7.4 CURRENT AND FUTURE MISSIONS 
A s  par t  of the present study, Dr. Ronald W. PlcClendon of t h e  Department of 
Agricultural and Biological Engineering of Mississippi S ta te  University has 
canpiled extensive da t a  on agr icul tural  missions currently perf o n e d  by ai r -  
c r a f t  and missions potent ia l ly  sui ted for a i r c r a f t  i n  the future. The data 
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-re dewloped fran nmrous publiehed ewrcee and thrargh permnal CWP 
tacte. Dr. McClendon'e report ie presented i n  f u l l  i n  Appendix A, 
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7.4.1 Current Missions , f i 
Table XXV prwidee a s m r y  of the predominant missions currently pep  
f o m  with fixed-wing aircraft. While there is a great variety of 
different types of applications and appl icat ion rates represented i n  
m .  current missions, the great majority of present work consists of low-t10lme 
liquid applications generally i n  the range of one to five gallons per acre 
(9 - 47 l ha ) .  A significant grouping of missions alao occurs i n  the range 
of 100 to 200 lb/acre (112 - 224 kg/ha) representing seeding and fertilizer 
missions primarily for rice crops. Rice production i n  the United States is 
heavily dependent on aerial application because of the high cost of ground 
equipment suitable to work t h i s  crop. 
7.4.2 Future Missions 
Expanded future missions for agricultural aircraft cannot be projected with  
any accuracy within the scope of the present study. Areas which appear to 
offer potential for increased aerial work are discussed belaw. 
-Tillage and Double Croppinq - Trends toward increased usage of these 
farming methods are readily apparent. No-tillage farminq has been made 
possible by the use of modern chemicals to control weeds rather than usinq 
tractors to cultivate the soil. Double cropping is a system of plantinq 
two or more crops on the same land i n  a single year, sawtimes with the new 
crop seeded before the existing crop is harvested. Both methods should ir+.. 
crease the use of aerial methods for seeding and weed control. 
Forest Management - Aerial application of pesticides and seeding are al- 
ready an important part of forest management, and these missions w i l l  
1 ikely increase as additional forest land is brought under scientific 
management procedures. There are signs that forest fertilizirrg may also he- 
came increasingly important as an aerial mission. These missions are of 
special interest because of their wide-area nature involvirq extremely 
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l a m  tracts of land, and a larger aircraft my be cast effective i n  them 
missions because of greater paylodl anl range capability. Wide-area mis- 
sions need further analysis to determine the type of aircraft best suited 
for this mrk. 
Wide-Area Pest Control - Prime examples of widearea pest control i n  the 
United States are the fire ant progran and the roaquitb sprayig mission 
performed on military reservations by the U.S. A i r  Force Spray Branch. 
Other wide-area pest control missions have been perfonne8 but thus far on a 
rather limited scale i n  the U.S. In other parts of the world, various 
types of wide-area spraying are perfonned for control of harmful insects, 
such as the locust and tsetse programs i n  Africa involving cooperative 
efforts amng several nations. These types of missions may increase i n  the 
future, and larger aircraft may be more effective than the size aircraft 
used i n  crop work. 
Increased Fertilizer hkrk - Extensive use of chemical fertilizers is a 
major factor i n  the advancement of modern agriculture, and the volume of 
fertilizer application w i l l  continue to increase i n  the U S .  anil 
world-wide, 'Ib date, however, aircraft have performed only a minor role i n  
fertilizer application. With the exception of the rice crop, aerial 
application w i t h  present systems is generally not cost-canpetit ive with 
ground methods for fertilizer mrk, There are many cases, W v e r ,  where 
the abi l i ty  to apply fertilizer at the optimum time i n  the crop cycle 
w i t h o u t  damage fran ground machinery would increase crop yield. The use of 
aerial methods could be greatly expanded i f  more economical systems can he 
developed for dry material dispersal, 
Fertilizer work is believed to be the single largest potential mrket for 
future growth of the aerial application industry. Creation of efficient 
aerial delivery systems for fertilizer could result i n  reduced enerqy 
requirements for agriculture while improving crcp yield, 
Dr, McClenBon'r report i n  AppenBig A contains data on the canparison of 
current aerial arid ground methods of application. Detailed coet ccmpari- 
sons am difficult, but i n  current practice aeriai methods are generally 
cost canpetitifre for law wlume liquids and for rice seedim and fertili- 
zinq. Anrial methab are w h  faster in  a l l  cams, h e m  the selection of 
aerial application by the farmer is often dictated by circumstancee i n  
which urgen* of treatment has greater econunic importance than the direct 
cost of the service, Weather conditions also play an important role i n  the 
selection of aerial methclds, such as cases where wet soil precludes the use 
of ground machinery, 
Three specific cases were examined to develop a canparimn of aerial versus 
ground methods, Field size, field shape, weather conditions, soil condi- 
tions, available equipnent, and the type of material beinq applied are a 
few of the many variables that must be considered i n  the selection of 
methods, and these examples w i l l  indicate the role of some of these 
variables, Costs given i n  the examples are for application only, based on 
camnon practice i n  the state of Mississippi, and do not include the cost of 
material, 
Fertilization of Wheat - Wheat may require one or two applications of 
fetilizer: top dressincj and/or preplant, If the wheat is planted following 
a crop of soybeans or the soil contains a t  least two percent orqanic 
matter, then a preplant fertilization is not required, The top dressing 
should be applied i n  late February or early !larch, If the preplant applica- 
tion is needed, then 25 to 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre (28 to 34 kq/ha) 
are required, For this amount of nitrogen, 75 to 90 pounds per acre (84 to 
101 kg/ha) of 33% s m n i u m  nitrate would be necessary, Since t h i s  applica- 
tian is done in the fall, consideration mus t  be given to weather conditions 
and the timeliness of application, since the crop has not been planted, 
The top dressing requires 80 to 100 pourkl~ trogen per acre (90 to 112 
kg/ha) and would take 240 to 300 pounds - miurn nitrate (269 to 336 
kg/ha) , This is done about the time the be4 heads are beqinning to fom, 
and shortly thereafter stem elongation w i l l  begin. Damage to the plant 
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af te r  rtm elongation begin8 w i l l  reduce yield., therefore crop -e mst 
be considered, 
Application by graurcO ie ueually Bone with a spin spreader towed by a 
tractor. The cost per acre of the spin spreader operation ie $1,40 for the 
spreader, $,90 for the tractor (115-150 hp) and $,26 for labor, Thi8 is a 
total c a t  of $2.56 per acre ($6,33/ha) for this  grourrd method. The p e r  
formance rate of the spin spreader is 0.1 hour per acre (,25 hr/ha), These 
figures are based on the l i f e  expectance of the equipnent and the average 
annual uwe, a l l  of which could vary, 
Application by air is charged a t  the rate of $2.50 per hundred pouncls 
(55(/kg) og fert i l izer,  Ebr the tq dressing, applying 250 pounds of 
emmoniun nitrate per acre (280 kg/ha), the oost would be $6.25 per acre 
($15,44/ha), 
The cost of fertilization is much lower for the ground application, krt due 
to the other consideration such as  timeliness, aerial application is widely 
used, 
Fungicide on Soybeans - Fungicides are nonnally applied a t  plantinq time 
by using equipment attached to the planter. Since this is a canbined opera- 
tion, the actual cost of applying the fungicide wuld be difficult  to d e t e r  
mine. When fungicides are applied by air ,  the cost would be i n  the ranqe 
of $2,50 to $3.50 per acre ($6.18 to $8.65 per hectare) because of the 
large amount of water required, Application of r-qy pesticides is done 
with a law volume of water, but in the case of fungicides, it is considered 
ineffective i f  applied with any less than f iw gallons per acre (47 l/ha) . 
Tests indicate t h a t  even larger amounts are desirable. 
1nsect;icide on Cotton - The application of insecticides may range fran one 
to fifteen applications per year. Entomologists are commonly hired to 
check for insects and advise the farmer on whether or not to apply insecti- 
cides. Usually a regular program is started when insects are found ancl 
applications are made wekly throughout the  remainder of the growinq sea- 
son. Thus, i f  weekly applications are used, timeliness muld be a mjo r  
comicbration i n  detemining Uu, nthod of application. late seamn appli- 
cations by g r d  can also result i n  d a m p  to the crop. 
currently, ehe primary method used is aerial application which cost6 $1.00 
p r  acre ($2.47/ha) for nrat insecticides and up to $1.65 ($4.00/ha) for 
sane special insecticides. Application by ground is done wi th  a hiqh 
clearance sprayer or tractor-mowted aprayer. The cmt per acre with t h e  
high clearance sprayer is $1.26 ($3.11/ha) with a performance rate of .08 
hour per acre (.2O hr/ha). The cost of the tractor-mmted sprayer is 
81.35 per acre (83.34/ha). The performance rate is .18 hour per acre ( .4.. 
hr/hs) . 
Cost canparisone show very little difference between sane methods, but con- 
s iderat ion of timeliness, weather candi t ions, and available labor are neces- 
sary when deciding which method is preferred. 
7.6 W A R I S O N  WIm CURRWI' AIRCRAFT 
I t  is not rpssible within the present study to provide a valid canparison 
of the study aircraft configurations with present-day agricultural aircraft 
i n  t e n s  of mission cost. Greatly detailed analyses muld be needed to 
develop r igorous ground rules for such a canpar i son, including condi t ions of 
operation, mission def i n i  t ion, and cost accounting procedures. Also, it 
would be necessary to determine the exact performance characteristics of 
the aircraft to be considered. 
A gross anparison has been developed by use of the aperations analysis 
d e l .  nJo present-day aircraft were run i n  the m e 1  over the same set of 
missions used for the refined baseline configurations. The two current a i r  
craft represented i n  the model are a *small1' aircraft wi th  payload of 
approximately 1030 pounds (454 kg) and a radial-engine l1larqelt aircraft 
w i t h  payload of approximately 2300 pounds (1043 kg). C o s t  and performance 
data used for these aircraft are approximate engineerinq est ha tes  and have 
not been verified , hence the analysis results cannot be accepted with any 
degree of confidence . 
The cmparioon rerrults are sham i n  Figurer 147 and 140, w i t h  tho tkJo 
current aircraft plotted relati- to the d l  baraelina aircraft, MS-3-gle 
I t  is wen from them figures that the current *mna1lW aircraft 6- an 
emmanic advantage a t  very law application rates w i t h  small f ielcb but is 
otherwise not cost canpetitive, This meult is consistent ~ i t h  the data 
developed for the initial candidate conf igurat ion8 i n  the ' present stw, 
where the 1000-pound (454 kg) payload aircraft was shown to have t h i s  type 
of mieeion cost pattern telative to larger aircraft, 
The data indicate that the MB=3 configuration ie econanically superior to 
the current radial-engine aircraft over the entire range of miseione con- 
sidered, This advi~ntage is relatively small w i t h  low application rates i n  
small f ields, particularly i n liquid missio~u, Otherwi se, the baseline 
study aircraft is indicated as being 10 to 30% more eaonanical than the 
radial-engine aircraft , 
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8 e O  SAFETY, OPERATIOUAt, AND REGUIAIOW 
8 e l  SAFETY ODNSIDERATIONS 
System con£ igurations developed i n  this study incorporate established 
safety features for agricultural aircraft, Basic guidelines for aircraft 
design include good pilot visibility; crash-resistant and enerqy-absorbing 
structure; placement of fuel tanks rembee fran the  cockpit; and sealed 
codcpi t s  to provide pilot protection fran chemicals. -pit pressuriza- 
tion/air conditonilrg is recawnended both for pilot canfort to reduce 
fatigue and to prevent chemicals fran entering the ccackpit. As noted 
elseaere i n  this report, additional research is needed to examine pilot 
workload and fatigue factors particularly w i t h  respect to handlinq 
qualities criteria. 
8.2.1 General 
Electronic guidance systems offer potential for aircraft posit ioninq and 
swath guidance i n  aerial application missions. Possible advantages of such 
systems, i f  determined to be effective, are improved precision and unifor- 
mity i n  the swath pattern and elimination of flagmen and/or mechanical mark- 
ers on the ground. Discussions w i t h  the Advisory Cmittee and other indus- 
try contacts indicate that an el.ectronic guidance capability is stronqly 
desired by aerial appl icat ion operators. 
The specific capability needed fran the guidance system is accurate swath 
positioning and tracking. This includes the ability to fly successive 
swaths closely parallel to each other and w i t h  correct lateral offset to 
avoid excessive overlap or gaps between swaths. The ability to locate the 
particular field to be treated is also a desirable capability of the 
guidance system, but this is secondary to the swath quidance function and 
should not be allwed to introduce added canplexities to the system. 
In the present s twy  an effort  has been made to provide an ini t ia l  engineer 
irrg oventiew of the guidance system subject, This includes an assessment 
of accuracy considerations, a survey of guidance techniques and existing 
candidate systems, and a review of p a f b l e  display techniques for present- 
ing guidance data to the pilot, 
8.2.2 Accuracy Considerations 
The positioning and guidance requirements for aircraft used i n  aerial appli- 
cation operations fall  into two general categories: for large area 
applications, over thousands of acres a t  altitudes of 100 feet (30  m) and 
up, accuracies within - +10 feet (23 m) are probably adequate; for small and 
medium f ie ld  applications a t  altitudes of 25 feet (0 m) and less, much 
greater accuracy is required. The accuracy requirements for low-level 
field wrk can be further divided i n  two groups: high accuracy and low 
accuracy. In today's operations h igh-accuracy work is characterized by use 
of flagmen or special markers on the ground to mark the beginning and end 
of each application swath. 
Seeding of rice is a good example of a high accuracy application task. 
'Ihere are two reasons for high accuracy. F i r s t ,  mistakes are costly since 
overlaps are wasteful of seed and voids are wasteful of land. Second, m i s -  
takes are obvious since the overlaps and the voids becane clearly visible 
as soon as the seeds begin to sprout. Similarly, some fertilizing opera- 
tions also tend to exhibit the faults or s k i l l s  of the pilot. Therefore, 
flagmen are nearly always used for these applications. One typical south- 
eastern operamr estimates that 30-35% of h i s  work falls  i n  t h i s  catgory. 
Applying insecticides to cotton fields on the other hand falls  into the 
category of low accuracy tasks. I t  actually does not matter i f  some qround 
is missed, since the damaging insects mve about sufficiently to  come i n  
contact w i t h  the controlling chemicals. Most of t h i s  kind of work can be 
done w i  thout the aid of flagmen. Electronic guidance for such application 
would not show a direct economic justification, but the operator who uses 
an electronic system w i l l  probably have a sales advantaqe i f  such systems 
cane intr, general use. Ultimately some enviromntal and econanic benefits 
. . 
- 
- *  
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may also be realized,  I n  any ewent, these applications do not contribute 
to the establishment of optimun accuracy requirements fo r  the guidance 
sye tm,  
I t  appears to be the consensus m n g  operators contacted t h a t  the use of 
fl-n for  t he  high accuracy application tasks  yields  adequate resu l t s ,  
No improvement 2s needed i n  terms of accuracy although a more dependable 
and less costly nethod is highly desirable, It is d i f f i c u l t  to obtain  
fac tua l  data on the numerical value of the accuracy obtained with the use 
of flagmen but it appears to be on the order of 2 to 3 f e e t  (,6 to .9 m).  
I t  may therefore be concluded f r an  a prac t ica l  standpoint t ha t  accuracy 
greater  than - +2 f ee t  (+,6 - m )  is not required and - +3 f e e t  (+,9 m) i a  
- 
probably the optimum, 
A fur ther  l i m i t  on providing increased accuracy is derived f r an  the pilot's 
tolerance to control  indications fram a guidance instrument. I f  too much 
concentration is demanded f r m  the p i lo t ,  the  system w i l l  be counterpre  
ductive, Specif ic  data on tha t  subject  a r e  scarce, but a s imilar  s i tua t ion  
may be helpful of canparison. I t  is easy and canfortalile to guide an 
autambile ,  s i x  f ee t  wide, i n  a freeway t r a f f i c  lane twelve f ee t  wide, but 
a t r a f f i c  lane ten f ee t  wide becanes fatiguing. This example provides sane 
subjective insight  in to  the difference between - +3 feet and - +2 f ee t  guidance 
a t  highway speeds when the steering signals fo r  the automobile dr iver  cane 
f ran the best porss ib le  88head-updisplay" arrangemn t , the roadway i t s e l f  . 
i I t  can be seen fran the discussion tha t  much addit ional work is needed to 
es tab l i sh  spec i f i c  accuracy requirements for  e lectronic  systems for swath 
guidance, This should include de t en ina t ion  of actual  accuracies needed i n  
the swath pat tern i t s e l f  for various types of missions; pract ical  limits 
for pilot response to guidance inputs; and a l s o  limits for  a i r c r a f t  
response to pilot control actions based on guidance data. Flight tests 
and/or simulations may be necessary to de tennine t h e  guidance sys tem/pilot/ 
a i r c r a f t  in te rac t  ions, 
This  section provides an overyiew of various electronic guidance techniques 
that might have potential application b the ae r t a  dispersal mission, The 
techniques are oonsidered in three cstegori es: self -contained systems 
requiring no ground devicest loccJ area systemst and wide area systems, 
U,2,3,1 Self-contained Systems - The ideal positioning system would be 
self-ntained and require no special external references, Ideally, it 
should not be necessary to emplace flags, balloons, transponders, or 
reflectors in order ts operate the system. A pilot who knows where he is 
going and where he has been may be regarded as the simplest possible 
self-contained guidance system, It is also the most economical system and 
therefore the most widely used. For many applications it is a perfectly 
adequate system. 
Other self-contained systems include inertial guidance, mapma tching , 
radianetric correlation, radar, and video tracking. Inertial guidance 
systems are designed for long-range navigation and their accuracies are 
stated i n  nautical miles per f l i g h t  how. A reasonably good inertial 
guidance system maintains positional accuracy within one-half nautical mile 
per hour. However, t h i s  level of accuracy is not normally adequate for the 
aerial application tasks since the velocity errors approach one foot ( , 3  m) 
per second of f l i gh t ,  An inertial system potentially suitable for sore 
aerial application missions is discussed i n  the follawinq section on 
cand idate sys terns. 
riapmatching techniques, such as are employed for cruise missile qu idance, 
might be used for sane of the aerial applications tasks, The salient 
limitation would be that this method cannot be used wer water or over ex- 
tremely flat terrain. Radimtric correlation would suffer a similar 
limitation i n  that the radiated energy fran a uniformly illuminated surface 
would not yield the required reference points. Inexpensive radar equipment 
is becaning available as a result of autanotive interest i n  t h i s  tech- 
nology, and it appears feasible that radar positioning systems might become 
wailable for aqricultural aircraft in  the future, No suitable system of 
this type is known to be available a t  present, 
Video ranging and tracking offers good technical feasibility , The m i  1 i taw 
now have systems which are capable of keepinq an airborne video camera 
aimed at a specific target w i t h  deviations of j u s t  a few minutes of arc 
irrespective of platform movement, Fbr applications where the entire 
operation is performed within lipof-sight of sane recognizable objects or 
terrain features, a system based on this capability would be both techni- 
cally and econanically feasible, As far as can be determined, no suitable 
system of this type is, currently under development, although all the 
necessary hardware is available of f-tbshel f , 
8,2,3,2 m a 1  Area Systems - This category is canprised of those tech- 
niques which require the placement of artificial reference points, either 
active or passive, as part of the operating system, The simplest and most 
widely applied lethod i n  this category makes use of flagmn or markers on 
the ground to mark the begi~ing and end of each swath. 
There are several electronic systems available that use transponders placed 
on the ground i n  the operating area. The workable range seems to be 
approximately 20 to 50 miles (32 to 80 km) . Assuming that these systems 
provide acceptable performance at acceptable cost, the only real drawback 
j,s the necessity to set out the remote units. Some operators solve t h i s  
problem by locating one u n i t  at their horn base and putting the other u n i t  
on a pickup truck which is moved to the most favorable psition for each 
particular operat ion. This eliminates flagmen but necessitates a truck- 
driver. 
A more desirable approach to the mechanization of the local area system 
would make use of sane passive devices on the ground. A s  far as can be 
ascertained, there are no such systems on the market at  the present time. 
For instance, inexpensive radar corner ref lectors, or laser reflect inq 
spots, could be emplaced permanently i n  fields that are repeatedly treated. 
The simplest approach would be to place such a device at the end of each 
raw or swath, and simply have the onboard unit aimed forward w i t h  a p r e  
vision to offeet for crabangle, A next level of sophistication wbuld make 
use of j u s t  a few of thew ground reference markers and provide a capabil- 
i ty to aarrqpute position on board fran paraneters such as range, ranqe-rate, 
and/or angles to the reference, U s i n g  the capabilities of existing laser 
technology it would be possible to use  those three parameters against a 
sirrgle target and achieve the necessary accuracy. The salient fact to bear 
i n  mind when considering these operational passibilities is that the 
abaolute poeition is not important for the agricultural mission but rather 
the relative psit ion w i t h  respect to sane boundary line that is usually 
quite obvious. 
Within the category of local area systems there is a third group of system 
that might be conside~ed i n  addition to those that might be termed either 
active or passive. That is the group of emitters that are active but not 
cooperative, as are the transponders. Most of the wide areas systems fall 
into t h i s  group. In  general, the non-cooperative systems produce hyper 
bolfc lines of position while the cooperative transponder-type systems 
produce circular lines of position, The on-board equipnt  tends to be 
nore canplex and bulky w i t h  the hyperbolic approach, but w i t h  the advent of 
the microprocessor the differences may becane less significant. 
8.2.3.3 Wide Area Navigation Systems - This  category would include the 
various carvnercial and military navigation systems that are already i n  use 
or which are planned for use wi th in  the near future. These systems have 
not been evaluated for their short term capabilities i n  the present study. 
Ebr instance, bran< might well be sufficiently accurate to maintain a 
specified separation between ttcro successive ma t h s  that are separated i n  
time by less than a minhte. There is also the potential for a combination 
of existing wide area systems w i t h  sane owboard equipnent such as radar or 
doppler and the necessary canputation capability provide for the unique 
short-term navigation accuracies that are desirable for the ag aircraft , 
8,2,4 Existing Candidate Systens 
A brief survey has been made of guidance equipnent manufacturers to idew 
t i f y  existinq systems that might be suitable for the aerial application 
mission, These results are presented below, 
Litton WN-72/16 - In d i  scussions w i t h  the manufacturers and personnel of 
the UeSe A i r  Force Spray Branch, it was determined that this self-contained 
inertial system can be referenced tn local ground features to overcome the 
lack of short-term accuracy normally inherent i n  inertial systems, By cir- 
cling a local landmark several times and pressing a "pickle switchn each 
tin# the reference point is at  nadir, as determined by a viewfinder w i t h  
croes-hairs, the system is effectively nanchoredn to that reference for 
local operation, The manufacturer states that i n  helicopter aperations 
owr large forest areas, operating coets can be cut by a factor of five 
when using the inertial equipnt i n  lieu of ground beacons, and that 
acceptable accuracy has been maintained i n  trials that established these 
results. The system costs approximately $150,000, but  it may be leased for 
a period of time to determine its effectiveness i n  a particular operation. 
In wide-area missions, the system could be utilized i n  a single aircraft 
f ly ing lead for several aircraft i n  formation. 
Del Norte Flying Flagman - This  system consists of an airborne uni t  which 
operates against ground transponders for reference. I t  utilizes the 8.9 
GHz region of the RF spectrum and employs 2, 3, and 4 transponders placed 
up to 50 miles (80 Ion) from the operating area. A t  that range the aircraft 
remains within - +10 feet (3  m) of the desired position but, according to a 
canpany spokesman, "if ground references are available i n  the operating 
area, such as a fence line, successive passes can be made at specified 
ofsets from this ground reference within - +3 feet.@@ This, it appears, falls 
within the assessment for the desired accuracy made i n  a previous 
paragraph, and the system is said to be used successfully i n  lieu of 
flagmen for seeding rice and other high accuracy application tasks. A 
lef t/right steering indicator w i t h  selectable sensitivity is employed i n  
the axkpit to guide the pilot. The equipnent weighs approximately 40 
pounds (18 kg) installed i n  the aircraft. 
Montarola Mini-Ranger - This  is also an sicborna system which uses tram 
pondem on the ground tior pcmitional reference, It operates a t  C-Band 
(5400-5600 EHz) , In  ite basic configuration it enploys two transponders a t  
up to 20 miles (32 km) from the  operating area, Canparry spokesmen report  
that on a swath-by-swath baeis "repeatabil i tyH is be t t e r  than the i 3  f e e t  
(,9 m) objective i n  rice seeding work, A l e f t / r iqh t  s teer ing indicator is 
used i n  the cockpit, This ins tnment  also features  a dis tance meter which 
courts d m  to the  restart point where the last mission l e f t  o f f ,  
Ins ta l led  i n  the  a i r c r a f t  the  equipnent weighs approximately 33 pounds ( IS  
kg) 
wledyne Hastings-Raydist - Unlike the I k l  Norte and the  Motorola systems, 
the Raydist is a non-line-of-sight continuous wave, phase canparieon 
system, A t  least two basic  configurations are available,  the  DRS-H, and 
the "T.I8 Both are said to have a 8tsensi t ivi  ty of approximately one-half 
meter and a posit ional accuracy of approximately three meters or be t te r  i n  
areas of good g e m t r y a n  f t  appears that t h i s  would meet the  short-term re- 
quirements of the  agr icul tural  a i r c r a f t  quidance task. The DRS-H s y t m  
uses t\Jo ground s ta t ions  and the "T" system uses four, The ground s t a t i ons  
a re  b t t e r y  -red and may be located a s  f a r  away a s  150 miles (241 Ian) i n  
daytime operations and 250 miles (402 Ian) a t  night. lho di f fe ren t  antenna 
towers a r e  used depending on the desired range: 50 f e e t  (15 m) and 102 f e e t  
(31 m) , For airborne operations there is a p i l o t ' s  control  console and a 
lef  t/r ight  and up/down display instrument, The airborne equiptent we iqhs 
32 pounds (15 kg) plus the weight of ins ta l la t ion ,  
Decca Survey - Decca Survey Systems markets the Del Norte system noted 
previously. Decca e a r l i e r  manufactured a system cal led Agrifix which is 
still used in  sane par t s  of the  world. It is a hyperbolic system, w i t h  a 
channel "auto lockingI8 feature  t h a t  prevents lane skips and overlaps, I t  
operates i n  the 1.7 - 1.8 KHz reqion and provides 85 foot (26 m) lanes 
which can be resolved i n t o  one hundredth of a l a w  width. The system 
appears to be sui table  f o r  a e r i a l  application operations, but a 
manufacturer's representative reports  t ha t  there a re  no plans to revive 
production a t  present, 
Cbbic CR-100 - The Cubic Corporation mmnufactures high precision quidance 
and pmitionirrg equipnent, anb the Cubic CR-100 wlwld probably come cl- 
to meting the aesessed requirements, Hawewtrr the system is not intended 
nor packaged for typical aerial application operations, 'Ibis equipment is 
used extensively for test and checkout of other systens a t  A i r  Force and 
other test ranges, 
~ p g o x f m a t e  aoquisition costs were obtained for three of the systems ueinq 
ground beacons, These costs range fran about $28,000 to $67#000 per 
syetem, About -thirds of the cost is for the airborne portion of the 
eystem and would be incurred for each aircraft i n  which the equipnent is 
installed, The remainder of the cost is for the ground transponders, 
8.2.5 Accuracy Assessment 
Fran the review of various systems i n  use or under developnent, it is not 
certain that any system meets the accuracy required to obviate the use of a 
flagman for a l l  applications, Sane advertised accuracies reach 10 feet ( 3  
m) 1 sane orally stated accuracies are - +3 feet ( ,9 m) or less, Even i f  it 
was certain that - +3 feet ( .9 m) can be obtained, there are numerous 
conditions that must be examined before the stated accuracy could be 
declared adequate w i t h  any confidence. Nrther detailed analysis muld be 
required to state categorically that the required accuracy can be obtained 
wi th in  the state-of-the-art and at  an affordable price. 
basic problem i n  position location is the determination of the 
coordinates of a remote point w i t h  respect to sane given reference or 
references. In the case of this study, that remote point  is the aircraft, 
and the fixed or known reference may be a flagman, a visible boundary line, 
sene pmninent natural or man-made feature, or an electronic emitter. 
Since no measuremnt can be made w i t h o u t  sane error, the actual position of 
the aircraft is surrounded by an area of uncertainty within which is found 
the desired position. For our stipulated requirement, this area is assrrmed 
to be a circle w i t h  a radius of three feet (.9 m). Whether that should be 
taken to be the Circle of Equal Probability (CEP), or some higher probabi- 
l i t y  circle is not certain at  this paint. The CEP is that circle which 
oontrrinr both ths actual and the Basirsd polritoM 5m of the time, In 
faat, a circle is m l y  not the opthum sham Of a figure oontainim the 
allamble errorb for tho agricultural aircraft positioning problm, 
The agricultural aircraft on a low level pasa owr a field poses its awn 
peculiar location getmetry, Only the cwsbtradr errors are really signi- 
f icant, The along-track errors are usually of l i t t l e  or no intereet since 
the averflight of sane recognizable boundary line indicates the start and 
stap of the operation for each swath. In such a cam, the allowable errors 
are contained not within a circle but wi th in  an ellipse w i t h  considerable 
eccentricity, In general, the simple circular approach favors the vendor 
of the equipnent i n  statements of accuracy, whereas canplex analysis of 
overlapping ellipses is necessary b deternine the actual capability of the 
equipnent. 
In conclusion, it is not possible w i t h  existing information to determine 
whether any given electronic guidance system is capable of meetinq the 
needs of the aerial application mission. Because of many amplexities 
associated w i t h  such a determination by analytic means, actual testing i n  
real or simulated application missions is recanmended as the most practical 
method of determining system suitabili tyrn 
8.2.6 Cockpit Displays 
The method of displaying data to the pilot is of crucial importance to the 
problem of guidance and positioning of agricultural aircraft, In low-level 
awlication mrk the outside enviromnt demands the full-time attention of 
the pilot. A brief assessment has been made of possible display concepts 
that might be sui ted to this mission application. 
8.2.6.1 Head-up Displays - Steering information may be presented by 
either visual or aural means. In the visual category one may distinguish 
between conventional and head-up displays (HOD). Displays that make use of 
the pilot's peripheral vision without necessity to refocus may be regarded 
as the simplest possible HODS. A simple set of l ights  denoting lei t/on- 
course/right may be placed where they are within the pilot's peripheral 
viaion. The interference of awlight a t  various angles is the main problem 
w i t h  any display of lights. 
Another peripheral vision device which wwld not suffer from poor 
visibil i ty i n  high ambient light is the "barberpole" display, This 
consists of a rotating cylinder w i t h  spirsl stripes, ltJo horizontal 
cylinders might be used to indicate left/right and the magnitude of the 
deviation cxxlld be indicated by the rotational Speed. One mrtical 
cylinder could poesibly be used w i t h  the direction of the deviation shown 
by the  direction of rotation, This offers a simple inexpensive solution to 
the display problem, but optimwn placement and nrPde of indication for the 
aerial applicator aircraft need to bel determined. 
Not eo simple, and rather expensive, are a hoet of electronic HUD devices. 
W general categories may be distinguished: pilot mounted or aircraft 
mounted. The pilot mounted devices consist of helmet or goggle m t e d  pro- 
jection systems which present a display close to the pilot's eyes bqt which 
is focused a t  infinity.  This makes it paesible for the pilot to obeente 
h i s  envirormnent and h i s  steering information w i t h o u t  refocusing h i s  eyes. 
lhey also take i n  account the pilot's head movements. The steering infor- 
mation can be presented as a lighted "swath" appearing ahead of the a i r  
craft and seemingly fixed with respect trD the ground, 
The aircraft mounted HUD would present the sane information either pro- 
jected on the inside of the windshield or on a special transparent plate i f  
the standard windshield is not located a t  the proper angle. For th i s  pro- 
jection there is no canpensation for the pilot's head movements. 
In general, the electronic HUD suffer the sane disadvantages that the 
simple steering l ights  have. The constant s h i f t i n g  of the sun angle would 
of ten wwash outw the display. In addition these devices tend to be 
expensive, 
8.2.6.2 Conventional Instruments - The systems which are available off- 
theshelf for steering and guidance of agricultural aircraft a l l  make use 
of conventional instrwnt-panel moounted lei  t/right steering indicators. 
Mile thars are leas than i&al, such indicators my w b l l  be the best that 
are available, Ona perm contacted durinq thirr study cited 15 p r o  
experience as a helicopter test pilot during which time he umd and tested 
every conceivable guidance indicator system, In h i8  opinion, the ag pilot 
uses  the i n s t n w n t  only briefly to line himeelf up with external reference 
points, and then he w i l l  not lo& again a t  the instrument unt i l  the 
beginning of the next math, Simple lef Wright indicators may be adequate 
i n  that cam, 
8 a 2 a 6 a 3  Aural Guidance - The term ndisplayn implies visual instrumen- 
tation, In the more general sense of providing guidance to the pilot, 
aural or sound devices should also be considered, Such systems have been 
i n  uec for many years for various guidance and haninq applications such as 
the  @AN and #NN signals fran the airways range stations. Nuanerous ad- 
vantages can be cited for aural systems. They are inexpensive, especially 
i n  canparison w i t h  the sophisticated head-up displays, The aural "input 
channeln to the pilot is not nearly as crowded as the visual channel, 
There is no need for looking down or visual refocusing, I t  provides for un- 
interrupted guidance information, Some druc acks may also be anticipated, 
The noise level i n  many ag aircraft muld necessitate the use of earphones, 
There would be no obvious correlation between the coded sounds and external 
visual references, The tone code muld not be directly understood i n  tenns 
of lef t/r ight  steering, I t  would require practice. 
8.2.7 Additional Microprocessor Functions 
If electronic guidance systems are incorporated into agricultural aircraft , 
the opportunity w i l l  exist to employ the guidance system microprocessor for 
other functions, Use of the guidance canputer for swath and material 
eject ion canputations should be feasible, including possible adjustments to 
dispersal control settings for varying wind and other environmental and 
f l i g h t  conditons, Ultimately, it should be possible to integrate the micro- 
processor into an autmtic  dispersal control system, The quidance canpu- 
ter also has potential for other functions such as engine and aircraft p e r  
formance monitoring, dispersal coverage recardim, and others. 
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Of tha exirting ryrtcnr surveyed in promnt study, only the Litton 
ry.tmr prerantly hm sufficient capacity in tha pmitioning copter for 
any rigniticant addition of auxiliary progru. Mditional capacity cbuld 
be provided in tha other sycltems, howuverr if a need for the capability 
wbre determind. 
An evaluation was made of existing airwbrthiness and operating requirements 
for agricultural aircraft as contained in the Federal Aviation Requlations 
(FAR8#) and Civil Aeronautics Manuals (CAM's). The purpose of the 
evaluation was to determine if any inadequacies exist in current 
regulations of a nature that could be remedied ty research and developrent 
activities. 
The basic evaluation of airworthiness requirements was performed by Dr, E, 
J, Cross, Jr, of the Department of Aeraphy8ics and Reroepace Engineeri~ of 
Mississippi State University. The investigation included a review of the 
regulatory documents and interviews with operators an8 manufacturers who 
have been directly involved in certification of agricultural aircraft , Dr , 
Cross' findings were then closely reviewed with the Advisory Camittee to 
develop recamendat ions for research. 
The full report of Dr. Cross' evaluation is contained in Appendix R. Bas4 
on these data and their own experience, the Pdvisory Camnittee concluded 
that definite inadequacies exist in current regulations for certification 
of agricultural aircraft . 
A fundamental ' difficulty with current regulations is the lack of clear and 
spciiic certification requirements for agricultural aircraft. These air- 
craft may be certificated under normal category requirements (FAR Part 23), 
but exceptions to these requirements are allwed. CAM 8 Appendix B, Air- 
vmrthiness Criteria for Agricultural Aircraft, may be used for guidance but 
is not mandatory, Consequently new aircraft and mdif ications to existing 
aircraft may be certificated to a canbination of requirements taken fran 
mrt 23 and W 8, and ruquirmmnt8 negotiated with the respnsible FAA 
region. 
Intdequaciea existing in this situation arise fran the fallarin~: 
o Part 23 contains requirenmts that are inappropriate for the 
agricultural aircraft mission, 
o CAM 8 is outdated in many areas and does not address moclern- 
design aircraft, such as turbine-powered aircraft. Additionally, 
CAM 8 requirements are overly vague in some areas, such as in the 
area of stick force gradient, 
o No specific guidelines are qiven for exceptions to normal cate- 
gory requirements, 
o Many requirtmints are subject to FAA interpretation, and these 
interpretations vary among FAA regions, 
Fran review of the circumstances, the Advisory Carvnittee recanmends that 
research be conducted in several specific areas for the purpose of supprt- 
ing knprovmnts in airworthiness regulations, The specific research areas 
are as follows: 
o Research to establish minimum stability criteria suited to the 
agricultural aircraft mission; 
o Research to examine stall and post-stall behavior in those fliqht 
regimes specifically associated with the agricultural aircraft 
mission; 
o Expanded VGH data collection a n  analysis specifically for 
agricultural aircraft to provide a factual data base for 
reevaluation of airworthiness design criteria, including 
strutural criteria. 
In addition to these research activities, the Advisory Cornnittee recarmends 
that a task group be constituted to draft a separate FAR part specifically 
far agricultural aircraft. This document wuld contain all requirements 
applicable to these aircraft, based on the mission-dedicated nature of the 
aircraft, and m l d  clarify thase prhry areas presently subject to 
negotiation and interpretation. It is recumended that the task group be 
fonned by NASA with representation from aircraft manufacturers, operators, 
and technical specialists . FAA personnel should participate as observers. 
It is also recamnded by the Advisory Camittee that standard quidelines 
be established for FAA region use in interpreting the existing 
ainmrthiness criteria until such time that more definitive regulations are 
issued. 
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9.0 OCMWSIm AND -TI 
The primary conclusions of the study progrm are as folol*w: 
o The small baseline stuly aircraft is coet effective over a very 
wide mission range. The aircraft is w e l l  suited for both liquid 
arxl dry material missions ranging fran la, to high application 
rates. 
o The large baseline study aircraft appears to have limited utility 
i n  crop missions. The aircraft has good mission econanics for 
hiqh-volum liquid applications, tut there are apparently few 
- 
missions of this type available. The aircraft would be well 
su i t ed  for liquid fertilizer work. For dry materials, hatever, 
the large aircraft is limited by the inefficiency of current dry 
material spreaders. The aircraft m l d  beam mre attractive i f  
improved dry material dispersal systems are developed. 
a The effe,.t of various design parmeters on mission productivity 
varies significantly w i t h  the mission to be performed. Ferry 
sped and structural wight were found to have major effects on 
productivity , particularly for high application rate missions. 
Swath width and turn  the increase i n  imprtance for low applica- 
tion rate missions. 
o Major advancenents are needed i n  dly dispersal systems. The high 
drag of conventional dry spreaders is a serious detennent to air- 
craft productivity, and aerial methods are not likely to be cnr 
pt i t ive  for a wide range of dry material work without greatly 
improved dispersal methods. 
o Spcif ic handling qualities criteria are neecled for agricultural 
aircraft as a basis for f l igh t  control system design. There 
presently are not adequate data available to determine the best 
trade-off between stability and controllability for the dedicated 
agricultural mission 
o Sane changes are needed to current airworthiness requlations for 
agricultural aircraft. Present requlat ions are not definitive 
with respect to agricultural aircraft in several areas, and the 
guidelines of CAM 8 do not reflect current design technolqly, 
Consequently, sane requirements are being applied which are iw 
appropriate to the dedicated agricultural mission, and specific 
certification criteria are subject to varying interpretations in 
a nufilber of areas, 
o Mile not specifically addressed in the study effort, the need is 
apparent for methods to predict particle/wake dynamics and swath 
. F 
I - characteristics, There presently are r accepted techniques for 
; i determining the effects of aircraft design characteristics on 
! 7 
- ?  swath character is tics, Expanded technical data are required in 
5 
this subject area as a basis for developing analytic prediction 
methods , 
r 
The results of the study indicate that the following concepts offer pranise 
i, for improved productivity in future agricultural aircraft. These areas are 
considered to merit additional investigation. 
o An advanced biplane design of the general type represented in the 
AGB-7-1 configuration. The aircraft offers several potentially 
attractive features, but it requires nore detailed investigation 
to verify technical and econanic characteristics, 
o Law-drag liquid systems. ~ispersal system drag has a siqnif icant 
detrimental effect on mission productivity, and design concepts 
are available for reduced drag. If acceptable operational and 
maintenance characteristics can be achieved, low-draq designs 
should be econanically attractive. 
o Free release of dry material, The limited test data available 
for this dispersal method suggest the poesibility of improved 
performance and ecommics aver canventional spreaders for high 
application rates representative of most fertilizer work, 
Additional testing is needed to establish swath characteristics, 
o blultiple hopper designs. bnef its were indicated in the use of 
dual hoppers in some of the canf igurations examined in the study. 
This in effect is a method of placing the material nearer the 
desired dispersal point, with a reduct ion in material transport 
power required during flight, particularly for dry materials. 
o Dry material dispersal along the wing. While specific means of 
transporting material along the wing were not addressed in the 
study, the separation of dispersal points along the wing span is 
indicated as providing improvements in swath width. Significant 
drag reduction f ran that of conventional spreaders should also be 
possible if feasible methods can be found for material transport 
internal to the wing. 
o Composite materials for aircraft structure. p~posite materials 
are indicated as being effective for both weight reduction and 
corrosion reduction, More detailed analysis is needed to 
determine specific applications, and data are needed on the 
effects of agricultural chemicals on these materials. Both 
laboratory and field service tests are warranted to verify near- 
term feasibility of canposite materials applications in selected 
high-corrosion areas on current aircraf t. 
9.3 REODMMENDED RESEARCH 
9.3.1 Basis for F&canmendations 
Recaraendations given in the following paragraphs for additional research 
and analysis are based on findings and conclusions reached in the study 
progran. Them include qualitative detennination~ of a judgmental nature, 
as well crs finding# based on the quantitative mission analyses. 
A number of the recannended areas would require additional investigation to i 
d e t e m  whether sufficient merit exists to pursue the concept i n  more 4 
detail, The study progrm Advimry, Camrittee provided input i n  several of 4 
these recamendat ion areas, particularly with respect to airworthiness 
regulations. No attempt has been made to rank t h e  research areas i n  order 
"1 
of priority, and no consideration was given to f undinq requirements. 
9.3.2 Additional Aircraft Studies 
Additional aircraft studies are recamnended to refine pranising system con- 
cepts identified i n  the present study and to evaluate additional concepts 
which could not be addressed i n  the present study. Areas considered to 
merit additional study include the following: 
o The advanced biplane concept and possibly other aircraft con- 
figurations, including an aircraft w i t h  canard controls, 
o Dispersal system power concepts, including engine power take-off 
methods and auxiliary power plants, 
o Dry material dispersal concepts, with particular emphasis on 
methods for transporting material internal to the w i n g  for 
dispersal along the wing span, 
o A mre detailed canposites aircraft configuration study to 
establish better confidence i n  indicated we icjh t reduct ion 
benefits and identify specific design approaches, 
o Mission analyses for wide-area missions to detenine the size 
aircraft best suited for these missions and the relative 
importance of various design characteristics, 
9.3.3 Canpoeite Materials for Corroeion Reduction 
c c n p i t e  materials applications i n  selected h i g h r r m i o n  areas appear to 
offer neartenn benefits for present aircraft, '1\Jo lines of additional i w  
=st igation are recamnended: 
o Laboratory tests to develop data on the effects of agricultural 
chemicals on the leading ccmposite material candidates for 
agricultural aircraft structure. 
o A field sewice test i n  which canposite material car~ponents are 
installed on operational aircraft and closely monitored over a 
period of normdl operation, Several activities w i l l  be needed to 
reach the actual test stage, including developnent of a specific 
program plan and technical studies to select materials *:nd 
aircraft appl ications. 
9.3.4 Particle Behavior and Swath Predictions 
I t  is recaranended that NASA continue the present research into liquid and 
dry particle dynamics and interactions w i t h  the aircraft flow field. The 
research should be pursued to the point of providing data and methodoloqy 
for predicting swath width and pattern as a function of aircraft charao 
terisics for various materials and environmental conditions. This capa- 
bility is necessary for optimum design trade-offs to maximize aircraft 
effectiveness i n  aerial application missions. 
9.3.5 Experimntat ion w i t h  Dry Material Devices 
A broad range of dry material dispersal devices should be investigated i n  
an effort to improve aircraft productivity i n  this mission. A number of 
different mncepts has been suggested wi th in  the industry a t  various times, 
but generally the resources have not been available to verify technical 
feasibility or performance. Tests of experimental hardware is recumended 
for device concepts that appear fran a theoretical viewpoint to offer per- 
formance improvements . 
I 
9.3.6 Flight 7ksts and Simulations for Handling Qualities 
nests and analyses are recarmended to develop handling qualities criteria, 
Such tests must involve pilot perfomnce and opinion far a representative 
sanple of pilots i n  flight regimes closely matching agricultural missions. 
Ground simulators may b suitable for this purpose, but actual flight tests 
are recarmended . A variable-stability flight vehicle should be utilized, 
In conjunction w i t h  these tests, an evaluation should be made of the broad 
question of pilot workload and fatigve factors relating to safety and 
I aiss ion productivity , 
While this recaninendation is directed specifically to the need far design 
criteria, the recamended testirrg also relates to research to support 
changes i n  aimrthiness rquirements as noted i n  a subsequent paragraph, 
9.3.7 Guidance System Evaluation 
Flight testing i n  actual or simulated agricultural missions is reanended 
to evaluate candidate electronic guidance systems that appear sui ted for 
the swath guidance function, These tests would also serve to develop 
criteria for future guidance systems for the agricultural missions. 
9.3.8 Research and Developnent to Support Regulatory Changes 
These recanmendat ions fal l  into  NO cateqor ies: ( 1 ) research specifically 
related to technical airworthiness criteria; and ( 2 )  effort to improve 
overall format and content of airworthiness regulations for agricultural 
aircraft, 
In  the first ci,tegory, the following specific research areas are recan- 
mended: 
o Research to establish minimum stability and control criteria for 
agricultural aircraft, Data required for this purpose would be 
available from the hand1 ing qua1 i t ies testing previously 
recanmended . 
o Rwearch to exanin. stal l  and p06t-stall behavior in tho6e flight 
regimes specifically asgciated w i t h  the agricultural mission. 
o Expanded VDH data collectim and analysis as a basis for re- 
evaluation of existirq aimrthiness criteria, including 
structural criteria. 
In the second category, it is recamanacd that a gwermnt/industry task 
group be fonned to prepsre a draft of a separate FAR p r t  specifically for 
agricultural aircraft. This document should contain a l l  of the aiworthi- 
ness requirements applicable to these aircraft. 
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L 1. Introduction 
c 
i This report surveys the role aviation plays in agri- 
culture today and the developments that could change its 
role in the future. Although all crops and states are not 
t 
k included in the report, the selected ones comprise the 
majority of agricultural aircraft use. All information in 
this report has been compiled from current literature, 
publications, and contacts with professional personnel in 
agricultural related areas. 
11. CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE 
Table 1 includes some of the more commonly used chem- 
icals in agricultural practices today. This table shows the 
variation in volume and weight per acre and formulation, 
These variables may change due to area, severity of problem, 
i type of equipment, or weather conditions at the time of 
application. Correct timing of application is probably the 
most important factor of any pesticide application. Appli- 
cations per year range from 1-6 for herbicides, 1-15 for 
insecticides, 1-2 for defoliants, and 1 for fungicides and 
seeding. 
Classification of Herbicides [1,2] 
A. Foliar-Applied - herbicides that effectively k i l l  
plants by contact with their foliage. 
1. Systemic - herbicides that are absorbed by 
the plant foliage, then move in the transport 
system to exhibit their toxic effect at a 
site away from the point of absorption. 
Table 1. Chemicals Used In Aerial Application [ 3 8 4 r ~ 8 6 r 7 8 8 8 9 8 1 0 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ 5 8 ~ 6 8 ~ ~ , ~ 8 8 ~ g , ~ ~ ]  $ 
Applic. / Mix Mix 
Chemical Forml/ Crop Year Chemical/Acre Gal. /Acre lbs ./Acre 
~erbic ide:  
Tref lan 
Zorial 
Probe 
Sencor 
propanil 
Alachor 
? Insecticides: 
cn Toxaphene 
Yethyl Parathion 
Parathion 
Fungicides: 
Benlate 
Defoliants: 
Det. 
EC,G cotton 
soybeans 
WP Corn 
Rice 
Sorghum 
Wheat 
WP,G cotton 
WP cotton 
WP Soybeans 
EC Rice 
EC,G sorghum 
Corn 
EC , WP cotton 
Soybeans 
EC , WP Soybeans 
Cotton 
EC,WP,G Rice 
Wheat 
Corn 
Sorghum 
WP,G Corn 
Soybeans 
EC Soybeans 
cotton 
1/4-1/3 gal. 
1/4 gai. 
1/4-1/3 pt- 
3 pts. 
2/3-1 pt. 
1/2-1 1/4 pt. 
1/2-1 lb. 
1/2-1 1/2 lb. 
-3--7 lb. 
3-6 lbs. 
i/5-1/4 gal. 
1/4-3/4 gal. 
1/8-1/4 gal. 
1/8-1/4 gal. 
1/4 gal. 
1/4 gal. 
1/51 1/5 pt. 
1-2 pts. 
1/5-1/4 pt- 
1 pt. 
i/4-1/3 gal. 
l/4 gal. 
1/2 lb. 
1/5-1/3 gal. 
Seed : 120-170 '1 Rice Rice 1 80-140 1 Wheat Wheat 1 1 1 
- -- - 1 
1/ Formulation of Chemical 
- j 
2. Contact - herbicides that affect only those 
areas of immediate contact. 
8. Soil-Applied - herbicides that effectively control weed 
species by soil application. 
1. Non-persistent - chemicals usually dissipate 
within a period of a few days to a few 
weeks 
2. Persistent - may remain toxic to plants for 
from several months to as long as one or 
more years 
C. Selective - herbicides that kill particular plants 
D. Non-selective - herbicides that kill all vegetation 
Pesticide Formulations [1,2,3] 
A. Soluble Salts (SS) - Purchased either in dry or liquid 
form. These are easy to use because high solubility 
eliminates the need for agitation to maintain a uniform 
distribution in the spray equipment. 
B. Emulsifiable Concentrates (EC) - the toxicant is 
dissolved in a solvent then an emulsifier added. 
Bypass agitation must be used, in addition to initial 
agitation, to keep them uniformly mixed. 
C. Wettable Powders (WP) - wetting agents are added to 
the powder to cause rapid wetting and dispersal in 
the water carrier. Normally greater amounts of water 
and mechanical agitation is required to prevent the 
powder from settling out. 
D. G r a n u l a r  (G) - t h e  d i s s o l v e d  chemical  is  sprayed  i n t o  
or  mixed w i t h  a carrier such  as c l a y .  To b e  c l a s s i f i e d  
a s  a g r a n u l e  98% by weight  must p a s s  through a 1 5  mesh 
s c r e e n  and no more t h a n  5% p a s s  th rough  a 30 mesh s c r e e n .  
These  g r a n u l e s  w i l l  r o l l  o f f  f o l i a g e  and f a l l  t o  t h e  
ground.  
Many of t h e  chemica l s  a r e  des igned  f o r  u s e  on o n l y  one c r o p ,  
whereas o t h e r s  may be used on s e v e r a l  c r o p s .  Some may be mixed 
( h e r b i c i d e  and i n s e c t i c i d e )  f o r  one  a p p l i c a t i o n ,  whereas o t h e r s  
may be  a p p l i e d  by ground equipment o n l y .  Each chemical  c a r r i e s  
i ts own r e s t r i c t i o n s  and e a c h  s t a t e  h a s  a d d i t i o n a l  r e s t r i c t i o n s .  
111. ACRES HARVESTED FOR VARIOUS CROPS 
The t o t a l  Uni ted  S t a t e s  a c r e a g e  o f  most c r o p s  h a s  
i n c r e a s e d  o v e r  t h e  p a s t  few y e a r s  a s  a r e s u l t  o f  improved 
farming methods. Table  2 i n d i c a t e s  t h e  Uni ted  S t a t e s  t o t a l  
a c r e a g e  f o r  s i x  o f  t h e  major c r o p s  f o r  1970-1975. T a b l e s  3 
and 4 a r e  i n c l u d e d  t o  show t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  a c r e a g e  o v e r  
seven  o f  t h e  major  s t a t e s .  Also, i n  Table  3 t h e  p e r c e n t  o f  
Uni ted  S t a t e s  t o t a l  a c r e s  is  inc luded  i n  t h e s e  s t a t e s  and 
t h e  p e r c e n t  o f  Uni ted  S t a t e s  t o t a l  a c r e s  t r e a t e d  by a i r .  
The l i t e r a t u r e  d i d  n o t  g i v e  a n  average  f i e l d  s i z e  f o r  
t h e  c r o p s  c o n s i d e r e d  i n  t h i s  s t u d y .  The p r o f e s s i o n a l  
workers  i n  t h e  v a r i o u s  a g r i c u l t u r a l  d i s c i p l e s  were o n l y  
a b l e  t o  g i v e  v a r i o u s  ranges  f o r  f i e l d  s i z e s .  For  a e r i a l  
a p p l i c a t i o n ,  f i e l d  s i z e s  u s u a l l y  were o v e r  40 a c r e s ,  b u t  
o f t e n  were a s  h i g h  a s  1,000 a c r e s .  
- .,*,F- - . -  >es--- - 
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(1000 Acres) I 
YEAR COTTON RICE WHEAT CORN SOYBEANS SORGHUM 
Table 3. Acres Harvested by State - 1976 [lo] 
ACRES (1,000) /STATE 
- 
3 ofPUS % o f  US 
crop/state CA TX OK AR LA MS FL TOTAL TOTAL TREATED 
I BY AIR 
I 
I Cotton 1120 4508 335 950 560 1470 7 40.8 60 
i Rice 420 508 --- 847 568 144 --- 99.4 95 
I Wheat 940- 4700 6300 71 0 3 5 180 22 18.2 20 
I 
Corn 
? 
4 3  Soybeans ---- 347 240 4320 2120 3250 265 21.3 10 
Sorghum 231 6750 950 333 49 74 --- 47.7 40 
4 
Table 4. Acres Harvested by State, 1973-1975 (1,000 Acres) 1211 
COTTON RICE WREAT SOYBEANS 
i STATE 1973 1974 1975 1973 1974 1975 1973 1974 1975 1973 1974 1975 
- . - - - -  - -. 
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IV. GROUND VS. AIR 
A. Ground vs, Air - Crops 
Cotton 
Jn the production of cotton, most preplant herbicides 
(Treflan, Cobex) require incorporation into the soil; there- 
fore ground equipment is needed. The application of these 
herbicides is normally done in connection with ground pre- 'I 
paration for planting. A spray boom is mounted on the 
tractor or other equipment such as a disk, so that land I 
preparation and application of these herbicides is done with 
i I 
one trip over the field. The application of pre-emergence 
herbicides (Cotoran, Zorial) is done at planting with spray 
i attachments used on the planter. Post-emergence herbicides 1 
(MSMA, Probe) are applied after the cotton plant has emerged. 
This is normally done with spray nozzles attached to a 
ii I 
cultivator and directed at the base of cotton plant, These I 
I 
I 
! are recommended methods of application, but conditions may I 
V 
f require the use of aerial application. 'I 
~nsecticides and defoliants are applied primarily by '1 
aerial application. These two chemicals account for about I 
80 percent of the total air time spent in cotton production, I 
The following is a national breakdown for cotton on the percentage 
.I 
of total aerial application time for each operation: 
[lo] Application 
Insecticide 
Defoliant/Dessicant 
Herbicide 
Fertilizer 
Miscellaneous 
Unattributed 
3 of Tetal Aerial Application Time 
Soybeans [3,5,6,7,0,10,12,13,15] 
The application of chemicals in soybean production is 
very similar to cotton. A larger percent of the aerial 
application in soybeans is attributed to herbicides. Fung- 
icides are used in soybean production and make up about 10% 
of the air time in soybeans. Defoliants comprise a smaller 
percentage in soybeans than in cotton. The following is a 
national breakdown for soybeans on percentage of total aerial 
application time for each operation: 
[lo] Application 
Insecticide 
Herbicide 
Fungicide 
Defoliant/Dessicant 
Fertilizer 
Seeding 
Miscellaneous 
Unattributed 
% of Total Aerial Application Time 
Rice [3,5,9,10,12,22] 
-
Rice production requires the field to be flooded during 
the time most chemicals are applied. This contributes to 95 
percent of all rice acreage in the U. 5 .  being treated by 
air. Planting can be done by ground equipment, hut most is 
done by air. After planting, the following is a normal 
sequence of aerial applications used in Mississippi. 
[ 5 1  Apply herbicide (Propanil) 
Apply herbicide (Ordram) 
Apply fertilizer (Urea) 
Apply herbicide (2, 4, ST) 
Apply fertilizer (Urea) 
These applications are made during a time period of about one 
month. 
The following is a national breakdown for rice on 
percentage of total aerial application time for each operation: 
[lo] Application 
Fertilizer 
Herbicide 
Seed 
Insecticide 
Fungicide 
Unattributed 
Ground vs. Air - Costs 
% of Total Aerial Application Time , - 6  
Table 5 shows a nationwide average of costs per acre for 
custom application of pesticides on three of the major crops. 
Table 5.  Expenditures Per Acre For Custom Pesticide Application, Nation- 
wide Average, 1971. [l] 
Ground Air 
Crop Spray Granular Spray Granular 
Cotton 1.81 5.47 2.72 8.38 
Soybeans 
Rice 
Table 6 gives the aerial application costs for applying 
the various pesticides, fertilizers and seed in Mississippi. 
The different prices for insecticides and herbicides are due 
to larger amounts of water applied per acre or the increased 
care that must be taken in the application of these special 
chemicals. 
Table 6. Summary of Aerial Application Costs, Mississippi, 1978. 
t S,G,  7,8,91 
Cost Per 
~pplication Cost Per Acre 100 Pounds 
Dollars Dollars 
Fertilizer 
Insecticide 
Lannate 
Defoliant 
Seed 
Herbicide 
2, 4-D 
2, 4, 5-D 
Propanil 
Ordram 
Table 7 shows the cost of machinery used for ground appli- 
cation of chemicals. The costs per acre in Table 7 are used 
in Table 8, which shows the cost of applying some of the chemicals 
by ground methods. 
Ground vs. Air - By State 
Table 9 shows the total acres treated with insecticides 
and the percent attributed to aerial and ground applications, 
with ground applications divided into commercial and individual. 
Table 10 indicates the total acres treated and acres of various 
crops treated by aerial applications. 
I Table 7. C o s t  of Machinery f o r  Ground Application, Mississippi,  1978 [5,6,7,81 
- 
Average d s x  
t Performance Length of Annual 1978 Repair C o s t s  Per Per Per Per 
Rate per A c r e  Life U s e  Pr ice  % of New Cost hr. acre h r  . acre 
n 
E Hours Years Hours Dollars % ----------Dollars---------- 
i; 
1, Sprayer - 
F high clear- 
f ance - 1 4  
9 row -08 8 350 15,500 80 5.46 -44 7.53 -60 
1 
i Grain D r i l l  - 12 f e e t  -24 10 100 3,540 70 2.48 -59 5-13 1.23 
k 7 1 --Grain D r i l l  - Cn 32 f e e t  - -09 10 100 10,600 75 7.95 -72 15.37 1.38 
Liquid Fer- 
t i l i z e r  App. 
8-ROW -08 8 150 4,300 80 2.87 -23 4.87 . 39 
Spin Spreader 
S 300 bu. -10 8 100 5,200 80 5.20 -52 8.84 .88 
7 
b Sprayer - 
d 
I Tractor 
Younted - 
2 1  f e e t  -18 8 200 1,300 100 -81 .I5 1-10 -20 i 
Tabla 8. Coat Per Acre of Ground Application, Miasissippi, 1978 
[5 ,6 ,7 ,81 
Tractor Equip. 
Direct 
Labor 
Fixed 
Total 
Direct Fixed' 
Appl.ication Coet Cost Cost Cost 
Fertilizer .31 . 42 , 23 . 39 , 42 1.77 
Granular 
Fertilizer .38 , 52 ,52 , 88 .26 2.57 
Insecticide 
Table 9 .  Percent o f  Total F ie ld  Crops Treated With Inrect i -  
c i d e s  By Commercial and pr ivate  Applicators, I l l i n o i s .  
(231 
Mill ions of Percent o f  Total Acreage Treated 
Acres Treated Ground Appli 
-. 
cat ion  
Year With Insect ic ides  A i r  Commercial Individual 
Average 
Table 10. Acres of Field Crops Treated with Aerial Applications of 
Insecticides, Illinois, 1968-77 [23] 
1000's of acres treated I 
~otal Acres I 
all crops I 
Year sprayed by air Corn Soybeans Forages Small Grain Sorghum - (i 
t Average 802 560 14 3 5 8  36 5 
The following data have been included to summarize other 
aerial application operations in Illinois. 
Fertilizer - 25% of all nitrogen applied to wheat is by air 
- 1% of all nitrogen applied to corn is by air 
- less than 1% of micronutrients applied tc 
beans is by air 
Fungicide - 250,000 to 300,000 acres treated by air 
Herbicide - approx. 3% of all crops treated by air 
Seeding - less that 1% of wheat is seeded by air 
Aerial app. Cost (insecticide) - $2.00 to $2.50 per acre 
California ( 2 4  I 
The Qollo~ing Data show the total pesticide used and 
method of application in California for the year 1977. 
- 
Total Pesticides Used 
Applications Pounds Used Acres Treated 
309,806 120,838,598.61 19,315,896.71 
Total Acres Treated 
Air 
.- 
Ground Other 
14,015,478.55 5,107,387.15 191,420.29 
Mississippi [251 
- - 
The information in Table 11 is t!le result of a recent survey 
of agricultural aircraft operators and professional workers in 
agricultural related disciplines, conducted by the Agricultural 
Aviation Board of Mississippi. 
T a b l e  11. A c r e a g e  i n  Mississ ippi  R e c e i v i n g  T r e a t m e n t  by A e r i a l  
A p p l i c a t i o n  I 251  
PERCENTAGE OF 
TOTAL ACREAGE APPLICATIONS/ 
CROP TOTAL ACRES ACRES TREATED TREATED BY A I R  YEAR 
cot ton 1 ,470 ,000  1 ,396 ,500  95% 12 
S o y b e a n s  3,250,000 1 ,625 ,000  50% 3 
Wheat 180,000 45,000 23% 3 
R i c e  144,000 141 ,120  9 8 %  
S o r g h u m  45,000 22 ,500  50% 
T i m b e r  16 ,775 ,000  110 ,146  .66% 1 
Summary 
Comparing ground application to air application is not 
simply a matter of which is more economical, but more of 
which can be used under certain conditions. As in cotton 
production, some herbicides must be sprayed under the cot- 
ton, therefore requiring the use of ground equipment. Rice 
fields, on the other hand, must be flooded, requiring aerial 
application. Timing and weather conditions may require 
aerial applications for jobs that are normally done by 
ground. 
V. FERTILIZERS 
Fertilizers are playing a larger role in agriculture, 
due to increased populat2.0ns and a need for greater yields 
per harvested acre. The use of fertilizers has made a sig- 
nificant increase in yields and is credited with 30 to 40 
percent of our total food production. I261 Table 12 shows 
the USDA estimates of average yields in 1980 compared with 
1968. 
Table 12. 1968 Acre Yields vs. 1980 Projections (26) 
Crop 1968 1980 Percent Increase 
Wheat, bu. 
Rice, lbs. 
Feed Grains, tons 
Peanuts, lbs. 
Cotton, lbs. lint 
Hay, tons 
Corn, bu. 
Soybeans, bu. 
Grain Sorghum, bu. 
Fertilizers are similar to pesticjdes, in that there is no 
atandard application method to follow for a specific crop. 
Nitrogen, phosphate and potash are the most common, with 
nitrogen being the major one of the three. Table 13 shows 
typical forms of fertilizers used for various crops. 
Table 13. Typical Fertilizers Used For Various Crops 
[5,6,7,8,10,22,27,281 
Crop Fertilizer 
Cotton 
Soybeans 
Rice 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Anhydrous Ammonia 
Urea, Liquid 
Ammonium Nitrate 
13-13-13 B 
8-24-24 
0-24-24 
0-24-24 
Urea, Solid 
Phosphates 
Sulfate of Ammonia 
Zinc Sulfate 
Ammonium Nitrate 
Anhydrous Ammonia 
Although two crops may need a certain amount of nitrogen. 
they may require different sources. Cotton and rice, for 
example, require large amounts of nitrogen. Ammonium 
nitrate is a satisfactory source of nitrogen for cotton, but 
results in large losses in the gaseous form when applied to 
the flooded rice fields. Other crops may not require ni- 
trogen, but need phosphate and potash. Corn requires larqer 
amounts of fertilizer if grown for silage than if grown for 
grain. 
The use of fertilizers has made tremendous increases 
and, according to USDA projections, will continue to in- 
crease. Table 14 shows the amounts of commercial ferti- 
lizers consumed by various states and the U.S. total for 
1951 and 1975. 
Table 14. Commercial Fertilizers Consumed (Tons) [21] 
State 1951 1975 
U.S. Total 22,467,276 42,508,030 
Table 6 and 8 give the cost of application for the 
different methods of fertilizer applications. 
VI. FOREST 
The forest industry in the U. S. is based primarily on 
coniferous species, with southern pines in the southeastern 
region and various species of pines, spruce, fir, hemlock, 
cedar, and redwood in the region from the Rockies to the 
Pacific Coast. Table 15 shows the total acres of forest in 
the U. S. by regions. 
Table 15,  Foree t  Land In U, S . ,  1970 [21] 
Region T o t a l  Acres (1 ,000  Acres) 
New England 
Middle A t l a n t i c  
Lake 
Central  
North 
South A t l a n t i c  
East Gulf 
Central  Gulf 
West Gulf 
South 
P a c i f i c  Northwest 
P a c i f i c  Southwest 
Northern Rocky Mountain 
Southern Rocky Mountain 
West 
A l l  Regions 753,549 
A e r i a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  p e s t i c i d e s  and  s e e d i n g  have 
become an  i m p o r t a n t  p a r t  o f  f o r e s t  management. Tn o p e r -  
a t i o n s  such  a s  s e e d i n g ,  1500 t o  2500  a c r e s  can  b e  cove red  
a e r i a l l y  i n  a  d a y ,  whereas  o n l y  1 5  t o  40 a c r e s  c a n  be  
cove red  by g round .  Many a r e a s ,  no rma l ly  less t h a n  200 
a c r e s ,  a r e  t r e a t e d  by ground methods b e c a u s e  o f  t h e i r  
i r r e g u l a r  s h a p e .  Even though a i r p l a n e s  a r e  u sed ,  h e l i c o p -  
ters a r e  o f t e n  d e s i r a b l e  because  o f  t h e i r  g r e a t e r  maneuver- 
a b i l i t y .  I n  s e e d i n g  o p e r a t i o n s ,  h e l i c o p t e r s  c a n  c o v e r  up t o  
2,500 acre8 p e r  day w i t h  a  swath wid th  o f  99 f e e t .  Fixed- 
wing a i r c r a f t  cover  up t o  1,500 acres p e r  day w i t h  a  swath 
width o f  66 f e e t .  T r a c t o r  mounted sowere cover  40 a c r e s  p e r  
day w i t h  a  swath width  o f  40 f e e t .  Up to  1 5  a c r e s  p e r  day 
can b e  covered w i th  a hand-operated cyc lone  s e e d e r  w i t h  a  
swath width  o f  16 f e e t .  (28 ] 
Herb i c ide s  such a s  2, 4-D; 2, 4 ,  5-T; s i l v i e x )  p ic lo ram 
and dicamba a r e  used i n  r e f o r e s t a t i o n  o f  l ands .  These her-  
b i c i d e s  a r e  used t o  k i l l  g r a s s  and b ru sh  t h a t  have dominated 
lands.  They can  a l s o  be used t o  c o n t r o l  g r a s s  i n  d e s i r a b l e  
trees, b u t  are no t  ve ry  e f f e c t i v e  i n  k i l l i n g  grown, un- 
d e s i r a b l e  trees. Herb ic idee  a r e  a l s o  used t o  remove b rush  
along power and t e lephone  l i n e s ,  r a i l r o a d - r i g h t s - o f  way, 
highways, s t r eam bands, and c a n a l s .  The normal r a t e  f o r  
a e r i a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  is 1 t o  3 pounds o f  a c t i v e  i n g r e d i e n t  
mixed w i th  5 t o  10 g a l l o n s  o f  wa te r .  [ 2 ]  
A e r i a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  is probably  t h e  most economical 
method o f  app ly ing  f e r t i l i z e r s  t o  l a r g e  a r e a s  o f  f o r e s t ,  The 
c o s t  f o r  app ly ing  f e r t i l i z e r s  a e r i a l l y  range from $10 to 
$30 p e r  a c r e ,  depending on t h e  t ype  and q u a n t i t y  a p p l i e d ,  
type a i r c r a f t  used and d i s t a n c e  t o  t h e  a r e a .  F e r t i l i z e r s  
can be a p p l i e d  wi th  seed  i n  one  o p e r a t i o n  o r  t o  s t a n d i n g  
f o r e s t .  Slowly s o l u b l e  forms o f  f e r t i l i z e r s  a r e  popu la r  
i n  f o r e s t  f e r t i l i z a t i o n  because they  supp ly  n u t r i e n t  needs 
a s  t h e  trees grow and may l a s t  from 5 y e a r s  up t o  40 y e a r s .  
Another c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  f o r e s t  f e r t i l i z a t i o n  i s  t h e  f a c t  
t h a t  most of t h e  n u t r i e n t s  t aken  from t h e  s o i l  a r e  r e t u rned  
through l e a f  l i t t e r .  1281 
VII. FUTURE MISSIONS 
No-Tillaqe and Double Cropping (291 
The no-tillage method of farming started in the early 
1960's and has become an effective practice. This method of 
farming has been made possible by the use of modern chem- 
ical~ for controlling weeds, rather than using tractors and 
cultivation. Less machinery and lower power requirements 
are needed for this method. No-tillage requires stricter 
management practices, but offers higher yields, reduced 
production cost, less erosion, less soil compaction, better 
timing in planting and harvesting and allows land that was 
not suitable for production to be put into production. 
Table 16 shows how the no-tillage acreage increaeed from 
Table 16. No-Tillage Estimated Acreages in Selected States 
[ 29 I 
State 
1969 
Total 
1971 
Total 
1llir.ois 
Sorth Carolina 
Indiana 
Ohio 
Yircinia 
Tennessee 
Ke~tucky 
Iowa 
Arkansas 
Missouri 
Kansas 
Xebraska 
Canada 
6,000 
30,000 
2, OOO* 
8,000 
20,000 
35 , 000 
150, 000 
3,000 
5,000 
2,500 
100 
900 
2,000 
*Southern Indiana 
ORt?'" .' 
OF PC" 
Double-cropping, a  system of planting two crops on the 
eame land in one year, has expanded a8 a result of the no- 
tillage method. Double-cropping can be accomplished by 
aerially seeding one crop in a standing crop ready to be 
harveeted. Planting with ground equipment is also done 
immediately after harvesting one crop. Even though most 
double-cropping is over a period of one year, a combination 
such as corn, barley, and ~oybeans can be used to get three 
crope in two years. Many combinations are available, but 
eoybeana double-cropped with small grain is probably the 
most widely-used in the United States. 
Theee two methods of farming will probably play a more 
eignificant part in agriculture with stricter regulations 
imposed on pollution control. 
Planting of Tree Seedlings [l] 
- 
Tree seedlings have been planted aerially with ballons, 
helicopters, and airplanes, but the most successful attempt 
was in 1971. Seedling roots were put in molds, filled with 
soil, wrapped in polyethylene film and frozen. They were 
then placed in polyvinylchlaride pipe, with special fins 
and dropped from a height of 400 feet. The seedlings 
penetrated the soil 6.5 inches, splitting the casing and 
allowing the roots to egress. 
These seedlings can be planted at a rate of 160,000 per 
day per airplane, with a cost of seven cents per seedling. 
Using ground methods, 700 per day per man can be planted at 
a cost of eight cents per seedling. 
Pseticidee and Fertilizers Applied Through Irrigation I261 
Methodo have been developed to apply foliar perticides 
and fertilizer8 through sprinkler irrigation systema. Currently 
this approach ie not widely ueed, but it ia included in this 
report to show developments that might reduce the desirability 
of aerial application of pesticides and fertilizere. 
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APPENDIX 8 
AIRWORTHINESS AND OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 
FOR 
AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT 
ERNEST J. CROSS, JR. 
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF AEROPHYSICS AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
MISSISSIPPI STATE, MS 39762 
A regulatory bas i s  for the cnrtiflcatlon of  aircraft has been developed by a series 
of acts by the U. S. ~=ngrsss.(') The Air Commerce Act of 1921, the Civ i l  
Aeronai tics Act of  1938, and the Federal Aviation Act of  1958 established the 
mechanirrn for maintaining certification regulation by designating an administrator 
with tire resp~r~sibi l i ty and authority for insuring certain minimum air worthiness 
stand v r l s  !)Y pr\%:crlLing appropriate rules and regulations. The certification of 
agricu~ , u t I ~ i  crir crutt i s  governed by the following rules and regulations: 
(1) Civi l  Aeronautics Manual (CAM 8) - Restricted Category 
(2) FAA Adviliory Circular 20-338 
(3) Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 23 - Airplane Airworthiness 
(4) Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 21 - Procedural Rules 
Many of the current aircraft are certificated in  accordance with the standards of 
CAM 8 Apperldix B, or a combination of criteria defined by CAM 8 and FAR Part 23. 
Others have been certificated on the basis of Part 23 alone. Table 1 i s  a resume 
of the certification basis for most of the agricultural aircraft currently i n  production. 
Many foreign countries wi l l  allow export of normal category aircraft on the basis 
of reciprocity agreements so that U. S. certification i s  sufficient. This i s  not the 
case for restricted category certification, and additional requirements which are 
peculiar to the importing-country are frequently imposed. Piper and Cessna have 
certificated their aircraft i n  both restricted and normal categories to facilitate export 
markets. 
The provisions of  the certif icafio~i documents are subject to FAA regional interpretation 
and no mechanism for insuring uniformity of criteria has been established. This results 
in  disparate certification requirements from region to region and suggests the requirement 
for stand~rdization of criteria developed specifically for agricultural aircraft. I t  has 
been reported, for example, that a recent Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) was 
issued by one FAA region for installation of an elevat:?r servo tab to decrease the 
stick force gradient i n  a particular model agricultural aircraft, whereas the stability 
criteria applied by another FAA region prohibited installation of a similar servo tab 
by the original aircraft manufacturer. 
L 
TABLE 1 
MANUFACTURER MODEL TYPE CERTIFICE 
NUMBER 
Emai r 
Cessna 
Grumman 
Piper 
MA-1 B A6PC FAA 21-25 (a) (I), Moy 14,1976 
Restricted Category 
4 
188 Series FAR 21, Fsbrw ry, 1965 
Restricted Category 
FAR 23, February, 1965, 
Normal Category 
1 A-1 6 CAR 8.10 (a) ( I ) ,  October 11, 
1950, CAM 8, Appendix 8-1 957 
AlOSO FAR 21 , Amendement 21 -1 thru 
21 -24, August 31, 1972 
Restricted Category 
A9SO FAR 23, May 31, 1972 
Normal Category 
Roc kwe I I 528, S2C, 2A7 CAR 8.10 (a) (I), October 11, 
Commander 600-S2C 1950, CAM 8, Appendix 8-1 957 
Roc kwe I I 600-S2D, A3SW CAR 3, May 15, 1956, Amend- 
Commander S-2R ment 3-1, 3-8 
Maintenance requirements, standards ond procedures, rre specified in  Federal 
Av lotion Regulations (FAR) Part 43 - Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance, 
Rebullding, and Alterations - for a l l  oircraft operating under the provisions of the 
Federal Aviation Act ot 1958. Experimental aircraft, and amateur aircraft are 
excluded by Part 43, but ogricultural oircraft must be maintained as al l  other U. S .  
c i v i l  aircraft. Slmi larly, agricultural aircraft, normal category and restricted category, 
are covered by the provisions of Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 39 - Airworthi- 
ness Directives. This provides for ad hoc modifications or retrofit of items which affect 
the airworthiness of aircraft of 12,5Clv3 Ibs, and less gross weight. Neither Part 43 nor 
Part 39 has a direct impact on the design of ogricultural aircraft, but each contributes 
i n  a fworable way to the orderly and efficient airworthy maintenance of these aircraft. 
The Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 91 - General Lperating and Flight Rules - and 
Part 137 - Agricultural Aircraft Operations - define operational requirements for pilots 
and the operation of oircraft i n  ogricultural applications. These regulations are such that 
no conditions are imposed on the airplane which directly involve the engineering technology . 
There are several operational difficulties caused by interpretation of rules concerning use 
of restricted category aircraft in congested areas which adversely affects the efficient use 
of agricultural aircraft. These problems, however, are not related to the airplane tech- 
nology and therefore are considered to be outside the scope of this study, 
A review of the certification process has been undertaken to establish the impact of FAA 
rules and regulations on the design and performance of ogricultural aircraft. In particular, 
certain criteria appear to adversely affect performance and pilot acceptance while pro- 
viding no significant safety advantage. Several examples ore given below to illustrate specific 
points of concern where the regulatory influence seems to be adverse or where no appro- 
priate regulation i s  availabie. The list i s  incomplete but i s  representative of opinions 
received from program manqers who have recently been involved in  certification of 
agricultural airplanes. (i) 
Spin Criteria - Part 23 spin criteria are not appropriate since fully developed spins 
are rarely, i f  ever, encountered in agricultural flying. Stall and post-stall behavior i s  a 
far more significant safety factor within the context of agricultural operations which are 
mostly at altitudes below 500 feet. 
Turbine Aircraft - Certification of turbine-powered aircraft must be on the basis of 
Part 23 since CAM 8, Appendix B, does not include turbine engines. This i s  a prime 
example of new technology that i s  not addressed by existing regulatory requirements for 
agricultural aircraft. The criteria established by Part 23 specifically apply to passenger 
Stability Requirements - Aircraft stability requirements adversely affect handling 
qualities and increase pilot workload, The CAM 8 requirement for stick force gradient 
I s  that the gradient i s  "clearly perceptible." Some FAA regional interpretatfon results 
i n  too high stick forces and subsequent pilot complaints. I t  has been reported that one 
model aircraft Is frequently "field modified" by converting the factory installed antl- 
servo tab to a serzo tab to reduce stick loads at working speeds to acceptable values. 
Also, Instrument approah stability requirements being applied to agricultural aircraft 
are inuppropriate. Excess stability margins resu I t  in control forces which are undesirably 
high and tend to induce pilot fatigue during normal agricultural operattons. 
Stall W a r n h -  Stall warning criteria pose a special problem to agricultural 
- - &  
operations. Current CAM 8 and Part 23 requirements specify a stall warning margin 
which appears to be too large for agricirltural aircraft operations with current stall warn- 
in$ devices. Further, the stall warning margin increases as the aircraft weight increases 
(for vane type sensors) such that the standard stall warning criteria result in  system activa- 
tion at 10-1 2 mph obove stall at high gross weights. This results in continuous stall warning 
during pull-up and turn-around in agricultural operations, which i s  unacceptable to the 
pilot. I t  i s  reported that the stall warning devices are frequently disabled by pilot/ 
operators. New specifications and/or stall warning devices tailored to agricultural 
requirements are needed. 
aircraft and are not appropriate to agricul tural airplanes and the pecu l iar operating 
conditions associated with their operation, Regulatory exceptions are possible, of 
course, but they must be individually negotiated by eoch manufacturer, Some of the 
general certification criteria, such as the requiremer~t for inlet de-icing, could be 
categorically rescinded for turbine og aircraft. 
Large Aircraft - There are no criteria for aircraft weighing more than 12,500 
Ibs . and/or multi-engined aircraft, Some large aircraft in this category are currently 
being used in agricultural operations where high volume application rates and large 
f ie ld sizes are involved. I t  i s  recl6onable to assume that large multi-engined aircraft 
w i l l  be produced as market requirements develop, and an appropriate certification basis 
w i l l have to be developeo . 
Some certification requirements resu I t  in unnecessary and undesirable design compromises 
which adversely affect airplane performance and the abil ity of pilots to perform the 
required missions. Virtually all of the current regulatory base, standards, ru lest and 
regulations, were developed on the basis of available technology prior to 1950. The 
entire certification process needs to be reviewed and changed to account for current 
technology and the mission-dedicated nature of agricultural aircraft. Further, a stand- 
ardization must be maintained to insure equitable certification costs and uniform air- 
worthiness. Current certification criteria and practices tend to i rnpede the transfer of 
new technology into production aircraft because of a lack of a regulatory basis for 
certification of  new technology . 
I t  seems clear that a careful review and update of the certification basis for agricultural 
aircraft should be undertaken. Additionally, a research program should be undertaken in  
support of changes to regulations in order to establish and validate appropriate criteria 
and to develop methods and technology where necessary. Recommended research to support 
possible changes i s  listed in  the following paragraphs in  three categories. 
1 . Flight Control 
A research program should be undertaken to investigate problerns associated with 
the flight control of agricultural aircraft within the context of their mission - dedicated 
use. Analytical, ground-based simulation, ard f l  iyht test programs shou Id be established 
to investigate tho static and dynamic stability requirements and characteristics with regard 
to effects on airplane handling qualitles. Handling qualities criteria must be established 
which reflect the special mission application and pi lot worklood in performing that mission, 
Programs should be developed to include aerodynamic devices to improve maneuverability 
and the irnpac t of these devices on controllability, p i  lot workload, and mission effectiveness. 
Further, research program should be established to investigate man-machine interface item, 
such as displays, controls iocation ond arrangement, and cockpit enviroi.rment with par- 
ticular regard to tho certification impact of such pilot factors, 
2. Stall 
A research program should be undertaken in  support of development of new criteria 
for stall and post-stall characteristics of agricultural aircraft. Stall warning devices which 
are appropriate to agricultural applications musf be developed as well as criteria to govern 
installation design, The device and criteria must be tuned to the peculiar operational 
requirements of the mission; in  particular, heavy weight, low speed, low altitude 
maneuvering. Further, research i s  needed to develop techno logy and criteria which resu Its 
in  aircraft stal I and post stall (or aggravated stall) behcwior which i s  easily controlled and 
results in minimum altitude loss. Stable spins and spin recovery are of l i t t le significance 
i n  agricultural operations. 
3. Restricted Category Certification 
Research would be undertaken or augmented which would provide better engineering 
data and methods to allow certificatiovi of a l l  agricultural aircraft in the normal category. 
This could result in  a more fcrvorable international acceptance of U. S. agricultural aircraft 
and ease export problems associated with restricted category airplanes. An extensive VGH 
data baa for al l  categories of agricultural airplanes i s  essential to establishing 
realistic design criteria. The present design criteria are based on 1950 and earlier 
technology. A research program must include crit ical review of current technology 
to evaluate the potential impact of recent developments and new data on existing 
criteria. Further, gust load factors for qr icul tural  aircraft need to be established 
in  view of current technology ar\d act l~al conditions encounterd in agricultural 
operations. 
The list of  recommended research i s  certainly not complete, but i t  i s  representative of 
certification problem areas which require additional research to udequately establish 
criteria and validation data. The research suggestions and problem areas are those most 
frequently identified by people who have direct experience in the certic'cation process 
for one or more agricultural aircraft. 
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